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1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the Advanced Attack Helicopte r (AH-64 ) Flight and
Wea pons S i mul ator ( FWS) Concept Formula tion Study was to determine techn i cal
feasibility and optimum designs in accordance wi th the following objectivesr outlined in Army Regulation 71-i (Ref. 1-1 ):

4. (a ) Ana lys i s , compari son , and recommendation of FWS design components
based on available technology rather than on e xperimental effort.

(b) Analysis of tra i ner performance and operating characteristics .

(c) Trade-off analysis , incl uding economic , traine r efficiency , relia-
bility , maintenance , and integrated logistic support concepts .

(d) Analysis of present designs of other fl i ght simulators as compared
with FWS techn i cal approaches.

Ce) Cost-effectiveness analysis , incl uding cost estimates of the
trainer based on reliability , maintenance , and utilization over
the effective life of the trainer.

(f) Estima ted time schedules and cost information , assuming design and
manufacture of the FWS wi thin the 1978-79 fisca l year period .

Every consideration was taken throughout all stages of the study• to ensure that these objectives were attained.

1 .2 APPROACH TO MEETING STUDY OBJECTIVES

1.2.1 AH-64 Mission Definit ion. The fi rst step was to define trainer
operating and performance characteristic requirements . Meetings at the U.S.

• Army Aviation Training School , Fort Rucke r , Alabama , at the U.S. Army A rmor
School , Fort Knox, Kentucky , and at PM TRADE , Orlando , Florida were attended
to define the pri mary role of the AH-64 and the training feature s most desir-
able in the FWS. Discussions with the most knowledgeable TADS user at Fort
Monroe as reconinended by Mr. K. C. Keal at PM lADS and Attack Helicopte r
users at Fort Bragg, North Carolina , were also held. Information gathered
provided the fol l owing description of the AH-64 and its primary mission
requi rements.

Ret’
~

1-1 . Force Developmen t: Army Combat Developmen ts, Army Regulation
No. 71-1 , Headquarteti , Department oTtEe Aimy , Washington , 16 September
1968.

I

1-3
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1.2.1.1 A_H-b~t~~~s ’ p t)on ~~ f.i-2J . The AH-64 is a twin-eng ine , rotary
wing aircraft designed as a s~~b1e , manned aerial weapons system to delive r
point , area , and rocket fires . The crew , consisting of a pilot and copilot !
gunner (CPG) , sit in  tandem , with the CPG in the front seat. The weapon s
system comprising a turret-mounted 30-mm automatic gun area weaoo ns sub-
systen~, and a 2 ,75-in fo1d~ng fin aerial rocket subsystem ,opera te via the
Targe t Acquisit ion Designation System (TAOS), which has three si ghting modes :

(a) TAOS head-down disp lay , consist ing of infrared , t e l e v i s i o n ,
or direct optica l display capable of various magnif ica 5tions .

(b) TALS head-~p display , showin g infrare d and  television video .

(c)  Integrated Helmet-Mounted Display Si ght System (IHADSS )
capable of insertiry video signals and symbology on the
pilot and CPG helmet visors .

Di rection of weapon fire is dictated by the release angle for
the 30-mm gun and 2.75- incn rockets , and by laser reflection or radar!
infrared homing for the Hellf ire missi le.  Ni 9ht ope ration of the A H-64 is
augmented by the Pilot ’ s Ni ght Vision System (PNVS ), which is a Fo rward
Looking Inf ra re d ( F U R )  v uieo presented on the pilot a n d  CPG visors s laved to
eithe r head position. The AN/PVS -b night vision goggles act as a backup .

1. 2.1. AH 64 Depjoymerit. The AH-64 will be capable of performing
anti-armo r ope rations (direct aer ial fire aga i ns t armor/mechanized forces);
air cavalry operations; and  air inobile escort and fi re support .

We b e l i e v e  the  primary mission is ope ration against armored
vehicles i n  a batHefield situation. Terrain-followi ng fl i ght is used for
deployiiient to attdck posit ions to avoid threa t detect ion . The hel icopter
m u s t  then unmask  to q a i n  a clear line of sigh t to the target , which al lows
a Hellfire to be guided to the threat. The L .7 5 - in ch  rockets can be used to
cause heavily a rmoreci vehicles to button up or to destroy lightl y a rmored
vehicles .

- -  

~~~èL 1-2. YAH- 64 Advanced Attack Heiico pter , Vol . 1, Sy stem S~~ j~fica -
t ion Hughes ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Cal If . , 1976 ( RFP DAAJO I-76R -0374 )

1-4 
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1.3 DOCUMENT STRuCTURE

The main body of this study consists of 11 sections. Following
this section , Section 2 details training task requirements and is based on
contacts wi th the U.S. Army , Training Task Lists for the AH-1 , and Gunnery
and Terrain Flying Manuals TC17-17 and FM 1-1. (Ref.1-3 and 1-4).

J Sections 3 to 7 present design concepts. Section 3 analyzes basic
fli ght si i~ulati on. Section 4 covers the weapons and sighting system .
Section 5 deals with the visua l system. Section 6 and 7 cover motion cue
generation , and instruc tor facilities respectively. In each of these areas
state-of-the-art techniques are exami ned and designs proposed which most
closely meet the requirements of specification , cost and operation. Trade-
off analysis described throughout the sections , is primari ly based on
device effectiveness. In some areas , reliability data is used to choose
between devices of equal capability .

The computer interface , memo ry , and tim ing requirements are defined
for each system i n  Section 8. Other subjects in Section 8 included investi-
gation of exist ing 32-bit minicomputers , cost effectiveness of developing
operating system , use of FORTRA N IV for real-time simulation programs ,
memo ry-type compar ison and on-line and off- l ine diagnostics.

I An appreciation of the integra ted logist ics support for the design
and maintenance phases is given in Section 9. Conclusions on components are
summarized in Section 10. Section 11 contains the recommended configuration

-‘ and includes an estimated reliabil ity model , and an estimated procurement
F . ~ ,~ cost and production schedule.

I

I

I ~ifT~1-3. Gunnery Trainin~~ for A t t a c k  Helicopters , TC 17-17 , U.S .
A rmy Armor SchooL Fort Knox , 197S

Ref. 1-4. Terrain Flying, FM1-1 , Headquar te r s , Department of the Army
Wash ing ton , 1 October 1975

I . 

-

,

I

I

I 
• 
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2.1 GENERAL

A prequisite to the design of any training device is the determin-
atiOn of required training features . Defining the optimum configuration of
a training device requires an initial analysis of the skil ls training re-
quired. Subsequent investigation of alternative design methods and the
effect of engineering limitations on the levels to which ski l ls can be
taught should determine the fi nal configuration of the training device .

The initial step in investigating training requirements of the
AH-64 Flight and Weapons Simulator was to contact the potential users and
to determine the following:

(a) A description of the capabilities of the AH-64 helicopter and its
proposed operational equipment (AH-64 System Speci fication
(Ref.2-1) and pa ragraph 2.1.1)

(b) The proposed tacti cal roles of the AH-64 (paragraph 2.2)

(c) The i tems of training required for AH—64 crew—members and the areas
of training currently existing (paragraph 2.3)

These three i tems provided a good basis for evaluating the role of
an FWS in the AH—64 training program and also provided an insight into
areas in which a part-task trainin g device may prove cost-effective .

After a significant amount of data had been collected and a con-
cept forme d of the t r a i n i n g  areas the FWS could best cover , a prelimi nary
training task analysis was produced from which to establish attack heli-
copter crew training areas. These were used to defi ne areas of simulation
needed to fulfill the training tasks and hence , to produce the FWS training
device requirements . (paragraph 2.5)

2.1.1 AH-64 Armament. The proposed AH-64 configuration is capable of
carrying and delive ring 1200 rounds of 30-.nin cannon ammunition , up to 76 ,
2.75—inch folding fin rockets which can have High Explosive Anti tank (HEAT)
heads or contain smoke or chaff, and can deliver 16 Heliborne Fi re and Forget
(Hellfi re) missiles guided by a laser designator or containing radar/infrared
(RF/IR) homing heads .

Ref. 2-1. VAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicqpter, Vol. 1, System Specificat-
ion , RFP DAAJO1-76-R-0374, Hughes Helicopter s , Culver City , Calif. , 1976
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The Target Acquisition and Designation System ( TAOS) provides the
pri mary method for target detection and weapons release. The system has the
capability of acquiring targets through a stabilized sighting system and of
preseru.ing optical , black-and-white television and infrared displays to the
copilot/gunner. Si ghting systems are provided by direct head—mounted si ght
for both pilot and copilot/gunner , head-up TV display for the copilot/gunner
and pilot and a head-down optical , TV , and infrared display for the ccpilot/
gunner. The manip ulation of the TADS and its communications with the weapons
systems is controlled by the Fi re Control Computer (FCC) resident onboard the
helicopter. The computer receives direction information from the sights and
laser desi gnation and ranging systems and produces directional commands for
the firing of AH-64 weapons .

The Hellfi re missile system can be used in two modes : autonomous
and remote . In the autonomous mode , the laser source designating the target
is situated on the helicopter , whereas during remote operation , the laser
designator is either ground-based or carried by another helicopter. This
means that Hellfire can be fired from a completely concealed position , giving
the AH-64 the role of a hi ghly maneuverable fi ring platform that can be read-
ily deployed to any part of the battlefield area .

Target position information can also be relayed automatica lly if
navigational equipment onboard a scout helicopter is in communication with
the AH-64 , and the scout carries rangefi nding and di rection-sens ing equip—
men t.

A si gnificant asset of the AH-64 is the incorporation of infrared
emission-detecting equi pment in the Pilot ’s Night Vision System as well as
the Target Acquis ition/Designation System. This should give the AH-64 a sig-
nificant advantage in ni ghttime operation .

2.2 TACTICAL ROLE OF THE AH-64

The tactical roles for which the AH-64 was originally intended are
as follows :

Anti-armo r operations (direct aerial fire against armor/mech-
anized force)

Air cavalry operations

Ai rmobile escort and fire support for airmobile operations
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Through contacts with potential U.S. A rmy users and trainin g estab-
lishments , we believe that the primary role will be that of antiarmor opera-
tions using the Hellfire missile . Another factor that has emerged during
the study period is that the AH-64 wil l probably not be expected to detect
targets but will have them identi fied by either ground personnel or scout
helicopter crews .

The techniques involved in completing an AH-64 mission can be split
into three areas:

Flying techniques

Navigational techniques

Gunnery and self-defense involving the use of flying and navi-
gational techniques

2.2.1 Flying Tec hniques. The flight envelope during an AAH mission is
dictated by the types of units to be engaged . When in range of threat anti-
aircraft weapons , it is necessary to keep below their covering radar envelope .
In the battle area , visual detection becomes a problem as wel l, and it must
be remembered that enemy tanks can align and fire their wea pons within 10
seconds and can have a hi gh - kill probability up to a range of 1500 meters.

Attack hel i copters operate in three flight modes while in an
operational environment (Ref.2-2)

(a) Nap-of-the-Earth Flight. Nap-of-the-earth flight (NOE ) is flight
as close to the earth’ s surface as vegetation and obstacles
will permit , while generally following the contours of the
earth . Airspeed and altitude are varied as influenced by the
terrain , weather , ambient light , and enemy situation. The pi-
lot preplans a broad corridor of operation , based on known ter-
rain features , which has a longitudinal axis pointing toward
his objective . In flight , the pilot uses a weaving and devious
route wi thin his preplanned corridor while remaining oriented
along his general axis to take maximum advantage of the cover

~1 and concealment afforded by terrain , vegetation , and manmade
features .

______

~~~~Ref. 2- 2 W Terrain F~~in~, FM1-1 , Headquarters , Department of the Arn;y,Washington , October 1975.
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(b) Contour Flight. Contour flight Is flight at low altitude , con-
forming generally, and in close proximi ty, to the contours of
cover and concea l ment to avoid observation or detection of the
aircraft and/or its points of departure and landing. It is
characterized by a varying airspeed and a varying altitude as
vegetation and obstacles dictate.

(c) Low-Level Flight. Low-level flight is flight conducted at a se-
lected altitude at which detection or observation of an air-
craft or of the points from which and to which it is flying is
avoided or minimized . The route is preselected and conforms
generally to a straight line and a constant airspeed and m di-
cated altitude.

Typical uses of these flying techniques , illustrated in Figure
2-1 , evolve throughout a mission , starting with low—level flight at a dis-
tance from the battle area to avoid detection by enemy radar. This will
change to contour flight at closer proximit y to the battle area , the precise
point being dictated by distance and terrain features . Contour flying would
continue until a holding area is reached where the attack helicopters are de-
ployed to firing positions using NOE flight. Thereafter , the use of NOE
techniques will allow the AH—64 to acquire and engage the threat , after
which , the AH-64 having released its weapons , it will return to its For-
ward Area Refuellin g and Rearming Point (FARRP), using a profile similar to
that of its battlefield approach .

2.2.2 Navigation Techniques. Skills required for AH-64 navi gation are
variable as a function of flight mode and atmospheric conditions. AH—64 navi-
gational techniques can be divided into two basic areas.

(a) Visual navigation using an ordinance map scaled at 50,000:1 for
position reference. At altitudes above the low-level flight
levels mentioned in paragraph 2.2.1(c), this involves observa-
tion of road , river , and cultural features over a wide area .

At l ower flight level s , during contour or NOE flight , the navi-
gation task becomes more difficult. The area under observation
by the navigator is effectively reduced , which necessitates the
recognition of smaller contour l evels and a reduced feature
area (e.g., the corner of a wood). Use of variation in vegeta-
tion color and type in the proximity of water is an example of
the subtlety involved in NOE navigation.
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(b) Instrument navigation using airborne equipment and navigational
markers . The AAH navigational list includes the following
equipment:

Lightweight Doppler Navigation System (LDNS)

Automatic Direction Finding equipment (ADF)

FM Homing Equipment

Heading Altitude Reference Set (HARS)

Magnetic Compass

Radar Altimeter

Navigational equipment is operated both outside the battlefield
area and during threat engagement .

Operation remote from a battlefield will follow the lines already
in exi stence for other IFR helicopters. The inclusio n of an LDNS onboard the
AH-64 wi l l  allow accurate positioning once the sys tem has been referred to a
starting position.

In the battlefield area , it is hoped that the LDNS will remove
some of the difficul ty encountered during visual navigation at low levels and
free the copilot/gunner for other chores. The use of an emitting device in
the battlefield is a cause of concern when considering the possibility of AH—64
detection by threat forces, but we have not received an analysis of the po-
tential extent of the difficulty to be encountered .

2.2.3 Gunnery and Self-Defense. The topics discussed under this head-
ing Include AH—64 weapon uses and the tactics involved in weapon release and
survival.

2.2.3.1 AH-64 Weapon Uses. The AH-64 can be configured to deliver
three types of weapons:

(a) Hellfire Missi le. This missile is used against heavily armored
vehicles. It has a range of over 5000 meters, giving the AH-
64 an important standoff fire capabilit y . At present , the
missile is equipped with a laser seeker and requires that a
target be designated by a laser device . Future development
may include an RF/IR seeker or a TV image seeker. We believe
that this is intended as the primary weapon of the AH-64 in
its battlefield role.

2-8
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(b) 2. 75-Inch Folding Fin Rockets. These can be used against tanks
and light ly armored vehicles. The accuracy of the rockets
decrease with distance , requiring enemy engagement of less than
3000 meters . A number of configurations for this weapon are
available , including the HEAT (High Explosive Antitank ) head
and rockets containing smoke or chaff.

(c) 30—rn Gun This weapon is designed for use against lightly ar-
mored vehicles and personnel .

Although the Hellfire is the primary weapon system on the AH-64
because of its range and accuracy and although its primary goal is the de-
struction of heavy armor, we believe that the other weapon systems wil l  be
used during engagements. The effectiveness of 2.75- inch rockets onboard the
helicopter has been criticized because of their inaccuracy at long range and
during hovering and l ow-speed flight. The rockets become more accurate in
diving attacks , but we believe that it will be undesirable to have the AH-64
exposed to enemy fire for any period. The most effective role of the rockets
i s  that of making the enemy button up, thus restricting his FOV to his own
display devices (periscopes , etc.) and reducing his ability to spot the
AH-64. The 30-mm gun may also be used to counter surprise threats , suc h as
smal l  arms fi re during an antitank mission , and may be used against area
targets in a manner similar to that of rockets .

2.2.3.2 AH-64 Tactics. The AH-64 tactics used in destroy i ng armed ve-
hicles can be split up into two areas:

(a) Direct engagement , where the Hellfire missile is guided by the
AH-64 laser designator.

(b) Indirect engagement , where the Hellfire missile is guided by a
remote laser designator.

2.2.3.2.1 Direct Engagement. To engage targets directly, the AH— 64
must be able to view a target through the target acquisition/designation
equipment or wi th the naked eye .

Discussions with the U.S. Army have revealed that exposure of
the AH-64 to enemy threat wi l l  be limited in every possible way . The hel i-
copter will not be used to detect targets on the battlefie ld , but will be
guided to a firing position and told the proximity of a target by a scout
helicopter.

The following discussion describes our understanding of the
tactics used by the AH-64 in destroying enemy armor in an offensive and de-
fensive situation.

2-9
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The prima ry difference between the two situations is tha t
when the AH-64 is used in an offensive or counteroffensive role , the position

• of the threat a rmor is not likel y to be known accurately. In this situation ,
the scout helicopter must detect the targets and guide the AH-64 to a firing
position . When defending against a threat offensive , the position of the
enemy is more obvious , and the AH-64 wil l  be able to position itself at a
vantage point , using information from a scout , then unmask and select the
priority targets from those in view . The problem of detection is made sim-
pler because the threat is moving rather than static.

In the offensive role , therefore , the scout helicopter is re-
sponsible for all of the AH-64 movements in the battle area . In the defen-
sive role , the role of the scout would diminish , although we feel it would be
expected to perform an overview of the battle area and provide information on
best areas for attac k and the position of enemy retaliator y vehicles (Hinds,
ZSU’s, etc.).

We believe from our discussions wi th the Army that a differ-
ence in flying techniques may be involved because of thE- greater expectancy
of rifle fire when attacking an enemy defensive position than when defending
against an enemy attack. in  the latter case, one would expect the enemy ar-
mor to precede rifle units .

A typica l AH-64 mission in an offensive role would involve a
briefing of the overall tactical situation prior to takeoff from a Forward
Area Rearming and Refuellin g Point (FARRP). The AH-64 would proceed to a
rendezvous area with the scout helicopter , using the flying and navigation
techniques mentioned in raragraphs 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Normally, two P.11-64’s
and one scout would form a typical unit which would proceed , using NOE flight
with the scout l eading , to firing positions against the threat armor. Sur-
prise attacks enroute to these firing positions could be engaged , using roc-
kets or 30-mni bullets.

When in firing position , the scout would perform a ‘handoff’ ,
giving the approximate range and direction in which the target is located .
With this information , the AH-64 would ‘pop-up ’ to a position giving a direct
view of the target and would acquire the target , using the TADS sighting sys-
tem at a low magnification setting . As soon as the target is acquired , the
lADS sight magnification would be raised to give a larger picture , the laser
designator would be employed , and a Hellfire m i ssile released .

It is i mportant that the missile laser seeker receive signals
during the latter phase of flight , and so the AH-64 would have to remain un-
masked until the Hellfire impacted with the target , which could be for a
period of up to 10 seconds at 5000 meters . After target destruction , the AH-
64 would remask , move quickly to avoid any retaliatory action , and wait for
the scout to guide him to another target.

2-10
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The preceding discussion has covered tactics in an AH-64 of-
fensive  role. In defending against a threat attack in such an area, we as-
sume that the role of the scout helicopter would diminish , and the AH-64
would assume the responsibility of target identification , from w hi c h the crew
would decide which targets should be attacked first. Cornunication among AH-
64 crews and scout helicopters would be used to ensure that no one target is
attacked by more than one AH-64. In this role , the AH-64 is still expected
to minimize the risk of retaliation by remaining hidden from the enemy while
not actually firing weapons.

2.2.3.2.2 Indirect Engagement. The Hellfire missile is designed to
seek reflected laser light that can be generated from a remote source . This
allows weapon release in a relatively secure area and involves precod ing the

• missile seeker to home on a specific laser refl ection and release of the
weapon inside a certain corridor so that the seeker will scan the correct
area .

The indirect mode depends heavily on the use of cornunica-
tions , either by voice cornands between the AH-64 crew and the designator
operator or through a digital link between the AH-64 fire control computer
and the designation Equipment giving the position of the target.

2.3 ATTACK HEL ICOPTER CREW TRAIN ING REQUI REME NTS

The training areas needed to produce a fully integrated attack
helicopter crew can be split into the following four areas:

Basic training in helicopter flying and navigation

Transition training for the AH-64

Weapon training

AH-64 mission training

The following paragraphs describe each of these areas, in turn
showing what skills are required , how training is presently implemented , and
what type of trainin g device is best suited to give effective training in
eac h area .

2-11
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2.3.1 Basic Training

2.3.1.1 Flight Tralnin.~ The initial training of a helicopter pilot
involves developing the skills necessary to perform basic rotary-wing maneu-
vers such as takeoff , hover , and landing , progressing to MOE and contour
flight. Current training in this area i nvolves small , l ow-cost helicopters
such as the 011-58 to teach the basic flying skills coninon to all rotary-wing
aircraft.

We do not believe that this area of training can be effectively
carried out using a synthetic training environment , although the ability to
perform all the maneuvers involved must be included in a helicopter simula-
tor.

2.3.1.2 Navigation Training . As discussed in paragraph 2.2.2(a), vi-
sual navigation at MOE altitudes presents a significant problem . The sub-
tieties involved in navigation where a crew member is presented with a view
over a restricted area require the recognition of small contours as well as
variations in vegetation.

A system of instruction for visual navigation training called
Map Interpretation and Terrain Analysis Course (MITAC), originated by Dr. J.
Bynum of the Army Research Institute (AR!), Fort Rucker , is currently in use
by the U.S . Army . The system involves scanned scenes of MOE environment pro-
jected onto a screen to give the student a 900 field of view (FOV). The
course is self-pacing and interactive and has been credited with doubl i ng the
low-level flight speed performance in the past two years .

As in the case of flight training , we do not believe t~at navi-gational training should be performed in a full simulator , although the dif-
ficulties involved in navigation should be present during mission training.

Route planning requires a high degree of skill in map interpre-
tation and must be performed before each mission . Evaluation of the chosen
route could and probably will be done in the simulator; however , the fre-
quency of exposure to enemy fire might depend as much on the ability of the
pilot as on the chosen route . The practice and evaluation of route planning
is probably best performed in the classroom . The tra i nee might benefit from
a form of computer-aided instruction that could automatically evaluate his
route from the point of view of exposure to the en~my, length of route , dif-ficulty of route , etc .

2.3.2 Transition n m .  Transition training on the AH-64 will in-
volve teaching helicopter crews with previous flying experience the followin g
characteristics of the AH-64:

Flight characteristics

2-12
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Navigation equipment

Commun ica ti ons

IFR flying

Use of chec kl i sts

Operation during normal and abnorma l conditions

Transition training does not involve mission against a threat
force but is designed to instruct crews fully in the operation of the AH-64.

Transition training presents a good area for the use of flight
simulators for complex aircraft such as the AH-64. Since the running costs
of the AH-64 are expected to be $1030/hour, the purchase of a simulator is
easily justifiable for this training alone. However, the requirements of
transition training are not as demanding as those of mission training , and it
may be that the purchase of a less costly simulator for transition trainin g
i s more econom ical .

Another point in favor of a low-cost transitional trainer is the
likely high number of crews to be transitioned to a helicopter not yet in
production and therefore not available for training .

2.3.3 Weapon Training . The acquisition of shooting skills is probably
the most expensive part of AH-64 training . The cost of one round of 30-rn am-
munition is $8, and one Hellfire missile costs about $10,000. We bel i eve
that a considerable amount of practice will be required to become proficient
in using the TADS, weapon sighting systems, and weapons themselves . A cer-
tain amount of practice will also be required on a continuing basis to main-
tain the gunners and pilots in a battle-ready cc’ndition. Target detection is
often associated with weapon trainin g ; however , as wi th navigation training ,
this still requires a high l evel of acuity which the simulator cannot pro-
vide. In an MOE environment , it becomes a pattern matching problem which can
be taught or practiced in the classrc om .

The target detection process can be thought of as a stimulus that
triggers a certain response , usually involving the firing of a particular
weapon . On a training device , the visual displ ay would have to be able to
provide a sufficient l evel of stimulus to trigger the correct response. It
would also be important for the gunner to be able to evaluate the damage to
the target in order to determine what further action should be taken.
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2.3.4 AH-64 Crew Mission Training . AH-64 crew mission training repre-
sents the area in which basic flying and navigation skills , knowledge of the
AH-64 characteristics , and procedures and the s kil l s  i n wea pons del i ver y are
all brought together against a threat force. The pilot and copilot/gunner
must learn to act as a team in employing techniques to acquire a target, de-
stroy it , eva de retal i atory measures af ter wea pons releas e, and move about the
battle area . Appendix B lists the skills presently required of attack heli-
copter crews and i s an excer pt from the ~.innery Training 1’~nual for AttackI~ licopters produced by the U.S. Army (Ref.2-3).

Present mission training is conducted largely by operating hell -
copters against stationary targets. The introduction of moving targets cre-
ates extra expense in machinery and manpower. The introduction of Simfire
currently in use in European countries can be expected to reduce the cost of
weapons , but a high basic cost of helicopter operation and manpower will
still remain.

Crew mission training is the area we bel i eve the AH-64 flight and
weapons simulator can best fulfill. We feel that stimulatio n of the correct
responses requi red thr ,ughout a complex mission can best be developed in a re-
alistic environment with which a crew can interact. This will allow a crew to
develop the teamwork necessary to opera te successfully in a hostile environ-
ment.

2.4 TRAINING DEVICES -

2.4.1 Flight and Weapons Simulator. During the study program , we
undertook an AH-64 training task analysis which we hoped would help us in
defining a simulator to cover all training i tems. As the study progressed ,
we began to real i ze that although we may produce a trainer to cover all
trairiinr a’eas, a prime consideration in our design efforts must be the use
to ~ the trainer would be put because of the restrictions of the amount
of ~ .4 ~tor time available to each AH-64 crew. Five hundred hours per month
is abo~t -the maximum usage of a simulator , and if we consider an AH—64 unit
with an assignment of 200 crews, eac h crew w il l rece i ve two to three hours a
month of simulator time . This means that less than three hours of training
per month could be dedicated to either transitional training or full mission
training .

Ref. 2-3. Gunnery Training for Attack Hel i cqpters, TC17-17, U.S. Army
Armor School , For t Knox , 1975.
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Figures we have received on the costs of operating the AH-64 in-
dicate tha t running costs for the hel i copter are estimated at $1030/hour.
This figure represents the costs i nvolved in transition training , during
which no weapons are fired . The cost of weapons involved in an AH-64 mission
is high , with one Hellfire missile priced at $10,000. On the basis of these
figures , it appears that using the FWS for training in which a crew does lit-
tie el se but engage targets during a training session is more cost effective
than conducting transition training . This is not to say that transition
training would not be cost-effective , since we believe it certainly would be ,
but rather that the procurement of a number of transitional trainers would
produce greater savings in aircraft operating costs and would allow the FWS
to be used purely for mission training .

We believe that accurate simulation of aircraft systems and
flight handling satisfy the IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) training require-
ments necessary for transition to the AH-64. It then remains a visual system
problem to introduce VFR (Visual Flight Rules) transition training and mis-
sion training , and as such the visual system is the single most important
component of the FWS .

The benefit of a mission trainer is in placing AH-64 crews in an
interactive tactical situation which they would not experience with current
training techniques and is , in our opinion , the prima ry use for a flight and
weapons simulator.

2.4.2 Supplementary Trai ners. We believe that a requirement for a full
mission simulator does not preclude the use of a trainer or trainers dedi-
cated to teaching specific training areas. Such training should be self-
instructional as much as possible.

Training on the lADS , for example , may l end itself easily to a
tra i ner involving only the TADS equipment , some image generation equipment ,
and a computer controller. The cost of such a device wil l be significantly
less than that of a full mission simulator , and gunners could be trained ef-
fectively in the use of TAOS to raise their l evel of ski ll and to keep them
in the battle-ready condition .

The IH1~DSS may also be a candidate for a part-task trainer .

Another candidate for part-task training is a route plannin g
trainer such as that mentioned in paragraph 2.3.1.2. A computer driven eval-
uation of a trainee ’s choice of route into a hostile area where he must keep
hidden could be used as a classroom tool
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A transitional trainer for the AH-64 pilot’ s station appears to
be justifiable In terms of cost. Such a trainer need have no out-of-the-
window visual display but could have a visual system driving the PNVS to al-
low training in IFR and Infrared visual flight. All other transitional
training , such as checklists , communications, and norma l and abnormal proce-
dures , coul d al so be prac ticed .

Further study is required to ascertain the amount of training
necessary to become proficient in areas such as weapon training , use of TADS,
route planning , target detection , transition training , use of IHADSS and also
the amount of training required to remain proficient in these areas. This
will enable part-task trainers to be designed in the most efficient manner
and to ensure that they compl ement the role of the mission trainer.

2.5 AH-64 FWS TRAINING DEVICE REQUIREMENTS

The following paragraphs describe the FWS training device require-
ments we consider to be of prime interest. Our opinions in this area were
based on discussions with U.S. Army personnel and a review of their manuals.

In the AAH training task analysis (Appendix A), we used the AH—1
task list as supplied by the U.S . Army Armor School at Fort Knox and amended
the i tems, using informed estimates of AH-64 mission (paragraph 2.2) and
information about the AAH eq”~~m~nt configuration .

After  listing the tasks , it was necessary to define into which
areas of training each task could be broken. The areas chosen were selected
to fit easily into the building blocks for AH-64 simulation , with the in-
structor’s involvement inc l uded to highlight instructor l oading in particular
training areas. The areas selected were as follows :

(a) Basic flight simulation , which includes the areas common to stan-
dard CAE simulator production . This includes aircraft handling ,
engine and ancillary simulation , flight controls , navigation and
comunication equipment , audio simulation , and cockpit instru-
ments and controls associated with these areas.

(b) Motion cue generation to provide a representative motion cue re-
flecting vibration and aircraft acceleration levels.

( c ) V i sual sys tem , which includes out-of-the—window scene description ,
scene content and video associated with helicopter tactical dis-
plays , and night vision aids.
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• (d) Tactical system , which covers all weapons release systems, manipu-
lation of lADS , and usage of the Fire Control Computer (FCC).

(e) Instructiona l involvement , which i temizes areas of tra iner control
over the complete mission spectrum .

Each simulation area was composed of a group of elements (A ppendix
• A ) ,  and subsequently the elements were assigned to training tasks to give the

simulation requirements to train for each task. Since the properties re-
quired of an element may differ from task to task , the introduction of rela-
tive task importance was required to decide which properties are most de-
sirable in areas where incompatible properties are requested . The final
stage was produced as a result of invo l ved discussion used to produce the
task analysis in A ppendix A and is reproduced in summary form in the follow-
ing paragraphs and referred to in detail in Sections 3 to 8.

The most important area of training for the AH-64 FWS is the inte-
grated crew mission training and relative task importance differences were
resolved by reference to this criteria . When considering this , however , we
took into account that the AH-64 mission may change over a period of time and

• the FWS must be sufficientl y flexible to absorb these changes. It is our be-
lief that navi gational training through the MAITAC system is effective , and
the importance of visual navi gation in the FWS is of low priority . Data
gathered at Fort Rucker also indicates that basic flight training can be
achieved by using a less expensive helicopter than the AH-64, and it is our
opinion that such training , once learned , can be applied to any helicopter.

2.5.1 Basic Flight Simulation. Basic flight simulation includes the
basic systems that comprise a training environment sufficient to train crews
in:

Fl i ght

Navigation

Communicat ion -

Engine system management

. Anci l lary system ma nagement

Equipment malfunction procedures

IFR flight

2-17
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Little development in simulation techniques is needed in these
areas , since such training is afforded in CAE helicopter simulators already
installed , such as the UH-ID and CH-53 , through the incorporation of the fol-
lowing i tems:

Detailed flight control and flight model simulation capable
of operation throughout the complete flight envelope .

Accurate representation of all aircraft parts and instru-
ments in the simulator flight deck.

Accurate reproduction of engine and ancillary system effects
for normal and abnorma l operation.

Simulation of radio stations over any part of the world ’s
surface.

Correct navigation equipment effects. -

Aircraft noise reproduction in the trainer cockpit.

Areas of development required to meet AH-64 performance require-
inents are discussed in the relevant parts of Section 3.

2.5 .2 Mot i on Cue S im u l a t i o n . The AH-64 is a high-performance aircraft
capable of generating high accelerat ions , particularly in the vertical axis.
At the same time , the aircraft will experience vibrations due to rotor engine
and gearbox effects. Accurate reproduction of the amplitude and duration of
the motion cues qreater than those previously required for CAE heljconter
simulators operating inside their norma l operating envelope is required.
The effect of this cn motion cue generating equipment is discussed in Section
6.

2.5.3 V i sual SL5 rements. The visual system represents the
single most important area of the simulator. The AH-64 operates in its pri-
mary mission in an almost total visual environment. Both crew members have a
large FOV horizontall y and with lateral head movements car obtain a large
vertical FOV downwar ds. The necessity for a large vertical FOV (gr€ater than
500 ) is doubtful , since the pilot tends to look towards the’ horizon and the
direction in which he is going for obstacles at the helicopter height rather
than down at the ground . As recommended in paragraph 5.2 dealing with FOV ,
experimental data is required in this area .
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The scene detail required for the visual display has been de-
scribed at Fort Rucker as sufficient to allow terrain f l1g~it but not neces-
sarily to train for terrain flight . This means a large amount of detail is
necessary in the scene to provide sufficient visua l cues to enable a pilot
trained In terrain flight to fly MOE .

The playi ng area should be large enough to allow the crew to de-
velop visua l navigation techniques while flying NOE .

A playing area of 7 x 15 km has been described as adequate at
Fort Knox and a tota l playing area of 20 x 40 km desirable. A number of dif-
ferent terrain types is preferable , with European and desert the dominant re-
quirements.

The insertion of targets into the visual scene is required to
train in close engagements using rockets and cannons but is of doubtfu l ne-
cessity in the missile firin g situation. Target acquisition is primarily
done by scout helicopter , and the AH-64 is directed to a firing position and
told the direction of the target. Subsequent acquisition by the AH-64 is
done through TAOS with the pilot bein g directed by the copilot /gunner. The
effect of weapons detonation , such as smoke plumes is desirable
to allow the pilot to evaluate when to mask after missile firing and to know
when he is under fire .

Production of the TADS video should include presentation of
moving targets on both TV and optical p ictures. Simulation of F u R scenes

- I is also necessary for PNVS trainin g and lADS FLIR training . The method of
simulation should be geared to elicit the correct response from the student
in his choice and management of equipment.

The AH-64 uses night vision goggles as a backup to the PNVS.
This requires that variable light levels be present in the main visual scene
to allow realist ic operation of the goggles in the simulator.

F 
Visual display generation equi pmen t requ i rements and capa b i l i t i e s

are discussed in Section 5.

4 2.5.4 Tacticel systems . Tactical systems simulation requirements in-
volve the operation of weapons sighting systems and the effects of weapons
release. The trainer must inc lude an accurate representation of the effects
of all controls on veapons release and guidance. The results of the handling
of all controls by the trainee should be accurately reflected in his simu-
lated kill capacity . A realistic visual presentation for the TAOS is re-
quired to allow sighting of weapons systems , and the effect of aligning the
IHADSS with the main v isual display must also be realistically modelled.

The tactical system discussions are contained in Section 4.
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2.5.5 Instructor Capabilities. The instructor capabilities required
are dictated by the nature and density of tasks required prior to and during
a training mission. From the task analysis It is apparent that the instruc-
tor ’s involvement In communications is the predominant requirement during
exercises. He must also have the capability of inserting malfunctions , mon-
itoring student progress , monitoring the progress of the mission , and con-
trolling the operating environment. To coherently execute those functions in
a training mission sequence , he must have a detailed plan of events prior to
the mission.

The design development for these requirements is the subject of
Section 7.
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SECTION 3

BASIC FLIGHT SIMULATOR DESIGN ANALYSIS
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section describes the basic fl i ght simulator required to pro-
vide a synthetic training environment for instructing AH-64 crews in flying
techniques , instrument navigation , communications , engine and sys tem manage-
ment , and normal and emer gency chec kli st proce dures . The fol l ow i ng areas are
covered:

Flight deck

Primary flight controls

Instruments and secondary flight controls

• Flight simulation model

- Navigation and communications systems

Propulsion and ancillary systems

Other modules such as motion , v i s u a l  system , tactica l systems are
integrated with the basic fl i ght simulator to form the compl ete Flight and
Weapons simulator.

3.2 FLIGHT DECK

3.2.1 Configuration. In this area , two alternatives were con-
sidered :

(a) One flight compartment with the two crew members seated in tan-
dem , as in the AH-64.

(b) Two separately mounted flight compartments , one for each of the
two crew members.

The use of a single flight compartment has several important dis-
advantages :

The difficulty of arranging an adequate front visual display
(Section 5) for the pilot.

The infl exible nature of the visual configuration does not
lend itself to future changes to reflect advances and im-
provement.s in design .

Entrance to the front cabin is awkward with a wide angle
visual display in place .

. Instructor monitorin g of the first crew member cannot be Hdone directly as discussed in Section 7.

Difficulty of accessibility for maintenance purposes.
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The two cockpit configuration solves all of the above problems
but in i tself has several disadvantages:

Extra cost of second motion base and other structures.

• Two instructors stations are required .

Makes the use of rea l aircraft cockpit shells uneconomical
as explained in paragraph 3.2.2.

• The flight controls must be back driven under computer con-
trol rather than mechanicall y linked .

An advantage of the two cockpit arrangement is the capacity to
train two crew members independently. The pilot may practice take-offs and
landings while the copilot /gunner can undertake gunnery practice.

CAE believes tha t the principa l factor influencing the choice of
FWS cockpit configuration is the vertical visual displa~’ mounting . The con-
figuration of the display recommended in Section 5 consists of a 12-foot dome
surrounding each pilot. Although the use of pancake window displays instead
of a dome would allow the use of one flight compartment on one motion base,
the flight compartment would have to be modified to locate the pilot ’ s v i sua l
display. These modifications would probably interfere with cockpit instru-
ments and controls. Furthermore , a dua l cockpit with pancake window displays
would add about two tons to the simulator weight and would probably require ~larger and more expensive motion base. For these reasons, CAE bel ieves that
the extra complexity , involved in two motion bases , and flight control modi-
fications , is justified .

3.2.2 Cockpit Shell Construction. There are usual ly two options for
simulator cockpit shells:

(a) Use of real aircraft shells

(b) Fabrication of a substantiall y simplified structure by the simu-
lator manufacturer.

Both types have been used in CAE helicopter simulator production ,
depending on economic considerations. In the case of the AH-64 separate
cockpits for pilot and CPG would require extensive and different modification
to the aircraft structure for each of the two visual display configurations.
For this reason, fabrication of the flight compartments by the simulator
manufacturer is recommended .
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Since cockpits are not aircraft parts , there is a choice of basic
construction methods and materials. The relative merits of reinforced plas-
tics versus light metal alloys were corsidered and it was decided that fabri-
cation from light metal alloys was superior to reinforced plastics. This
choice provides greater strength and stiffness for rigid mounting of internal
and external simulator hardware such as control force units and displays.
Nonmetalic materials such as thermosetting plastic laminates would be used only
as linings or cover ings in areas where structura l strength is not critical.

3.2.3 Cockpit Base Frame. The base frame and mounting structures can
be fabricated from rolled steel or extruded aluminum sections.

3.2.4 Ventilation and Coolinj . In a training device , comfort cool i ng
for occupants requires remova’ of body heat as well as any equipment heat
which cannot be isolated from the cockpit air mass.

A ll heat dissipating equipment such as instruments, amplifiers ,
displays , etc., are isolated from the cockpit interior air mass to the great-
est extent possible. Cooling can be effected by the intake and discharge of
room amb ient air by natural or forced convection as required . If the trainer
is installed in an air controlled environment room , comfort cooling can be
achieved by circulation of room air in the cockpit without additional cool-
ing.

If comfort cooling cannot be attained by this means , additional
cooling can be provided using a cockpit mounted cooling ccii supplied with —

refrigerant from a remote source to condition room ambient air for cockpit
use. Air circulation can be provided by a low pressure , low noise l evel
circulating fan using the aircraft supply ducting and additional ducting as
required to obtain sufficient flow at low static pressure. The cool i ng coil
must be designed to prevent icing at low air fl ows and the condensate is
drained off or pumped to a remote point.

Temperature control can be atta ined via a sensor and electronic
network located in the cockpit which supplies electrical signals to control
the flow of the refrigerant , thereby enabling proportional and continuous
control of temperature . The isolation of equipment and occupant environment

— permits cooling air to enter at a relatively small temperature difference and
reduces discomfort caused by high velocity cold air blasts from small out-
lets. In a trainer operated with the canopy open or with the wi ndshield or
other large transparencies removed , the occupant comfort cool ing becomes
principally dependent on room ambient air conditioners .

3-5
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The air velocities , temperatures and other parameters of the air-
craft Environment Control System (ECS) are not duplicated in the tra i ner.
Simulation is limited to effect of ECS system on other systems , e.g., effect
of bleed air on engine perfo rmance.

3.3 PRIMARY FLIGFT CONTROLS

Flight controls represert the prima ry interface between the pilot
and his aircraft. The controls require careful simulation if aircraft han-
dling characteristics are to be reproduced . Primary flight controls employed
on the AH-64 are as follows :

• Fore and aft cyclic control

Li teral cyclic control

. Directiona l pedal control

• Col lect ive pitch contro l

Both the pilot and the copilot/gunner have a complete set of con-
trols which are mechanically linked , wi th the pilot having overriding con-
trol. A switch mounted in the crew compartment allows the mechanical link to
be disengaged .

Three different techniques have been used by CAE to simulate the
force feel characteristics of hel i copter controls:

3.3.1 Use of Aircraft Co~pgnents. In cases where aircraft components
are available at a reasonable cost, the complete servo system up to the out-
put linkages from the mixer unit is installed . This approach ensures fide li-
ty of simulation. Jamming failures are simulated using clutches or brakes
downstream of the mixer unit. The use of th~ aircraft system ensures inter-action between controls in the event of hydraulic or jamming failures and is
consistent with the aircraft . In the case of the AH-64 simulator , this ap-
proach is precluded by the separation of the pilot and copilot/gunner onto
two separa te motion bases.

3.3.2 Simulation of Aircraft Components. In some cases it proves eco-
nomical  to construct servos which are similar to the aircraft parts. A com-
bination of aircraft linkages and manufactured equ i valents is used to con-
struct this system. This approach is also precluded by the separation of the
pilot and copilot/gunner.
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3.3.3 Active Load Units. The th i rd simulation technique , that is
proposed for simillatlon of the AH-64, is the use of a servo driven actuator
to position the control stick In response to measured force Inputs. Recent
developments at CAE have led to the design of a hydraulic actua tor wi th
hydrostatic seals at both piston and rod end which essentially eliminate
friction and stiction effects. The reduction of these effects perm i ts the
use of a high gain force servo loop with sufficient bandwidth to simulate
all control stick characteristics Including hard stops. An electronic
compensator is designed for the basic servo loop to provide a wide band-
width while ensuring stability . A strain gauge force transducer with good
stiffness and resolution characteristics is used to provide a force feedback
signal.

The position of the pilot ’s stick is sensed by a LVDT transducer
and the resulting signal is operated upon by an analog model of the aircraft
stick’ s dynamic characteristics to produc e a command signal for the force
servo . In this way a basic spring gradient together with viscous and iner-
tial effects , viscous friction , and coulomb friction are generated . All of
these terms are readily adjustable. Computer inputs are used to modify the
basic force gradient in response to changes of airspeed or altitude and to
simulate failures.

Since the pilot and copilot controls are physically separated ,
the mechanical linkages of the aircraft must be reproduced by the force ser-
vos. A force servo for each control will be duplicated , one identical ver-
sion for each station , however , a single analog model will be used . A large
spring stiffness operating on the position difference between the two sticks
will be used for synchron i zation. This circuit will be inhibited in the Back
Up Control System (BUCS) mode . Automatic Stabilization Equipment (ASE), if
capable of moving the flight controls , will also be simulated . The basic
recommended control system is shown sch€matic all y in Figure 3-1. Similar
systems can be used for cyclic , collective throttle and yaw. To finalize the
design , additional information is required on the effects of jamming or hy-
draulic failures , particularly with respect to interaction between controls
through the mixer unit. In addition , detailed drawings of the linkages and
available space are required as rigidity is essential to the performance of
the force servo .

3.3.4 Commercialjy Avai lab le Load_Uni t s . McFadden Electronics current-
ly produce complete control force units for use in flight simulators. We
feel that their systems are expensive and difficult to tailor to specific re-
quirements. In addition they are not constructed from standard aircraft com-
ponents and do not provide realistic looking controls. In view of the avail-
able design capacity at CAE and compatab ility with CAE software there would
be no advantage to sutcontracting the control force load units.

3.3.5 Flight Control Vibrations. Hi gh frequency vibration of controls ,
if required in conjunction with the Seat shaker for added realism , can be pro-
vided by digitally controlled oscillators within the contro l force load unit
analog model.
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3.4 INSTRUMENTS AND SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROLS

3.4.1 General. The current policy at CAE is to use origina l aircraft
instruments in the trainer to simplify instrument procurement , maintenance
and provisionings of spares for the customer. The use of an aircraft instru-
ment requires fulfillment of all the fol l owing conditions:

(a) The instrument is electrically driven and the input signal is one
of the following :

3-wire synchro

DC

400 Hz ac

• Digital signal

(b) The instrument does not contain ccmpensating devices or other
components which may adversely affect the accuracy or rel i-
ability when used wi th the computer interface.

(c) The instrunen t is not driven from variable resistance , capaci-
tance or inductance transducers.

If the input vo l tage or power requirement exceeds the interface
output voltage or power capabilit y a dc amplifier may be conn€-cted between
the analog output and the original aircraft instrument. To retain original
400 Hz instruments 4C0 Hz modulators m~y be used . Simulated instruments have
the original instrument front end components, dials, drums , pointers and be-
zel s, but a different actuating mechanism is used in place of the origina l .
They also have at least the same standa rd of reliabili ty and maintainability
as original aircraft . The avionics control panels used in CAE simulators
are generally unmodified ori ginal aircraft parts . Other panels are original
panels but generally rewi red in the simulator.

3.4.2 AH-64 FWS Instruments and Control Panels. The AH-54 instruments ,
displays and control paneTs ar~1temlzed in the Advanced Attack Helicopter
System Specification (Ref. 3—1) and have been listed In Appendix G. Most of
the instruments listed can be found on many helicopters presently In use and
should present no s imula ti on prob lem~. A number of Instruments and displays
were developed especially for the AH-64 and do not fall into this category .
They are as follows:

Ref. 3-1. YAH-64 Advanced Attack Hel i copter, Vol . 1, System S~ecifi-
cation~ Hughes 

Helicopters, Culver City, 1976 (RFP DAAJO1-76--R-0374). 
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• Electronic Attitude- Director Indicator (EADI)

• Doppler contro l panel and display unit AN/ASN 128

- Remote doppler control/display unit

- Radar warning display AN/APR - 39(V)1

Integrated helmet display sight system

. Gunners video/status head-up display

• Gunners video/status head-down display

In the case of all the systems mentioned above CAE recommends the
development of special interfacing to the aircraft instruments enabl i ng these
aircraft pa rts to be installed in the trainer. None of these displays apart
from the radar warning display are presently in existence and data on signal
interfacing is available in specification form only. There is also a connec-
tion among the displays , apart from radar warning , through the Fire Control
Computer (FCC) which CAE recommends for integration into the simulator.

Further detail on the FCC and the type of interfacing between it
and displays can be found in paragraph 4.2. In the simulator it is intended
to use AH-64 panels whenever possible.

3.4.3 Cockpit Controls. Simulator controls other than primary flight
con tro l s are , wherever possible , aircraft parts e.g., throttles , canopy open-
ing and locking controls. Where a representative control load is required
which carnot be suppl ied through the installed unit a feel can be induced by
means of spring force, mechanical or electromechanical friction units or vis-
cous loading devices.

3.5 FLIGHT SIMULAT ION MODEL

3.5.1 Introduction. The flight model is the heart of the simulation
from which the flight instrument , the visual and motion system commands are
initiated . It is therefore very important to the training effectiveness of
the simulator that an accurate aerodynamic model of the helicopter over the
whole of the training envelope is programmed in the software. Such an aero-
dynamic model is dependent mainly on the quality of aerodynamic data avail-
able. This mears the data requirements are one of the most important factors

3-10
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in the fl i ght modelling of this training device. It is not known to what ex-
tent data wi l l  be available at the time the simulator contract is awarded .
It is recognized that there could be considerable gaps since the aircraft is
a relatively new design. The problems of obtaining simulator data and of
dedicated aircraft flight tests are referr€d to by Woomer and Carico (Ref.3-2)
and Gerlach (Ref.3-3). As each topic is referred to in the subsequent para-
graphs the data requirements are also discussed.

The helicopter flight model encompasses the following areas:

. Equations of motion

. Total force and moment calculations

. Flight instrument response

A tmosphere , wind and turbulence modelling

The resulting flight model computation will provide data for the
motion system and visua l system drive equations , as well as navigation and
height da t-a . The inputs to the flight model will be crew control position
parameters , engine torque , and rotor speed , with additional effects of weapon
firing , enemy hits and instructor controlled malfunctions. It is al so impor-
tant that the flight model operates in real time scale with a minimum of data
transmission delays to and from other modules. For the design of the flight
dynamic model , CAE can draw on its wide experience of flight simulation in
eight UH-1D simulators with motion , two CH-53 simulators with motion and two
CH-47 simulators wi th motion , one of the latter with an extensive visual sys-
tern. These trainers have provided CAE wi th experience in flight modelling
of:

. Small helicopters with a Bell stabilizing bar rotor system

Conventional and twin rotor helicopters over a wide range of
power to weight ratio -

Three different forms of landing gear

A variety of automatic stabilization equipment systems

Ref. 3-2. Woomer, C. and Carico , 0., A Program for Increased Flight
Fidelity in Helicopter Simulation , Proceedings of the 33rd Annua l Forum of
the Ameri can Helicopt~r Society , Washington , May 1977.

Ref. 3-3. Gerlach , 0. et aL , Approach and Landing Simulation , AGARD-
R-632, October 1975.
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• A limi ted amount of low speed flight

• Some terrain contour modification of the wind prof i1e~
The AH-64 will probably produce rew problems in th€ field of he-

licopter modelling for simulation training. These can be grouped as follows :

• The effect of wing with flaps

• The high thrust/weight capability of the main rotor

The requirement for low speed flight accurately in any di-
rection

• The effect of topographical obstacles on local wind direc-
tion and turbulence

3.5.2 Flight System Analysis. In this section , the functions of the
flight model in relation to other simulation modules are considered , and the
techniques that are necessary for successful implementation of the flight
model are presented . The major input/output relationships are depicted in
Figure 3-2 and various submodules are described which together constitute
the flight dynamics model .

3.5.2.1 Input Parameters. The flight model requires an array of input
parameters which generate responses through the model , and which result in a
modification to the output parameters . The input parameters are generated
by:

• Crew (pilot or copilot/gunner)

• Instructor

Tactical situation module

The input parameters can be further divided into three cate-
gories as follows :

• Continuously variable inputs

• Discrete inputs

• Keyboard discrete inputs F

these are shown in Figure 3-2 and are discussed below for each
input source.

3-12
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3.5.2.1.1 Crew Inputs. Crew inputs must operate in real time or with
minimum delay. All crew inputs fall into the categories of continuously
variable and discrete inputs , and must pass through the analog-to-digital
conversion process in the computer interface. It is part of the software
management responsibility to ensure that the transport delay is kept to a
minimum , and the hardware design must ensure accurate and smooth processing
of the variable signals.

3.5.2.1.1.1 Flying Controls. The flying control s consist of the cyclic
stick with both fore-aft and lateral positions, the collective stick and the
rudder pedals, one set for each crew member. The simulation of the control
feel system is described in paragraph 3-3. The flight model therefore re-
quires control position information , which is used in conjunction with hy-
draulic power , Backup Control Systems (BUCS) and Automatic Stabilization
Equipment (ASE) information to calculate the following :

• The main rotor blade cyclic and collective pitch
angles

• The tail rotor collective pitch angle

• The wing flap angle

The response characteristics of the hydraulic actuators
should be included in the rotor blade pitch angle calculations. Data should
be readily available for the geometrical relationship between crew control
and blade or control surface angle , and also for the hydraulic actuator fre-
quency response.

3.5.2.1.1.2 Engine Controls. The only variable engine control is the
power lever. Four power l evers are provided in the aircraft , one for each of
the two engines for each crew member. The lever position will be used to
position the engine operating speed and thus derive the power output to the
rotor as described in paragraph 3.7.2.

3.5.2.1.1.3 Crew Discrete Inputs. Examples of crew discrete i nputs
which directly affect the flight model are PSE , BUCS as wel l as engine and
fuel control switches .

3.5.2.1.2 Instructor Inputs. The instructor has the capability of af-
fecting the flight model with i nputs which generally do not require instant-
aneous transmission to the model . Examples of the instructor ’s infl uence
are:
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The adjustment of:

• the aircraft’ s weight

• the center of gravity

. stores

Atmospheric changes such as:

• temperature

. wind and turbulence levels

Insertion of ma l functior’s which affect the flight con-
trols or aerodynamics. These effects are entered
through the instructor facilities as mentioned in Sec-
tion 7.

In an independent crew training configuration it would be de-
sirable to provide the copilot/gunner instructor with the capability to con-
trol the aircraft. This would necessitate a set of variable controls opera-
ting in real time.

3.5.2.1.3 Tactical Situation Ir~puts. This cetegory includes those
forces which are ij~ lied to the aircraft flight model due to the firing of
an armament, jettison of external stores, and enemy impacts , as applicable.
Reaction forces can be expected when firing the area weapons cannon , a mi s-
sile or some folding fin rockets , or in the event of a “hang-up ” . No serious
time delays are expected as all of these effects should be computed within
the tactical situation software. The exact forces are dependent upon gun re-
coil characteristics , rocket thrust build -up and the rel ease or jettison se-
quence . All this data should be readily available. The tilt angle of the
wing stores is controlled by the fire control computer. This angle obviously
affects the aerodynamic characteristics of the helicopter so these effects
must be included in the flight equations.

3.5.2.2 Output Parameters. Outputs from the flight model are processed
by the input/output (I/a) handler and are passed through digital-to-analog
converters to provide crew cueing data through panel warning lights , aircraft
i nstruments , visual scene orientation and motion acceleration cues. The air-
craft latitude and long i tude can also be computed .

a
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Both discrete and var i able command signals are processed
through I/O channels. It is very important , to ensure an effective training
device , that the transport delays of the command signals to the instrument.
visual and motion hardware are kept to a minimum . Gum and Albery (Ref. 3—4)
describe the consequences of poor desi gn in this area. The solution lies in
careful software managemen t of data transfer from CPU to CPU , and between
CPU and hardware. The relevant equat i ons of fli ght dynamics , the instru-
men ts, the visual and the mot ion systems should all be executed at the same
time interva l with the flight dynamics executed first in the sequence .

3.5.2.3 Flight Model Modules. Each module of the total flight dynamic
model is described herein. A layout of the mai n modul es of the fligh t
dynamic model is shown in Figure 3-3. The order of execution of the modules
is important for numerica l stability and model dynamic response. The
modu l es are referred to herein in the basic calcul ation sequence required .

3.5.2.3.1 Automatic Stabilization Equipment (ASE). This consists of a
two channel 3-axis electrohy drau lic feedback system . Pitch , roll and yaw
gyros measure aircraft angu l ar ve l ocity and an accelerometer measures later-
al acceleration . These signa ls are processed and filtered by the ASE com-
puter to provi de an additional ser i es of inputs to the hydraulic control
actuators at the main and ta il rotors . The total blade ang le is the sum of
the pilot ’s contro l (stick) i npu t and the ASE input , suitably filtered by
the contro l actuator transfer function . The gain and transfer function data
will be required for the simulat i on of the ASE computer and such informat i on
should he readily available.

Provision is necessary for system malfunctions such as loss
of si gnal or signal runaways . The system will only be functional prov i ded
suitable elect rical and hydraulic power is ava ilable to the system compo-
nents . 

-

3.5. 2.3.2 Main Rotor Forces. The main rotor force and moment equat4 ons
are fundamentally the most important part of the fli ght dynamic equations.
The most efficient technique for the rotor equations is to employ a modified

Ref. 3-4. Gum , 0. and Albery , W ., Inteyration of an Advanced GIC Visual
and Simulator System, Proceedings of the AIAA Visual and Motion Simulation
Con feren ce, Dayton , 1976.
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linear strip theory approach . The basic theory (e.g. Gessow and Myers
(Ref. 3_5) utilizes the calculation of blade section lift and drag and
integrates these quantities algebraical ly over the span and the azimuth. By
this means the total forces and moments are calculated from algebraic
equat i ons containing typical l y the following terms as shown in Equations
(3— 1) and (3— 2 ):

Force F = f (R , b , c ,cZ , a, CF ) ( 3—1 )
where R = rotor radius

b = aerofoil span
c = aerofoil root chord
1? rotor angular velocit y
a = aerofoil lift curve slope
CF force coefficient

The force coefficient Cr is a non—dimensional parameter le-
pendent on an equivalent blade angle o~ attack and calcu l -atea as follows:

Force Coefficient CF =

f~~, R~
, A1,~ , X , a1~, h15 , a0) (3—2)

where Collective Pitch Ang le

B1 
= Fore-Aft Cyclic Pitch

A 1 
= Lateral Cyclic Pitch

= tip speed ratio
X = inflow ratio

a15 
= fore-aft flapping ang le

b 15 
= lateral flapping angle

a0 
= coning angle

These forces and moments would be calcu l ated in rotor axes
XR, 

~R 
an d ZR where the origin is at the rotor hub and the Z0 axis

is along the shaft. Therefore, all ve locities and other terMs used in the
force and moment equations must be in rotor axis coordinates. The rotor
axis system differs from the fixed body axis system X , Y , Z (F igure
3-4) in which the origin is at the center of gravity and the Z axis is per-
pendicu l ar to the fuselage reference line . A knowledge of the blade first
harmonic flapping angles is required for the force and moment equat i ons .
These angles are obtained using a similar technique involving the sunTnat i on
of moments about the flapping hinge . The general flapp ing angle is defined
in Equation (3—3)

Ref. 3-5. Gessow, A. and Myers , G., Aerodynami cs of the Helicopter ,
F. Ungar Publishing Co., New Yor k, 1967.
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FIgure 3-3. Flight Dynamics Block Diagram
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Figure 3-4. Hel i copter Rotor and Body Axes Systems
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8= a0 - als cos~(’ - bis sin’b (3—3)
= f~~, A1, B1, p, q, ~~ x , ~ 

‘
~ in the steady state

where l3 flapping ang le
- 

= blade azimuth ang le
p = rotor roll rate
q = rotor pitch rate

By suitable modificat ion to the coefficients , this technique
allows for:

. Tip losses

Compressibility

Blade twist

Further terms are added , based on emp irical results , Li re-
produce the effects of:

Retreat ing blade stall

Vortex ring state

Ground effect

The main rotor of the AH-64 is a fully articu l ated four blad-
ed rotor with constant chord. This is largely a conventional configuration
but one si gnificant difference is the 20 sweep of the aerofoil at the out-
board 7% span . This l atter ~ffect can be included in the force and moment
equations by calculat ing extra terms using the same strip theory technique.
The main rotor angu l ar ve locity is calcu l ated in the engine simul ation
modules and derived from the torque balance equation .

In view of the large maneuvering envelope of this helicopter ,
the training value of this simulator may he enhanced by reproducing rotor
stalling and vortex ring effects more accuratel y than is normally expected.
Therefore, it will be necessary to obtain accurate fli ght data of these
phenomena to establish their boundar i es and their intensities . The rotor
equations as presented above should be adequate in the low speed fli ght
regime in any direction , and in ground effect , with the possible exception
of the i nterference effects from other parts of the helicopter , such as tail
rotor , fusel age, w i ngs , etc. Such effects would probably be very dependent
on the direction of fli ght. Again accurate fli ght measured data would be
necessary to simulate these phenomena. It could be expected that such
effects would produce an adjustment to the contro l positions for tritinted
flight.
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The fli ght enve l ope of the aircraft shows a minimum aero-
dynamic flight envelope of zero ‘g ’ . This could indicate a negative main
rotor thrust requirement , depending on the lift contribution of the fuselage
and wings. The rotor equations are expected to accurately calculate thrust
levels around zero and sli ghtly negat i ve .

The aircraft respo nse requirements to a control displacement
are described In Ref. 3-1. The lateral requirements of 13 degrees per second
per inch are given in paragraph 10.3.5.2.1 of Ref. 3-1. Appendix C shows an
examr.le calculation for the estimated roll response of the CH-53 helicopter.
This shows an achieved roll rate of 10 degrees per second per inch with the
AFCS disengages . The similarit y of these fi gures indi cates that the basic
dynami cs of the rotor system of these two aircraft are not vastly di f fe rent
and the simulation experience of one aircraft can be carried over to the
other. An accurate comparison can only be made when AH-64 data is availab le.

3.5.2.3.3 Tail Rotor Forces. The tail rotor design features two pairs
of teetering blades mounted in elastomeric bearings , each pair arranged at
55 degrees in azimuth to the other . The hiade pitch changes are through
self— lubricating bearings with delta three coupling from flapping. The
elastorn eric bearings provide a semirigid flapping motion. The tail rotor
forces wh i ch need to be calculated are thrust and torque . The thrust makes
a contribution to the total yawing moment , rolling moment and sideforce .
The torque makes a contribution to the torque balance equat i on of the eng ine
and rotor system . Other forces and moments from the tail rotor are gener-
ally small enough to be neg lected .

The thrust and torque can he calculated in a similar manner
to the main rotor forces and moments. None of the nove l design features
(including 55 degrees blade azimuth and elastomeric bearings) is expected to
preclude such an approach , providing mechanical and geometrical data is
fully available. The equat i on for the thrust , for example , can be of the
form as shown in Equations (3—4) and (3-5)

= ~ ~~T’ 
aT, bT, CT, RT, CTT) (3-4.

where the tail rotor parameters are ~?~- angul ar ve l ocity
aT = lift curve slope
bT = aerofoil span
CT = aerofoil chord
RT rotor radius

and the thrust coefficient

C IT = 

~
0OT’ ‘IT’ X T) (3-5)

where the tail rotor parameters are ~ l~ 
= blade coll ective pit ch

p = tip speed ratio
= inflow ratio
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Any interference effects which occur from the main rotor anti
vertical stabilizer in low speed flight or ground effect will have to be
carefully evaluated in flight.

3.5.2.3.4 Fusela9e Forces. For the purpose of this description the
fuselage also includes the wings , wing stores, fin and tailplane . It is
recognized that for the detailed analysis of the forces in the computer
software , it may be necessary to treat each item separately. The wings are
capable of carrying stores at four underwing attachments. The stores can he
selected from a cho i ce of three , i. e., fuel , hellfire missile cluster ,
rocket cluster . For the latter two , the stores can he adjusted in elevation
angle , rel ative to the fuselage , through 4.5 degrees up to 28 degrees down .
This ang le is controlled through the fire control computer. Full span wing
flaps are fitted for maneuvering control , operated by electrohydrau lic act-
uators from the crew fli ght controls. The fin supports the tail rotor and
the tailplane . The tailplane is mounted on top of the ~in and is symmetric-
al abou t the fuselage cente rline . The tail rotor is mounted at approximate-
ly the centre of the fin.

It is anticipated that the basic force and moment data for
fuselage i tems will be obtained from the ~ind tunnel tests . Forces and
moments should be available in three axes and over a wide range of ang les of
attack and si~eslip. In order to faithfully simulate low ~peed flight a
range of +130 of sideslip should be covered and also +180 of ang le of
attack would be desirable. —

Data must be available whi ch covers any possible wi ng store
combination , and the full range of wing store elevat ion ang les. The effects
of wi ng flap ang les should also he included . In order to integrate the
fuselage items force and moment contributions i nto the total helicopter
simu lat i on , it will be necessary to modif y the fuselage effects due to main
rotor and tail rotor downwash. It is essential that this information be
provided in the data package , as such effects are un i que to the helicopter
type .

3.5.2.3.5 Landing Gear Forces. The helicopter has a landing gear con-
sisting of two main wheels and one castoi’ing tail wheel. The gear is nonre-
tractable , and steering contro l is not pro vided. Hydraulic disc brakes are
provided on each main wheel.

The landing gear simulat i on model must he capable of accur-
ately mode lling the vertical forces of each of the three gears , developed by
the oleo dynamics , and the tire side and longitudinal forces resulting from
ground contact. These linear forces will also produce pitching, rolling and
yaw i ng moments about the aircraft center of qravity. The simulat i on must be
realistic on ground slopes up to 15 degrees, ~id on any suitable l anding
surface provided on the visual system terrain models or through computer
generated imagery.
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3.5.2.3.5.1 Vertical Forces. The vertical forces originate from the
oleo spring damper characteristics , and from the tire deflect ion ,
resu lt ing from the tire contact with the ground. It is necessary,
therefore that the oleo data includes spring and damper force
informat i on . The forces thus calcul3ted in the simulat i on will then be
used in the equations of mot ion to produce the helicopter oleo tire system
dynamics.

Aircraft oleo systems have genera ll y a very short
response t ime and hi gh natural frequency , compared to aircraft aerodynamic
time constants. Therefore , the oleo system is only capable of accurate
so ’ution at short computation t ime interva ls (of the order of 5 to 10
mil liseconds). However , it has been discovered that by:

Increas ing the mi n im um oleo spring rate

Decreasing the maximum oieo spring rate

Incre asing the minimum oleo damping factor .

A satisfactory oleo response can he obtained using the
same compu ta~ion time inte ’ vals as for the aircraft aerod~’namic model (of
the order of iO to 100 mil lisecon d s). It is antic i pated that the same
approach can be taken for the AH-64 simulator , which will result in the
same successful solution . The m inimum computation time interval ,
therefore , will be dictated by the requirements of the aerodynamic mode l
or the visua l disp lay . The resultin g oleo mode l therefore , shou ld give
realistic response to touchdown rates within the aircraft specification
level , an d to one wheel lan d i ngs on slo p ing or level ground .

3.5.’.3.5.2 Hor izontal Forces. The l anding gear horizontal forces
are produced by the frict ion betwe~n tire and ground. The impor tan t
factors are:

Ground texture and consistency

Tire pressure

Vertical force between t i re  and ground

Tire slip ratio and slip ang le

The basic properties of horizontal forces are given in
Ref. 3-6. The drag force and sideforce components will be computed for
each of the three gears . The drag force (the gear X-force ) is described
in Equation (3-6).

~~ 
Re17 3-6. Smi ley, R . and Ho m e , W., Mec ha nica 1 Pp~~ jes of Pneu-

matic Tires with ~p~~ al Reference_to Modern Ai rcraft Tires , NASA TR~~~4,
Lan gley , 1960 .
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X~~ = f( 
~~
, R, Fb (3-6)

where u = coefficient of friction
R = vertical reaction force
Fb 

= braking force
= gear X force

The computation of iertic al force , R , i s described in para-
graph 3.5.2.3.5. 1. The coefficient of friction (

~ 
) is dependent upon tire

p’-essur~ and upon the properties of the ground surface. Coefficients of
frict ion -are well known and well simulated for concrete runway surfaces
under dry, wet and icy cond itions , etc. But it may he necessary for the
AH-64 simu ’ator to operate from many types of terrain , from deep snow to
loose sand , in which case coefficient; of frict ion and tir e drag data shou ld
be made a v a i l a b l e . The slip ratio has a signi ficant effect on the coeffi—
cien t of friction on hard surfaces . Th is effec t is readil y simulated , in-
cl uding the effect of ‘break -out ’ friction to and from stationary condition .

The 5raking force , F , is readily calculated from brake
5ystenl data and cool ing data. The sli~ rat io increases with app lied braking
force .

The gear sijeforce is -jive n in Equation (3-7).

Y g 
= f ~ 8g~ 

R) (3—7)

where Y = gear V force
= coefficient of friction

R = vertical ~‘eac tion force
= tire slip ang le

The tire slip angle , 6 , is the angle between the wheel
longitudinal axis and the local di rectio~ of travel . The resultin g sideforce
is dependent upon the slip angle in combination with the vertical force and
the friction coefficient.

The overall effect of the tire horizontal forces is to pro-
duce gear dependent longitudina l and lateral forces and pitching, rolling
and yawing moments at the aircraft center of gravity . It is particularly
i mportant for realistic takeoff and landing simulation , that the gear forces
and moments are accurately calculated for very low velocities in any direc-
tion . By achievin g this the simulator becomes realistic on slope landing
maneuvers , and in torque and lateral balance on takeoff and landin g.
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3.5.2.3.6 Weight and Center of Gravity . The weight and center of grav-
ity module of the fli ght dynamics covers the calcul ation of moments and pro-
ducts of i nertia in the fixed body axis system (Figure 3-4) as well as gross
wei ght and center of gravity position . The output parameters are fundamen-
tal to the equat i ons of mot i on .

The data provided must contain as a minimum all the above
pa ramc ters for the basic empty weight of the aircraft. Calculations can
then be performed to increment the inertia , weight and center of gravity
due to the addition of crew , fuel , external stores and armament , etc. P~k~st
of the cal culations can be performed at much longer iteration intervals
than are required for the flight dynamic equations , except for the case
where stores are releases . For the latter case an immediate aircraft re-
sponse wou ld be expected. This could be programmed by ei ther continually
computing the relevant parts of the program at the shortest time intervals
or by branchin g to the program when required. The amount of initial fuel ,
stores and ammunition is controlled by the instructo r prior to takeoff.

3.5.2.3.7 ~q~~tions of Motion. The equat i ons of mot i on use the total
force and moment summat i on in each of the three fixed. body axes (Figure
3—3) . By divi d ing by the aircraft mass , or the appropriate moment of iner—
tia , the linear or angular accelerations are calculated. Numerical integra-
tion with respect to time of the accelerations then produces body axis iner-
t ial ve l ocities . The air ve l ocity is obtained in each axis by adding the
body axis , win d and turbulence velocity components to the translational
inertial ve l ocities . The inert ia) body axis ve l ocities must then be resol-
ved through the aircraft Euler Angles of pitch , roll and yaw to obtain th2
earth referenced inertial velocities . By further integrat i on with respect
to time the aircraft position and attitude is obtained . These techn iques
are wel l  known for a i r c r a f t  s im u l a t i o n , and there is no reason to depart
from th is method -f or the AH-64.

3 .5 .2.3 .7.1 Computat ion Time Interval. The accuracy of numeri cal in-
tegration is dependent upon the time int erval between successive computa-
tions , and also upon the method of integrat i on . For instance , for larger
t ime intervals , accu racy of i ntegrat i on can be achieved by use of higher
order integrat i on methods using, for example , two , three , or four sets of
preceding values .

The spee -~ of response or de l ay time of the computation is ,
however , only dependen i upon the time interval . As the speed of response
has -~ high prior i~ y in aircraft simulat i on , it is necessary to reduce the
computation time interval consistent with available computer speed of opera-
tion and memory size. Higher order integration methods do not then become
necessar y for accuracy. Rectangular integration will therefore be ucerl for
~~~i° so~ jtion of the equations of moti on , as shown in Equation (3-8).
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= X i~_ 1 +~~t X (3-8)

whereat computation time interval

X = dxn

= a typical position var i able at time n

The AH-64 has a conventional hinged main rotor system ,
wh i ch will result in response characteristics not radically different from
other conventional helicopters (eg. UH—1D , CH-47 and CH-53). For the pur-
poses of the fli ght dynamic model , therefore , it is considered that the
iteration time interva l should be in the range of 50 to 100 milli seconds .
Experience has shown that it is benefi cial to use the shorter 50 milli-
second time interval to avoid noticeable picture ‘stepping ’ with the
wide angle visual system .

3.5.2.3.8 Fli ght Instruments. The fli ght instruments module extracts
the relevant parameters from the m a in  flight dynamics cal culations , mo dicies
them for instrument response and error characteristi cs , then feeds the out-
puts i nto the digital-to-analog interface for transmission to the crew and
instructor fli ght i ns truments .

The instruments concerned will he:

Electron ic Attitude Director Indicator (EADI)

Instantan eous Vert ical Speed Indicator (IVSI)

Barometric altitude

. Radar altitude

. Airspeed Indicator (ASI)

Normal acce le ra t ion

. Outs id e a i r tem pera ture

. Turn and sl ip indi cator

Standb y At t i t ude Direct ion Indicator (Aol )

The EADI is presently under development for the AH-64 and is
the only flight instrument with which CAE is not familiar . The flight para-
meters indicated from the AH-64 System Specification include :
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Pitch and roll attitude

Ground speed below 25 knots

• Airspeed above 25 knots

• Vertical velocity

Ra d ar a l t i tu de

For the pressure system instruments (altimeter , AS I )  i t i s
important to include position error correction and the effects of icing when
appropr i ate. The normal accelerometer must reproduce the acceleration at
the sensor locat ion in the aircraft. Instrument power must be a function of
the appropriate power supply availability. Malfunctions iiust be included as
required . There is not expected to be an y f u n damen ta l l y unusua l  requ ir e-
ments for the fli ght instrument simulat i on .

3.5.2.3.9 Atmosphere Model. The atmosphere program module consists of:

(a) Modelling the international standard atmosphere from ground
level up to the aircraft maximum altitude. The parameters
are atmosphe ric pressure , density and temperature.

(h) Modelling the effects of devi~ tions from the standard
fi gures . These woul d be controll ed by the instructor .

(c) Modelling steady wind conditions , set by - the instructor.

(d) Modelling turbu l ence effects in a self-generated random
manner , the magn i tu de i s set by the ins tructor.

(e) Modell ing the effects of large ground objects on local ~,ind
and turbulence .

I tem (a) herein follows normal techniques using nonlin8ar
func t i ons of pressure. The temperature var i at i on is constant at 1.98 C
per 1000 feet up to the stratosphere. Item ~h) i nvolves the ~nstruc tor set-
ting a sea level temperature of other than the standard of 15 C. The pro-
gram adjusts atmospheric density, an d the temperature change is reflected
through the altit ude . I tem (c~ requires the instructor to set the wind
ve l oc i ty and d i rec t ion at groun d level , and possibl y the variat i on of both
with altitude . The p rogram tr ansforms ear th referen ce w i n d veloc i ti es i nto
aircraft body axes .
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3.5.2.3.9.1 Free Air Turbulence. A free air turbu l ence mode l (item (d)

above ) should be available in the flight program with the instructor only
required to set the leve l. Such a model requires the generation of a si gnal
equivalent to passing white noise through a low pass filter described in
Equation (3-9).

G(s) = a a 0.314 (3-9)
s + a

To do this , a di gi tal si gnal ~random number sequence) re-
presentative of wh i te noise is produced and then passed through a di gital
equivalen t of C(s). If the white noise si gnal were to he sampled at inter-
vals of T seconds , the resulting sampled si gnal would be a series of spikes
of random amplitude , the amplitude being norm all y (Gaussian ) distributed.

For our use, the wh i te noise signal is a computer generated
pseudo random sequence . This signal is summed and sampled over a number of
N i terations. The sampled sequence is then processed by the programmed
equivalen t of the filter Equation (3-9) to allow for gradual transit ions
between generated turbulence values . In order to maximize efficiency, this
samp ling int erval was determined to be no less than 12 iterat i ons ~assuming50 millisecond iteration rate). It can be shown that th is siqna l has the
required Gaussian distribut ion representative of wind turbu l ence .

3.5.2.3.9.2 Wind and Turbulence in Ground Proximity . The problem of
reproduc i ng the effect of ground shapes and protuberances on the aircraft
local wind and turbulence characteristics is quite a com p lex one. It is of
some importance to the training va l ue of the simulator due to the fundamen-
tal requirement of nap of the earth flying for the helicopter . The effect
of wi nd gusts and direction changes blowing around build ing, trees, cliffs
and rav i nes w ill obviously i ncrease the difficulty of the piloting task.
The effects must be realistic and the data available reliable to ensure
valuable training. This data can onl y be dec i ded upon when the exact ground
contours of each terrain model are known . If simulator response is not a
true reflect ion of the aircraft response it should be pos sible to adjust the
wi nd profile to satisfy user requirements. The ground proximity problem of
wind and turbulence is divided into two areas . The wind streamlines , velo-
cities and turbu l ence are affected differently over each of the follow ing
terrain:

- . Flat and sloping ground up to 45 degrees slope

Ground with steep slopes , cliffs , buildings etc.
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3.5.2.3.9.2.1 Streamlines and Turbulence over Gentle Ground Slopes. A
technique has been adopted at CAE for simulating local wind effects over
sloping ground . This is presently utilized in the CH-47C simulat i on for the
Iranian Air Force over a visual model inc luding desert and mountainous
areas . The basic technique involves adjusting the wind shear profile with
a l t i t u d e  as a function of local ground slope . A typical effect is illustra-
ted in Figure 3-5. The ground slope is calcu l ated from a knowled ge of the
ground contour matr ix stored in the computer memory. The wind is assumed to
fl~~ parallel to the local ground contour , hence updrafts and rlowndrafts are
experienced at the helicopter . A downwind turbulen ce effect is reproduced
wh i ch is dependent upon:

. wi nd speed

hei ght above ground

• ground slope

incid ence ang le of -.~ind to maximum slope

The overall effect is to mod i fy the wind velocity and
direction and to increase the turbu l ence as app ro pr i ate in  a real i st ic  man-
ner over sloping terra in.

3.5.2.3.9.2.2 Streamlines and Turbu lence around Steep Slopes. Examples
of topogr aphical features which would fi~~T~to th is category are:

• Bu il d ings

• Towers

• Cl iffs

• Rav i nes

• Trees

Woo ds

. Bridges
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The effects of these features should not be ignored be-
cause the pi lot will be expected to be in close proximity to these features
during AH-64 tactical missio n training . A firs t approximat i on for these
features is to provide an area of reduced wind velocit y on the lee side of
the feature. A further refinement is to increase wind ve l ocity around the
top and edges of the object, and then add turbulence downwind of the edges
and sides .

A basic review of early work on this subject , is given by
Hoerner , (Ref. 3—7 ) .  It concentrates primarily on the effects of man male
structures and buildings. For natural objects such as trees , woods and
hills , which are more suitable for the AH-64 training scenario , an empirical
approach must be taken . Trees and woods come into their own category which
have a diffusive effect upon wind velocities and have no solid edges .

Accurate research work needs to be carried out on the
effects of ground objects on local streamlines and velocity distributions .
However in the absence of complete data it is considered that the present
state-of-the-art allows some basic effects to be included in the wind and
turbu l ence models for the AH-64 simulator.

3.5.2.3.9.2.3 Impac t Upon Programm i ng. The approach to he taken in
programming these wi nd effects is described herein. It is assumed that the
terrain model is available in the computer memory in matrix form , from which
ground elevation and slope data is available.

(a) Measure the aircraft al t tude and the ground slopes
within one or two rotor diameters around the aircraft
based on the terrain mode l matrix.

(b) If none of the slopes is more than 45 degrees ,
calculate the new local wind velocity and direction
based upon the method in paragraph 3.5.2.3.9.2.1.
The turbulence level is adjusted accordingly.

Cc) If a slope does show more than 45 degrees, explore more
adjacent matrix areas to determ i ne the extent of the
steep slope , and hence determ i ne the proximity of the
aircraft to the sides and top . Adjust the wind velo-
city and turbu l ence level based on the method in para-
graph 3.5.2.3.9.2.2.

Ref~ 3—7. Hoerner , S., Fluid Dynamic Drag, Publish ed by the Author ,
1965.
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3.5.3 AH-64 Fl ight Model Summary. The basic flight dynamic modelling
of the AH-64 helicopter will be a fairly straightforward task, in which
CAE S s previous experience of helicopter modelling will be of considerable
advantage . It -is assume d that basic data of the helicopter and relevant
equipment wi ll be available. This basic data includes all geometrical ,
mechanica l and electrical measurements and calibrations .

It is necessary to obtain good consistent data in areas of poten-
ti.al weakness to ensure a successful simu l ator for pilot training. The
potential weak areas are:

(a) The main rotor forces and moments should be reliable over the
linear range of operation . Boundar i es should be established by
flight test of stalled and vortex ring fli ght regimes if th i s
is considered an important area of training.

~b) The fuselage force and moment data must be app licab le over a
complete range of sideslip angles and angles of attack .

Cc) The l anding gear model requires ground surface friction and
-Iraq data for al l surface condit ions expected in simulator
trai ning .

(d) An accurate wi nd and turbulence model tailored to the terrain
mode l topographic features will he a valuable asset to train-
ing. It must be acceptable to student pilots. CAE has a suc-
cessful model for sloping ground already in use. The greatest
area of uncertaint y lies in the effects of bluff objects with
steep slopes .

General programming features required of the fli ght dynamic
modelling are:

(a) A computat ional time interval of 50 mil liseconds .

(h) Some parts of the we i ght and center of g r av i ty calcu lations
(concerned with stores release) must be computed at the shor-
test time interval when required .

(c) Software modules must be managed so that there is a minimum
time delay between execution of the fli ght dynamics and the
transmission of the resulting data to the instruments , mot i on
system and visu al system .

3.6 NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

The navi gation and communicat ion systems onboard the AH-64 repre-
sent a standard package apart from the doppler navigation system still to be
constructed . AH—5 4 nav i gation and communicat ions equipment consists of the
foll~~ing items :
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Dopp l er navi gation set AN/ASN-128

VHF-FM communications and homing set.AN/ARC-114

Automatic direction finding set AN/ARN-89

Heading attitude reference set AN/ASN-76

VHF/FM coi~nun i cat i ons and homing set AN/ARC- 114

VHF/FM communications radio set AN/ARC- u S

UHF comun icat i ons radio set RT1167/ARC-164

Comm un ications Security Equipment TSEC/KY-28 for use with
pi lots radio set AN/ARC-114

Transponder set AN/APX -lOO

Intercommun ications System

The methods of simulation p~-oposed for the above systems are
based on CAE exper i ence in simulat i ng similar helicopter equipment on the
UH-IO , CH-53 and CH-47. However , since the AH-64 operates in a
battlefield environment the navi gation and communicat i ons equi pment will
show effects from module transmitters and enemy action which should he
simulated. It is proposed to set up a f l ex ible model under the
instructor ’s contro l containing mobile radio stations , levels of jamming
and noise.

3.6.1 Radio Station Data.

3.6.1.1 General. The requirements for ground based navi gation
stations and communicat ion points in the AH-64 simulator are:

Flex ible on—line positioning of stations using manual or
lesson plan placement by the instructor

Real i s ti c s i m u l a t i on of station signal strength through
threat jamming

Realistic simulation of station passage and cone of
confusion

. Line of si ght communication for VHF and UHF facilities
onl y 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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At present the parameters used to define stat i ons in CAE
simulators are as shown in Table 3-i. The data is stored on disc. A disc
capacity of 500 stat i ons is currently being offered to a pos ition of
accuracy of + 10 feet. CAE also prov i des a capability for loading the
data on dis cTh n it iall y and a capability for making permanent modifications
to the station data disc file , using background time and memory.

t 3.6.1.2 Type of Stations and Characte ristics.

3.6.1.2.1 Simu l ated Landi~g Strips. Simulated landing strips may be
used to tra 1 n G~~ind Contro ll~~~A~pproach (GCA). Each lan ding strip
equipped with GCA has letdown information inc l uding:

The exact desi gnat i on

The la ti tu de an d long i tu de of the runway threshold

The altitu de of the runway

The ~-unway heading

The magnet i c var i a ti on

The standard approach an~l~
The instructor can talk the helicopter down using

instructor facility CRT pages display ing deviat i ons from the approach path
in numeric al or graphical form . Such a facility would only normally be
used in a nonbattlefield environment as operat i on in a high threat
environment requires terr ain flying to avoid enemy detection .

3.6.1.2.2 Nondirectional Beacons (NDB). NDB s provi- le signals which
allow the automatic d irection finder receiver (paragraph 3.6 .2.4 )
to compute the bear i ng between the helicopter and the station . Parameters
requ i red by each station are :

- 
. The ex ac t des i gnat i on

Latitude and longitude of the transmitter

The reception range

Th~ altitude of the transmitter

The magnetic variation
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TABLE 3-1. STATION PARAMETERS

I TEM PRE COM GCA NDB

1 Index number x x x x

2 Identification - - - x

3 Frequency - X X

4 Facilit y (Station Type) x x x x

5 Latitude (deg, m m , ccc , O.lsec) x x x x

6 Longitude (deg , mi sec. O.lsec) x x x x

7 Elevat ion (feet) x x x x

8 Magnet ic var i at i on (0.10 incr.) x x x x

9 Runway heading magnetic (0.10 incr.) - - x -
10 Glide slope anqle (u.020 incr.) - - -

11 Ran ge: maximum - LOS LOS

12 Runway roug hness - - X -

13 Approach sector terrain profile - - x -

S~nbols

x = applicable LOS = Line of Sight

- = nona pp l i cable
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The stat i on frequency

The type of emission (AOA ], or AOA2 )

No simulation development is required in this area , as NOB
station characteristics are expected to conform to those already simulated
by CAE .

3.6.1.2.3 Homing Stations. The battle field environment in which the
AH-64 simulator is primarily expected to train should include mobile homing
dev i ces. These devices will be expected to move as dictated by battlefield
conditions and therefore FWS Station data must be capable of being inserted
by the instructor on-line .

Par ameters required by each stat i on are:

The reception range

Th~ latitu de and the longitude of the transmitter

The altitude of the transmitter

The VHF-FM frequency

Each of these parameters can be inserted through the instruc-
tor facility either by alphanumeric insert-i on on a page or use of CRT cursot
to position the station on a map . Transmitter altitude shall be available
from reference to the visua l data base. Parameters wh i ch can be input dur-
ing a training mission , distract the instructor from crew observation , or
the parameters can be preset into a lesson p1-an and activated by the push-
button during the mission . A capability for storing most of the parameters
on disc is also being considered.

3.6.1.2.4 Friendl y Mobile Stations. Radio transmissions from friendly
vehicles is not seen as a problem for The AH-64. The approach to simulat i on
is the same as for homing stations except the pos ition and elevation of the
transmitter must be cont inually updated automatically as the mission pro-
gresses . It is foreseen that most training missions w ill have prepl anned
tactic al actions prov iding coordinates for moving vehicles .

3.6.1.3 Ma~jnetic Variation. Magnetic variation is simulated in all
present CAE helicopter simulatórs . The data is stored as a parameter of all
fixed radio stations and in areas with few or no radio stations and large
changes i n local var iation , dummy stations are specified . The variation at
aircraft location is computed by i nterpolation between the nearest radio
stations and represents the di fference between true and magnetic heading.
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3.6.1.4 Radio Station Siq~al Strength. The strength of signal received
by the AH-64 equipment will be dependent on the following factors:

Strength of transmitter output

Distance between transmitter and receiver

Terrai n between transmitter and rece i ver

Effect of enemy jamm ing on transmittion

The first two points can readil y be calculated from the air-
craft and transm itter positions and from station data entered by the in-
structor on the signal strength. The third point presents more of a problem
as this requires knowledge of the terrain profile between transmitte r and
receiver. However a detailed map of the mission area will he covered by a
visual data base used for line of si ght calculations for radar warning and
weapons detonation on impact. This data base will serve equall y we l l for
the purpose of line of sig ht calcul ations from radio transmitters . The
final po i nt is an area of wh i ch CAE has no data at present. For simulat i on
pur poses it is proposed to allo w the instructor to insert a comunications
interference profile covering the frequencies to he affected. Variat i on of
th is profile should present the capability to represent threat jamming
transm itters effectively.

3.6.2 Navi gat i on Equ ipment.

3.6.2.1 General. The navigat ion equipment described in this paragraph
will requ ire full s imulat i on in the AH—64. The simulation requirements are
based on informat i on contained in the Advanced Attack Helicopter System
Specification (Ref. 3—1 ) and wi ll he updated upon receipt of further data.

Tie following comments apply to the simulated navigation sys-
tems .

Simplified standard antenna patterns should be employed
for each type of radio station

UHF and VHF communicat ions si gnal strength should be
computed as described in paragraph 3.6.1.4.

Operat i on of simu lat i on ground station transmitters or
transponde rs should be under the control of the
instructors faciliti es

Only one sta tion can be considered as being intune .
Where two stat i ons satisf y the intune conditi on at the
same tim~, only the closer one is rece i ved .

1 
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3.6.2.2 Doppler Navi gation Set AN/ASN-128. The navigation set instal-
ler on the AH-64 will be the doppler navigation set ANIASN-128 which will
permit a self-contained , low level navigation capability for fli ghts during
the hours of darkness and reduced visibility. The set provides the follow-
ing for tactical operations:

A ircraft present position and target pos ition in both
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and lat/long
coordinates .

Dig ital si gnals that provide the following informat i on :

Magnetic bearing in degrees to preselected destinations
relat i ve to aircraft heading.

Range in kilometers to preselected destinations .

Sine and cos i ne of helicopter pitch , roll , and magnetic
heading .

Groun d speed in kilometers/hour.

Drift corrected steering data to selected destinations .

Hover indicator dr i ve.

A Computer Display tint (CDU ) will he installed in the copilot!-
gunner stat i on and an au xil i~ rv navi ga tion control panel w ill be insta lled in
the pilot station .

The -dopp l er will interface with other aircraft subsystems to
accom p l i sh the f o l l o w i ng:

TADS Target Prepointing . The doppler present position will be
ut ilized by the FCC to calculate the line-of-si ght f rom the
aircraft to a previously stored target position (UTM coordin-
ates).

Hover Display . Dopp l er hover ve l ocity outputs will be
digitally inte grate d by the FCC , appropriatel y compensated to
include damping functions and then processed for display on
the EADI and PNVS imagery .

Navigation Update. The TAOS (laser rangefinder , turret LOS
and a known l andm ark), will provide inputs processed by the
FCC , wh i ch w i l l  upd ate the doppler present position .

Re initialization Switches. Reinitia lizati on switches will be
provided for the pilot and copilot/gunner to al low reinitial-
ization of the d igit al integrators .
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Growth. Growth capacity and potential will be provided to
allow the implementation of an automatic hover assist with
the ASE Flight controls.

There are two feasible approaches to the smulat i on of the
Doppler Navi gation system (ONS). These are as follows :

(A) Install the CDII and provide the necessary inputs from
software programs wh i ch simulate the receiver/transmitter
antenna and the si gnal data converter un i ts . H

(B) Install the CDU front panel and simulate the CDII computer ,
the receiver/transmitter antenna and the si gnal data conver-
ter un i ts .

The advantages ol the method described in paragraph (A) are as
follows :

(1) As the CDII may be in the development stage during the
simulator design it may be difficult obtainin g the
detailed informat ion required for faithful simulation
of the CDII.

(2) Any changes in the CDII could be incorporated in the
same manner as in the Helicopter CDW s, without
necessitating changes in the simulator software .

(3) The simu lator CDII would be i nterchangeable with the
helicopter CDU ’s.

The limitations of the method described in paragraph (A) are as
follows :

(1) System malfunctions will be limited to power and input !
output failures .

(2) It will not be poss ible to carry out unrealistic
helicopter procedures e.g. reposition .

The advantages of the method descr i bed in paragraph (B) are as
follows :

(1) There will be a higher reliability in the system as
there is less hardware which can fail.

(2) The system will be more flexible , allowing unrealistic
procedures (e.g. reposition ) to be accomplished and
allowing a more comprehensive list of malfunctions to
be incorporated .
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The disadvantages of the method descr i bed in par agraph (B) are
as fo l lows :

The non-recurr i ng cost of producing a simul at i on program
for the CDII software w ill be high .

Simul at i on of the CDII program will use considerable
compute r time and memory.

At present there is ins ufficient data to make a decis ion as to
the best method to simulate the DNS. It wou ld appear that the method dis-
cuss e d in paragraph (A) wo ull be preferable providing a means to reposition
the ai rcra f t  were av ai lab l.~. The Hughes Helicopters System Specification
for the Adv ance d Attac k Helicopter (Ref. 3-1) states that the TAOS shall
pr )vide inputs , processed by the FCC whic h sha l l update the dopp ler p resen t
position . The Milit a ry Specificat ion for the Dopp ler Na v i•~ation Set
AN/ASN-~?8 (Re f . 3-8) makes no mention of a means (or an input) ~‘ia which
thi s could be accomplished. If there is an external faci l ity for updat ing
present position , it nay h~ possible to reposition the helicopter . Al terna-
t ively, it may be possi ble to m odif y the CDU to allnw reposition .

3.6 .2.3 VHF-FM Hom~~~. A comp lete simulation for the FM homing AN/ARC
11.4 over its ~~ g ’ange f 30 to 75.95 MHz is prc’~posed. The steer i ng
in fonna tion produced from th.~ FM homing si gnal should he presented on the
simulator Electon ic Att itude Direction Indic ator (CAD !’) through a special
interface channe l . The signal strength must also he displayed on the CAD !
is a po i nter di sp l iy moving verticall y upward to indicat e ctation approach.

3.6 .~ .4 Au tomatic Direction Finder (ADF ). Pie AH-64 will be installed
w ith direction finder set ANJARN -89 wh i ch w~Tl display bearing si gnal infor—
inat ion on the pilot Horizonta l Situation indicator (HSI) and the copilot!-
gunner Radio Magneti c Indirator (RM1).

Bearing calcul at i on and the characte ristics of station fl y over
are with in the capabi lities of present. CAE simulat i on and should not require
any sim ul at i on development. Range and bear i ng to the stat i on are calculited
using spherical trigonomet ry, disregar ding the e l lipticity of the earth.
Offtune condit ions , l ong range renditions and station power are all taken
into account in select ing the sta tion hHng received and its si gnal qual-
ity. Beat frequency osci llator operation is simulated as applicable and
receiver voi ce and static is set by the instructor .

T~ f 3-8 Navi~jation Set Dojapler AN/ASN-,12,8 (XE-?), MIL-N-49098 (EL),
29 July 1976.
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3.6. 2.5 Heading Attitude Reference Set ( HARS). The AN/ASN-76 modified
HARS w ill be installed on the AH-64 and w i ll supp ly magne ti c head i ng s i gnal
inform at i on to the compass card of the pilot HSI and the compass card of the
copilot /gunner RM!. The simulation of the HARS should present no problem;
as it is similar to currently simulated equipment. When operated in the
store mode, the magnet ic heading of the helicopte r i s computed from magnetic
dev iat i on data inter po l ated from values stored for ground stations (refer to
paragraph 3.6.1.3). In the free gyro mode the compass card reflects the
correct operation of the free gyro system.

3.6.3 Commun ications Systems. Response to the communicat i ons in the
AH-64 can be from the instructor or m ay be from a voice recorder . The use
of a vo i ce recorder to feed messages into the communications channels is
usually applicable to commercial fli ght s imulators for ATC weathe r
messages . However , the battlefield environment in wh i ch the AH-.64 wi l t
operate is like ly to cont~in a number of voices on one channel. This clut-
ter could be caused by requests made for remote Hellfire l aunches or targets
handed off by scout helicopters . Timing of background messages can be con-
trolled by the instructor through a lesson plan step or by mission events
e.g. on reaching a rendevous point if the correct channel is selected .

The inclusion of vo i ce recordings on the communications channels
incu rs no extra expense as a recorder is a prerequisite of maneuver demon-

Operation of the security voice equipment and the transponder set
would be for operational checks only on board the simulator . The expec ted
lights shoul d illuminate on the panels hut no message scrambling would he

• produced on the communicat ions channels as this can serve no practical pur-
pose. The intercommunicat ions system and switches are required to have the
correct effec t in the FWS as the Intercom is the primary method of communi-
cat ion between the two crew members. Ex isting CAE simulators and simulator
complexes al ready have this feature .

3. 7 PROPULSION AND ANCILLARY SYSTEMS

3.7.1 General. Propulsion and Ancillary System simulation includes the
following areas :

• Propulsion System

• Transm ission System

Elec tri cal System

Hydraulic System

j I
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Aux i ll iar y Power Un it ( APU)

• Fue l System

• Brake System

• . Fire Protection System

Pres sured Ai r System

When cons i dering the application of these systems to
• the AH-64 FWS, i t seems reasonable to assume t hat ex i st i ng s imula ti on des i gn

can be applied without too much modification . The desi gn techniques item-
ized in the fol low ing chapters should satisfy i ll Propulsion and Ancillary
Sys tem s imu l ati on requ i rements for the FWS .

3.7.2 Propulsion and Transmission System.

• 3.7.2.1 General. The AH-64 is equipped with two horizontally -mounted
• T700-GE-700 turboshaft eng i nes with a maximu m power output of 1400 shp

each . The eng ine power settings ire controlled through the engine power
levers which can be set in four discrete positions: OFF, IDLE , FLY and
LOCKOUT which correspond to the shut-off , ground idle , intermed i ate, and
electr ical contro l uni t lockout power lever sp indle posit ions. The power

• management system automat ically m aintains power turbine speed (NP) and pro-
v id es automa ti c engine load (torque) equalization with manual override to
permit individua l eng i ne control. Engine start crankinq is provide d by a
pneumatic starter fed by compressed air from the APU or from another engine .

The eng ine is twin spoo l with a gas turbine and power turbine .
The power turbine is connected to the main gearbox which in turn dr i ves the
ma in rotor . The main gearbox also has outpu t shafts to the tail rotor
drive , and a rotor brake dr i ve, and receives one input shaft from the APU as
we ll as from the eng ine gearboxes . The accessory dr i ves , (2 ac generators ,
2 hydraulic pumps and an air compressor) are dr i ven by the main transm i ss i on
or the API) depend i ng on the shaft speed delivered by both systems .

~.7.2.2 Propu lsion and Transmission Simulation. CAE has already de-
si gned and inst alled twin eng ine propulsion and transmission simu lat i ons in

• CH- 53 and CH-47 simulators and a s imi l a r  mode l is envisaged for the AH-64.
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The model is a dynami c simulation of the aircraft power plant

rather than a direct translation to power output . This means that all tran-
sient effects present in the aircraft , e.g., the effect of sudden aerody-
nami c loads on the rotor speed are inherent In the simulation model . Al so,
the effects of engine mi smanagement are automatically reproduced , e.g. a hot

• start if failure to motor over after a fa~1ed start.

The accuracy of the model is to a large exte1it dependent on the
engine data available. In the event of poor data it is possible to i ncor-
porate the stan dard CAE model and fill in constants from user flight tests.
The same applies to transmission system inert ias and losses not normally
supplied .

Inputs to the propulsion and transmission system modules are~

• Engine power lever angles

• Collec tive stick position

Fue l availability from fuel system simulation

• . Start and test sw it ch pos iti ons

• Main rotor and tail rotor aerodynamic torque from the
flight model .

• Malfunctions from instructor facilities .

These inputs are processed by the engine and transmiss ion mod-
ules to produce:

• • Net torque to rotor

• Main rotor speed

• Gas generator speed (NG )

• Power turbine speed (NP)

• Power Turbine Inlet Temperature (Pu T )

Fuel consumpt ion

Enq i-w and transm ission oil temperatures and pressures

Mal function effects e.g. compressor st-all .

I_____ ___ 
_ _



Modu l es used to produce the outputs are as follows :

• Fuel contro l un i t

Gas generator speed integration

• Eng ine torque calculation

• Ma in rotor torque summat i on and integ ration

• P u T , o il pressures and temperatures and air bleed
effects on the engi ne .

The fuel control unit is the heart of a CAE gas turbine engine
simulat i on . By comput ing the fuel flow to the engine it it possibTe to in-
tegrate N,.. to a steady posit ion dependent on atmos pheric conditions , power
lever ang’t’e, and the co llective pitch lever position which produced a signal
to compens ate for load changes .

The driving force for the gas generator can he cal culated from
a torque summat i on i nclu di ng star ter and Iraq to rques . NG s describe d in
Equation (3—10).

= 

~~ ST’ ~LA’ ~ COLL ’ TAMB , V IAS, ~AMB ’ 
NG~ (3-10)

where NG gas generator speed increment

• p51
_ starter pressure 

-

~LA = power lever angle

0COLL~ 
collec t i ve lever ang le

TAMB amb i ent temperature

V TAS trtie~ airspeed

~AM8 amb ient pressure
NG gas generator speed.

Eng ine torque i- ~ derived from the nondimens i onal shaft horse
power output for each eng ine . The horse power is corrected for power tur-
bine speed and then converted to torque for outpu t to the nose gearbox.
Th~ sum of the two eng ine powers minus the eng ine no ise qearbox and main
gearbox losses is calcul ated as the total torque to the rotor system . The
rotor speed is calculated by the Equation (3-11).

= 

~TOT - 
~AER O - 0BRAKE (3-11)

where NR roto r speed

~TOT = total eng i ne torque out put

~AERO Aerodynamic drag (from flight system)

~BRAKE rotor brake torque
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After calculat i on of the main engine parameters it is a simple
task to develop the P111 through use of manufacturer data and all engine and
gearbox oi l pressures and temperatures from the re l evant gearbox speeds.

3.7.2.3 Propulsion System Iteration Rates. The iteration rate of the
eng ine program must copy the rate of calculat i on in the flight system of the
aerodynam ic load torque on the main and tail rotors to prevent engine ascii-
l~t1ons . This rate need only appl y, however , to these parts of the calcu l a-
tion involved with the eng ine torque development and with the rotor speed .
I t is possible to calcu l ate all other parameters at a slower rate.

The fast rates used in the past have been either 50 or tOO
• m illi seconds and no change of these rates is considered to be necessary for

the AM.

3.7.3 Ancillary Systems. The ancillary systems onboard the AH-64 are
of a standard type found on most militar y hel icopters wi th the possible
exception of the API) and pneumatic systems. Generally API) are found on
larger cargo type helicopters and engine starters tend to be hydraulic
rather than pneumatic. It is not antici pated that any problems wi ll arise
in the simulation of ancillary systems as similar simulat ions of CH-47 and
CI1-53 helicopters have already been integrated in CAE simulators .

3. 7 .3. 1 Electr ical System. The Atl-64 electrical system is powered from
two 30 kVa , 115/200 volt , 3~~hase , 400 Hz ac generators dr iven from the main
transm iss ion accessory pads and from a nickel cadm i um, 13 ampere hour, one
hour rate 24 Vdc battery. The generators feed two ac essential busses dur-
ing normal operation and in th~ event of a generator failure both systems
are dr i ven from one generator . Two 155 amp, 28 Vdc transformer/rectifiers
are fed from the ac busses to supply power to two dc essential busses . The
dc essent ial busses also cross-tie in the event of a transformer/rectifier
fa i lu re. The emergency bus is normally supplied from the DC essential bus-
ses but dur i ng emergency operation will be battery powered. During normal
operat ion the batter y is recharged through the battery charger .

Simulat i on of the electrical system involves the calculat i on of
all frequenc ies and voltages produced by the generators , transformer /recti-
f ier5 and battery which are adjusted to reflect aircraft loads. Fa i thful
simulation of the Generator Control Units (GCU) inc l uding all app li cab le
relay status if necessary. From th is it is possible to determ i ne whether or
not busses are powered . In recent CAE simulators it has been the policy to
wire all circuit breakers is discrete i nputs to the computer software, by
us ing the bus state and the circuit breaker state to develop a software
circu it breaker power state to be referred to by other systems . Such a
system removes the need for aircraft wiring of circuit breakers and switch-
ing power onto simulator busses when bus power states change . The outputs

1
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required of the electrica l system are: 
-

C ircuit break er states

Generator frequency and voltage

Equipment loads

the simu lat i on of the electrical system requires simil ar detail
to that of a CH-47 and should require littl e system development .

3.7.3.2 Hidra’ilic System. The hydraulic system on the AH-64 consists
of prima ry and utility subsystems .

The primary system provi les power to the cyclic ,
collective and directional controls

The ut i lity system proviles power to the cyclic ,
collective and directional controls and for the ~iaps ,
the rotor brake, area weapon aiming dr i ve, API) start ,

• and exte~’nai stores elevation mechanism .

API) start provi sion inc l udes a hydraulic accumulator and a
sing le action hand pump . The subsystems consist of transmission —driven
pumps (4.1 GPM ~ 3000 psi) and accumul ators to suppl y oil pressure.

Simulation of the hydraulic system involves calculation of
hydraulic flows derived from system demands . Accumulato r pressure can then
be calculated by integrating the system demand and the available fluid from
the pumps which also gives hydraulic pump demand. This allows the pump out-
put pressure to be calculated from the transmission speed , oil availabilit y
and the effect of oil flow demand on the pump characteristics . The effects
of pressure levels calculated in the systems are then reflected in the con-
trol forces on the fl i ght control and on the overall performance of the air-
craft. This area of simulation has already been successfully integrated on
many CAE simulators and has operated to customer satisfaction .

3.7.3.3 A uxi l iar Power Unit (APU). The API) installed on the AH-64 is
an Airesearch GTP36-55 C gas turb i ne unit rated at 125 horsepower . The
output shaft from the API) feeds into the main transmission system where it
can drive the accessory pads for generator , hydraulic and pneumatic pump
actuation .

The output parameters required of API) simulation are the API)
gas generator speed and APU fuel consumption. By accura tely programming
the control system of the API) it is possible to derive the starter engage-
ment , the speed demand signals and the fuel supply availabilit y . Transient 
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simulation can then be implemented through acceleration curves to allow
the API) to obtain its operating speed and load change factors to simulate
sudden clutch engagement or generator and pump load increases. Such a
simulation has been found acceptable for previous helicopters and should
satisfy AH-64 requirements.

3.7.3.4 Fuel System. The AH-64 fue l system consists of a forward and
an aft fuel cell in the fuselage and complete provisions for an extended
range kit on the wing pads . The forward cell usable capacity is 151
gallons while the aft cell ho l ds 218 gallons . Two wa.y fuel transfer is
provide d by a manuall y controlled pneumatic powered pump . Manual valving
is provided to allow crew members to select either cel l to either engine
or both engines to either one cell or the other . Fuel is supplied to the
eng i nes by eng ine mounte d suction pumps which is supplemented by the use
of a pneumat ically operated fue l boost pump dur i ng starts and during
ineffective suction pump operation .

Simulat i on of the fue l system is by calculat i on of the fue l
demanded of each cell from eng ines , API) and fuel cros sfeed operation . The
fuel levels can then by decreased or increased during fue l transfer by
i ntegration of the fuel dem and . The ~nount of fuel in each tank is
mon itored on instruments and reflected in the center of gravity
calcula tion . Thi s type of simulat ion wh i ch has been found acceptable on

• CAE simul ators to date , should satisfy requirements .

3.7.3.5 Brak e System. The braking system on the AH-64 consists of
two hydraulic sing le floating disc multip le spot brakes attached to the
ma in l anding gear . Actuation of the brakes is through the pedals and the
system also has a mechanically locking parking brake.

For simula tion purposes the bra~dng force i~ calculated as a
function of the pressure on the pedals wh i ch is accepted by the fli ght
system to calcu late the over all direction effect on the helicopter . This
is a simple system and should satisf y requi rements .

3.7.3.6 Fire Protection System. The AH-~4 fire protecti on systems
include two detectors located in each engine nacelle and two detectors
loca ted in the API) compartment . Fire ex tiogii sh ing equipment includes two
60 cubic inch fire bottles containi ng 1 1/? pounds of hromotrifluoro—
methane (CF1Br) wh ich can be discharged into either engine or API)
compartment~ as selecte d by ~he crew members .

Simulation of the fire protection system is of a purel y
dig ital nature inc l ud i ng simulat i on of all rel ays, swi tches and lights of
the COO trOl system to correctly simu 1 ate test and fire detection and
ext i nguishing func ti ons .
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3.7.3.7 Pressurized Air Systems. The pressurized air system is provi i—
ed for the folTowing:

Operation of the Environmenta l Control System (ECS)

Engine starts

• Fue l boost pump

• Engine cooling louvers

• Pressurizat ion of the hydrauli c system reservoirs

• . Hydraulic fluid heat exchange r cooling ejector and
extended range fue l tanks

The system is supplie d with compressed air from a manifold sup-
p lied with air from a Shaft Driven Compressor (SDC~ mounted on an accessory
pad . Standby compressed ai’ is available from left engine bleed air ~n res-ponse to a drop in outpu t prom the SOC .

A simple sim ula tion model is envisaged for this system , two
pressure sources being cal cul ated from the compressor shaft speed , the gas
generator speed of the eng ine and the .atmosphr ic pressure . If the eng ine
bleed air is u t i l i zed , an airflow is required to feed back into the engine
model for bleed effects on eng i ne parameters .

I
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4 .1 GENERAL

The systems discussed in this section are t~ose peculiar to the
role of the AH-64 in battlefield maneuvers . The operation of this equip -

• inent is intended to give the AH-64 an advantage in engaging, destroying and
surviv ing enemy forces. The systems discussed are :

Fire Control Compute r (FCC)

Aerial Rocket Subsystem (ARS )

Point Targe~ Subsystem (PTS)

Area Weapon Subsystem (AWS )

Target Acquisit io n Designation System (TADS )

Integrated Helmet and Display Sight System (IHADSS )

Radar Warning System (RWS)

The analyses presented on these systems suggest methods of simulat-
ing and i ncorpo rating tactical modules in the flight trai ner. The
recomendations contained herein are based on CAE’s present knowledge of the

• 
systems involv ed.

4.2 FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER (FCC) (Ref. 4-1 and 4-2)

4.2.1 Introduction. The FCC contains a 16-bit , pa rallel , general pur-
pose , micro-programmabl e processor; memory; power supply; and input/output
electronics . The computer integra tes the AH-64 fi re control and target
related operations associated with the delivery of all weapons carried by
the AH-64. The compute r performs the computations necessary for targeting
navigation , weapon ballistic compensation , and supplies logic cornands for

• controlling the fi re control subsystem . The computer interfaces with the
weapon subsystems , sighti ng subsystems , crew station control s and displays ,
laser rangefinder/designator , air da ta , attitude and velocity sensors.

Ref.4-1. YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopte r, Vol . 1, System Specifica-
tion, RFP DAAJO1-76-R-0374, Hughes Helicopters , Culver City , Calif. ,1976 .

Ref 4-2. Cri tical Item Development Specification for the Fi re Control
Computer, AMC- DC-AAH-H3003A , Hughes Helicop ters , Culver Ci ty, Calif., 1976.
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The interface with these systems is either by a Multiplex Data Bus, In
accordance with MIL-STD-1553A, or serial digital or standard digital ,
analog and synchro inputs and outputs.

The pri ncipal problem concerning the Fi re Control Computer is
whether the actual computer should be incorpora ted in the simulato r or
whether it should be emulated or simulated. A further problem is desi gning
a nonstandard simulator interface for interfacing simulate d systems to the
Fi re Control Computer or other subsystems that employ aircraft hardware .

4.2.2 Al ternati ve Approaches for Simulation. For every simulator of a
tacti cal vehicl e that employ s a complex weapon system computer an important
decision has to be made. This is whether to i ncorporate the actua l weapon
system computer , to emulate it or to simulate the computer functions in the
simulator computer . M. R. Ul lah of Hughes Ai rcraft has written a paper
(Ref .4-3)on approaches to i ncorporate weapor~ system computer functions in
trai ners. CAE believes from discussion wi th the Army that it is the pol icy
of the U.S. Army to incorporate the actua l weapon system computer in the
simulator. The use of this approach has the advantage that changes to the
operational software during simulator production and after acceptance can be
introduced wi th minimum cost and delay and that the use of the operationa l
software makes the performance of the simulator easy to evaluate . The
disadvantages are that special simulator interface requirements have to be
designed to interface the weapon system computer to the simulated subsystems.
In addition certain capabilities of the simulator , suc h as store/recall ,
record/playback and maneuver demonstration , are not easily implemented
from the outside of the weapon system computer. To solve this disadvantage ,
the weapon system computer operational software might have to be modi fied
or limi tations on the full simulator capabilities in the areas of store/
recall , etc., for the tactical systems modules , may have to be accepted .

Emulation of the weapon system computer has the advantage that
the operational software will be executed as if it were resident in the
weapon system computer and will perform accordingly. Special instructions
can be inserted to aid the Implementati on of simulator capabilities such
as store/recall , etc. Di sadvantages are that , if aircraft hardware is used
for simulating other subsystems whi ch interface with the weapon system
computer , then special interface requirements may still have to be designed
to interface to these subsystems. Al so, if the weapon system con~uter i s a
state of the art device , then the development costs of the emulator may be
large.

Ref.4-3. Ullah , M. R., Weapon System Computer Functions - Incorporation ,
Emulation , or Simulation , International Learning Technology and Exposition
P~~ceedings, Vol. IV, Washington , 1976.
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Simulation of the weapon system computer results in a certain
saving in hardware costs although special interfaces to actual aircraft
hardware subsystems iiiay still be required as in the emulator ’s case , and
allows simulator capabilities such as store/recall , etc., to be easily
implemented. Disadvantages are that the simulator software has to be de-
veloped which imposes a time lag before the simulator can reflect changes
to the weapon system operational software and tha t the fidel i ty of the
simulation is always open to criticism particularly for complex weapon
system func tions.

With respect to the Fire Control Computer (FCC) employed in the
AH-b4, it is not as complex as a weapon system computer that would be found
in a tactical strike aircraft but still has a significant processing cap-
ability . The computer interfaces with a number of aircraft panels and
subsystems via the multi plex data bus . Some of these panels and subsystems
in the simulator will use aircraft hardware . Therefore, there would still
be a requirement to design special interface hardware even if the Fire
Control Computer was emulated or simulated. It is expected that the sim--
ulato r will be operationa l by the end of 1980 at which time the phase two
engineering development of the AH—b4 will be approaching its conclusion and
hence the FCC software m a y still be under development with the consequent
possibility of changes occurring.

In view of the above-mentioned points , CAE agrees with the policy
of the A rmy to incorporate the actual fire control computer into the simu-
lator as the best approach and has devised a preliminary fire control
computer system configuration accordingly.

4.2.3 FCC ~ystem_Desj g~~Anaiysis . The input/output capabilities of the
FCC consists~~Tdiscrete , analog and synchro interfaces , digital serial
interfaces and the multiplex da ta bus interface . The discrete , analog and
synchro interfaces are believed to be standard aircraft type interfaces and
can be driven from the CAE Datapath Interface. The digital serial interfa ce
is more recent as regards its use on aircraft but is now finding increasing
use in military aircraft. CAE has designed the necessary digital serial
interface between a simulator computer and an aircraft weapon system
computer for the European Tornado Simulator. The clock rates employed in
the Tornado and the AH-b4 may well be different but the interface hardware
will be directl y applicable.

The majority of the da ta transfers between the various avionic
subsystems in the AH-b4 are by a Mul tiplex Data Bus system in accordance
wi th MIL-STD-1553A . None of the documents CAE has received i dentify a
complete listing of wflich subsystems or portions of subsystems employ the
data bus for their data coniiiunication. However , certain subsystems which
use tue data bus can be identified , such as the Fire Contro l Symbol
Generator , Electronic Attitude Di rection Indicato r and the Hellfi re Contro l
Panels.

I
I
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A partial system block diagram for the multiplex data bus
system proposed for the simulator is shown in Fi gure 4-1. The philosophy
behind this system approach is as follows :

(a) For those subsystems or portions of subsystems for which the
actual hardware is used in the simulator , they would be con-
nected to the data bus via thei r respective Remote Terminals
(RI), which could be separate LRU ’s or modules within the
ac tual equipment .

(b) For those subsystems or portions of subsystems that are simulated
by sof twa re , a RI for each simulated system would be connected
to the data bus , as in the AH—64, and also would be interfaced
to the simulation computer.

MIL-STI)-lbb3A specifies that each remote termi nal has one fixed
address and that it has data buffers to receive and transmi t a maximum of
32 data words to and from the data bus. Therefore it appears necessary for
each simulated subsystem to have its own dedicated RI interfaced to the
simulation computer.

The da ta bus has the capability for da ta to be transfer,’~d fromone subsystem to anotner wi thout the data going through the FCC. The bus
controller issues the appropriate transmi-t and receive coninands to the two
remote terminals and also appears to monito r that the data has been trans-
ferred and that appropriate status words have been transmitted. Therefore,
when transmitting data between two simulated systems it is not sufficient
to transfer the data via an internal computer cross-reference transfer.
Instead , it appears that , when commanded by the bus controller , data must be
transmitted out through one remote terminal and then will come back in to
the simulator computer through another remote terminal so as to satisfy the
monitoring software/hardwa re in the bus controller. This appears to be an

• unnecessary data transfer requirement for the simulator and the possibility
of modifying the bus controller software to prevent transfe rs of data be-
tween sii~ulated subsystems will be examined.

For details concerning the method of interfacing the simulation
computer to a remote terminal, please refer to paragraph 8.3.6.3.

4-6 
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4.3 AH-64 WEAPONS SYSTEMS

4 .3.1 Aerial Rocket Subs~ysteni (ARS) (Ref. 4-4)

4 .3.1.1 Introductio n. The Aerial Rocket Subsystem (ARS ) manages and
• fires the 2.75-inch FoTding Fin Ai rcraft Rockets on the AH-64 airc raft. The

subsystem is used for the neutralization or destruction of area material and
personnel targets between the ranges of 300 to 6000 meters .

The ARS is desi gned to direct the programming, selection and
• firing of rockets from two or four rocket launchers which are mounted on the

AH-64 aircraft. The ARS recognizes five zones of the launcher configuration
so tha t one to five diffe ren t types of rocket/wa rhead/fuze comb i nations may
be used on each miss ion. The ARS consists of the Pilot ’s Contro l Panel and
Control Box , which is moun ted in the crew station , and two to four station
Directors , one moun ted in each of the pylons under the aircraft wing .

4 . 3 . 1 . 2  Simulation Problems . The problems involved in simulating the
ARS can be thought of as follows:

(a) To provide da ta to the visual system for generating a
realist ic display of rocLet exhaust plume s , impact points
and/or burst points.

(b) To devise a kill probability algorithm for simulating the
effects of the rockets on various types of targets in terms
of their capability to destroy a particular type of target.

(c) To determ i ne which elements of the ARS will be simulated and
how versus usi ng actua l AH-64 hardware in the simulator.

Of the three problem areas , the first is considere d to be more
demanding in terms of simulation requirements and providing positive training
to the crew .

4.3.1.3 ARS Simulatio n Anal ysis.

4.3.1.3.1 Rocket Exhaust Plumes and ~~pact Points . In order to
genera te a real i siT~~Sililu1 âtiOfl of th~ r~cke~ exh~~st plume s and impact
points , it is i mportant that the ballistic pa rameters and equations of

i~~ .4-4. Pr imi e I tcm L~ vei~pp~ent Specif ication for Aerial Rocket Sub-
s~y~teni lo r Y -  ~dvanced Attack Helicopter , AMC- DP-AAH-H4003, Hughes
flifi co~tè r s , Culver Ci ty, CaTs f., i~7~T

I
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motion of the rockets be mechanized in the simulator. Although this data has
not been obta i ned as yet from the government or system manufacture r it is
believed that some or all of this data exists or will eventually exist. The
reason for this sta tement is that one of the functions of the AH-64 Fire
Control Computer is to store ballistic parameters for the rockets and to
compute azimuth and elevation aimin g corrections for the rockets based on
target range and line of sight angles , predicted trajectory and impact
point. By inference , this means that the Fi re Contro l Computer determines
the required azimuth and elevation launch angles of the rockets to bring the
impac t point of the rocket , as determined from the trajectory , into coin-
cidence with the target position. In the simulator based on the position of
the AH-b4 at the time of launching the rocket and the launch angles of the
rocket, the simulation must compute the position of the rocket , in three
dimensions x, y and z, along the rocke t trajectory, convert the position of
the rocket into the coordinate system of the visua l system and output tha t
da ta to the visual system . At the same time the simulation must compare ,

• for a given x , y position of the rocket , the z value of the rocket with the
z value of the terrain , including trees , buildings and targets so as to
determine the rocket impact point and exp losion and then provide this data
to the visua l system. Special types of rockets , such as those with a
fuzed airburs t warhead , must also be taken into account when determining
where to position the explosion on the visual system .

The fli ght velocity of the rockets is unknown at present but
i s bel i eved to be small , such that the position of the rocket can be computed
and displayed at a rate of every 50 milliseconds or possibl y slower , without
causing an unrea listic display . However , depending on the mode and
quantity selections made by the pilo t on h i s con trol panel , eight or more
rockets could be in flight at one time and would require their positions to
be calculated at tha t computation rate . The position of the rocket would be
calculated from the equations of ii~otion which describe the trajectory of the
rocket throug h the air. Inputs to this equation would be the position of the
AH-b4 at the time of l aunch , the groundspeed and attitude of the AH-64,
the azimuth and elevation of the rocke t launchers , the wind speed and
direction. The outputs from this equation would represent the trajectory
of the ‘ideal ’ rocket through the air. Due to variations in the alignment
of the rocket launcher tubes , vibrations of the AH-64, and the effect of the
rotor downwash on the rockets as they lea ve the laucher tube , not all the
rockets follow the trajec tory of the i deal rocket. In practice the.
trajectory 3f the rockets tends to disperse away from the i dea l trajectory
so tha t the vo l ume of space within ~-~hich the trajectory of the rocket wouldoccur tends to represent a cone with the apex being the position of the AH-64 .
T,,e trajectory of any rocket wi th in this cone appears to be completely
random and canno t be represented ma themati cally .

• To simulate this effect, it is proposed tha t a probabilit y
distribution be developed , in consult ation with the U.S. Army which wi ll
define the percentage of the rockcts launched whose trajectory falls within
a cone of a certain angle. As each rocket Is Fire d from the AH-64, a va rying
position bias would be added to the position of the rocket as calculated
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from the equation of motion for the ideal rocket, In accordance with the
probability distribution and the size of the cone. The i deal position plus
the bias would then represent the ‘true ’ position of the rocket.

For each iteration of the computer. the elevation component
of the true rocket position would be compared with the elevation of the
terrain to determine whether the rocket had impacted with the terrain. The
true rocket positio n would then be output to the visual system with

appropri ate ‘flags ’ set to indicate whethe r a rocket exhaust plume or an
explosion should be displayed. The decision logi c for the visual display
would also take into account the special types of warheads such as the fuzed
airburs t and penetration types.

4.3.1.3.2 Kill Probabi lit ’~ l or*thm . The i mpact point of the rocket
vis-a-vis the position of the target will be a solution from the calculation
of the rocket trajectory and impact point described herein. Therefore , it is
possible to determi ne whether a rocket has physi cally hi ; a target. Even
if this occurs , it does not necessarily follow tha t the target is completely
destroyed. The destruction of a target depends on a number of factors:

Lethality characteristics of the rocket

The type of target

The i mpact point of the rocket on the target

. The number of rockets tha t hit the target

To model all these factors in software would be too complex
and costly. However, in consul tation with the U.S. Army , a kill probability

• algorithm would be devised for simulating these factors for various types of
targets. For example , a personnel carrier might be alloca ted a 40% proba-
bility of being completely destroyed when hit by a rocket. The kill proba-
bility would be implemente d using a random number generator. Each time it
was determined that a rocket had hit a target the random number generator
would be read and if its value was less than 40~ of the full-scale value
then the target would be classified as having been destroyed.

4.3.1.3.3 Simulation of the ARS. The ARS consists of the Pilot ’s
Control Panel and Control Box and the Station Di rectors . The operation of
the ARS is mainly a series of logic decisions based on selections made on the
Contro l Panel , fi ring commands from the crew controls and inputs from the
Fire Contro l Computer. As the Station Directors are outside the cockpit
area, their functions and operation will be simulated by software . For the
Pilot ’ s Control Panel and Control Box , it is not clear from the Hughes Sub-
system Specification for the ARS whether this i tem is one unit or two
physically separate units . However, for the simulator , the approach would
be to use an actual AH-b4 Rocket Control Panel and to simulate the logic
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operations and microprocessor programs of the Contro l Box portion and
interface to the Control Panel . This approach does have a drawback , namely
that if there is future growth or changes envisaged to the functions of
the ARS , then the simulation software has to be modified accordingly to re-
flect the changes . However , CAE believes that the design and development
of this subsystem will be practica lly complete by the time the simulator is
being produced and therefore changes to the subsystem will be unl i kely.

The simulation of the ARS is not considered to be a critical
problem area in the overall si,nulator and once a full data package for the
ARS was made avai lable the simulation would be straight forward.

4.3.2 Point Target Subsystem (PTS). (Refs. 4-1 and 4-5)

4.3.2.1 Introduction. The PTS consists of the Remote Hellfire Elec-
tronics , cockpit controls and displays and the Hellfire missiles and
launchers . The subsystem is the prima ry armament on the AH-64 for the
destruction of tanks and other hard , point -type targets. The PTS interfaces
with the Target Acquisition Designation system (TADS), which provides point-
ing coninands to the missile seeker , the Fire Contro l Computer , which provides
control of the PTS operational modes and storage of laser codes ; and the
Integra ted Helme t and Display Sight Subsystem (IHADSS), which also provides
pointing coninands to the missile seeker when selected by the crew. All
interfacing is carried out via the MIL-STD-1553A multiplex bus . The missile
seeker is a laser seeker with the eventua l capability of employinq eithGr
a radio frequency/infra-red seeker or an infra-red imaging seeker. The
problems involved in simulating the PTS are the following :

(a) Determining the reference point on the terrain tha t is provid-
ing the reflec ted laser energy for the missile seeker.

(b) Modelling the seeker and flight control subsystems of the
missile so as to compute the flight path of the missile.

(c) Generating a realistic visua l display of the missile motor
exhaust.

(d) Determining whether the missile hits the target.

(e) Simu lating the functions and operation of the Hellfire Missile
Equipment (HM[) portion of the P15.

~
T.4-5. Prime Item Devei~p!pent ~pecification Point Tar~g~et_SubsystemSpecification , AMC-OP-AAH-H4~O1 , Hughes HeTicopte rsT ve~’~~Tty, Cali~T~1976.

I
I
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4.3.2.2 PTS System Description. The Hellfire missile can be launched
in one of three modes - direc t, indtrect and pseudo-indirect. In the direct
mode, the missile locks on to the reflected laser energy before being launch-
ed. After launch , the seeker tracks the refl ected laser energy and guides
the missile to the target . If the refl ected laser energy is discontinued ,
the missile flies according to its equatior,s of motion until the reflected
laser energy is reacquired and the seeker then tracks and guides the miss ile
to the target. The laser energy is reflected from a point on the terrain
that is bei ng desi gnated by either the laser on the AH-64 (autonomous mode)
or a remote 1aser mounted on another air vehicle or operated by an infantry-
man (cooperative mode).

In the indirect mode the missile is launched with the helicop-
ter masked from the target and the missile flies a preprogramme d trajectory
before acquiring and locking on to reflected laser energy . The seeker then
tracks the energy and guides the missile to the ta rget. This mode relies on
the availability of a remote laser desi gnator.

In the pseudo-indirect mode , the missile is launched in the
direction of the target and f l ies according to its equations of motion unti l
the seeker acquires and locks on to the reflected laser energy and then the
seeker guides the missile to the target. The mode can be used with either
the laser on the AH-64 or a remote laser desi gnator.

4.3.2.3 PTS Simulatio n Analysis. The first priority for the simulation
is to determi ne the reference point on the terrain which is providing the
reflected laser energy and when the reference point is being designated by
a laser. For the di rect mode , by monitoring the operation of the copilot/
gunner (CPG) hand control which coniiiands the missile seeker into the cage ,
laser scan or slave modes , and by monitoring the mode in which the laser is
operating, it will be possible to determi ne the position of the reference
point. If the missile seeker is in the slave mode , the AH— 64 laser will be
supplying pointing commands from eithe r the laser designato r in the autono-
mous Hellfire m ode , or the laser tracker in the cooperative Hellfi re mode .
Hence , the laser simulation can provide the pointing commands and the
position of the reference point to the Hellfire siniulation (paraqraph
1 .4 3 2).

If the Hellfire i s in the indirect m ode it will be relying on
a cooperative remote laser designator. The position of the reference point
tha t is being designated by this remote l aser can be determined by comparing
the triservice codes for all targets with the code entered into the missile
before launch. The triservice codes for the targets can be entered by the
instructor in conjunction with his acting as the remote designator operator
in any conununications between the AH-b4 crew and the operator. The position

• of the target whose code corresponds wi th that of the missile becomes the
position of tne reference point. If the missile is launched without a code
being entered then the instructor will have to specify the reference point
position to the simulation.

4- 12
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In the pseudo-indirect mode the target is sometimes designated
to the missile seeker before launch although the seeker does not lock on.
In this instance the reference point position can be determined as for the
direc t mode. If the target is not desi gna ted before launch a compari son of
the missile code with the laser code will determine if the AH-64 laser is
designating and hence the position is available from the laser simulation.
If a remote laser is designating ,a comparison of targe t codes with the mis-
sile code will determine the target that is being designated and therefore
the reference point position.

For determining when the reference point is being designated ,
the operation of the laser trigge r by the CPG will be mon i tored when the AH-
b4 lase r is performi ng the designating. If a remote laser is designating the
reference point , the instructo r could be provide d with controls to enter when
the designato r is operating or alternatively the simulation could assume that
the remote designator is permanently operating.

In order to provide a realistic simulat ion of the fl i ght pa th
of the miss i le , wh ich is needed for generating the visual display and for de-
termining the missile impact point , the seeker and fl i ght control subsys tems
and the equations of notion will have to be model led ‘in the simulator. A
block diagram of the proposed model is shown in Figure 4-2.

If the re fe rence point is being designated , the angular co—
ord i na tes from the missile present position to the reference point would be
compute d and compa red with the scan ang les of the missile seeker, all cwing
for missile attitude and heading, to determine whethe r the seeker could sense
the reflec ted laser energy . Included in this comparison would be the neces-
sary computations to determine whether the reference point was obscured from
the missile by terrain. If the reference point was in the field of view of
the seeker , the off boresi ght angular errors to the reference point would be
computed in the missile seeker axis system. If the reference point was not
being designated or if the reference point was being designa ted but was not
in the field of view , the anaular errors would be set to zero .

The angular errors would then be resolved into fl i ght control
error commands in accordance with the mechanization used in the missile it-
self. Included in this mechanization would be a constant which could be
varied by the instructo r to simul ate the effects of variations in received
signa l strength in di fferent atmospheric conditions . The fl i ght control
error coninands would be an input to the missile equations of motion model .
The equations of motion for the direct , indirect and pseudo -indirect firing
modes would be modelled from which the new missile position , attitude and
heading would be calculated. The amount of motor propellant expended would
also have to be model le d so as to determine if the missile failed to reach
the reference point because of range limitations .

Lath Lim2 a new missile position was calculated , the elevation
of the mis sile woul d be compared with the elevation of the terrain underneath
it to determine if the missile had impacted the ground. then , the line of
sight from the AH-64 to the missile would be computed to determi ne whether

1
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Figure 4-2. Block Diagram of M issi le Seeker and Flight Contro l Model
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the motor exhaust or the impact explosion , as the case mi ght be , was visible
to the crew . If it was visible to the crew , the missile position would be
resolved into visual display system coordina tes and output along with data
concerning either the intensity of the motor exhaust required on the visua l
display or a simulate d explosion required on the visual display .

If the reference point had been designated by a remote l aser,
its position and the impact point would be compared to determi ne whether the
target had been hit and destroyed, because the reference point represents the
target position . If the reference point had been designated by the AH-64
laser, the impact point would have to be compare d with all targe t positions
to determ i ne target destruction , because the CPG might not have aime d the
laser correctly at the intended target.

4.3.2.4 Hellfire Missi le EquipmentjhME ). Of the various elements that
comprise the HME portion of the PTS, the pilot and copilot/gunner Hellfire
panel s and their respective remo te termi nals for mu ltipl iexing the data onto
the data bus will be actual aircraft hardwar e . Figure 1 of Ref. 4-5 implies
that the remote te rminals and the panels are separa te units so that it is
possible to monitor the data passing between the panel and the remote termi na l
if this is determi ned to be necessary when more de tai ls are available of the
interface si gnals of the subsystem . If , howeve r, the remote termi nals are
contained within the panels then this philosophy may have to be reexamined
The other elemen ts of the PTS w i ll all be si mula ted. The lo gical functions
and operation of the Remote Hellfire Electroni cs and the Launcher Electronics

• would be simulated by software and be interfaced with the TAOS ., IHADSS and
FCC as requ i red.

4.3.3 Area Weapon Sub tem AWS). (Refs . 4-6 and 4 -7)

4.3.3.1 Introduction. The AWS consists of a 3O-nii~ Chain Gun , a turret
assembly, an ammunition handling system , a turret contro l box , a gun control
box and an infrared suppressor. The AWS interfaces with the armament control
panels , crew controls and sighting systems , other weapon subsystems and the
FCC. These other systems provide inputs to the AWS to position the turre t
and enable and contro l the fi ring of the gun.

The primary prob lems invo lved in simulating the AWS are those of
generating a realistic visual display of the ammunition impact points and of
devising a kill probability algori thm for simulating the effects of the ammu-
nition on various types of targets , in terms of its capability to destroy that
target.

Ref.4-6. Critical Item Developmen t Specification for XM 23OJ~/O) 3Q..~iimGun , AMC— DC—AAH-H4005, Hughes Helico pters , Culver Ci ty, Calif ., 1976 .
Ref.4-7. Prime I tem Development Specif ication for Area Weapon Subsyst~mfor Model YAH-64 Helic~pter, AMC-OP-AAH-H4002, Hughes Hel icopters , Culver Ci ty,

Calif ., 1976
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The simulatio n of the functions and operation of the various
elements of the AWS is important to the overal l simulation but is not con-
sidered to be a problem area .

4.3.3.2 AWS~~,>~ tem Design Analysis. To generate a realistic simulation
of the amm unition impact points , it is i mportant that the ballistic para-
meters and equations of motion of the amm unition be mechanized in the
simulator . Although this data has not been obtained as yet from the
governmen t or system manufacturer , i t is believed tha t some or al l of this
data exists or will eventuall y exist. The reason for this sta tement is that
one of the functions of the AH-64 FCC is to store ballistic parameters for
the 30—mm aninunition and to compute azimuth and elevation aimi ng corrections
for the gun based on target range and line of sight angles , muzzle velocity ,
predicted trajectory and impact point. By infe rence , this means that the
FCC determi nes the required azimuth and elevation pointing angles of the
gun to cause the impact point of the ammunition (as determi ned from the
trajecto ry ) to coincide wi th the target position. In the simulator , based
on the position of the AH-b4 at the time of firing the gun and the pointing
angles of time gun , the simulation must compute the position of the ammunitio n
i n three di mens i ons x , y and z, alon g the trajectory. Then , for a gi ven x ,
y position of the amm unition , the simulat ion ‘~is t compare the z value of theammunition with the corresponding z value of the terrain , including trees,
bui laings and targets , so as to determine the ammunition impact point and
then provide this data to the visua l system .

As the ammunition used in the 30-mm Chain gun is not believed
to include tracer , the only visual simulation requirement for the gun will
be that of the i mpact of the amm unition on the terrain or a target which
will cause either debris to be thrown up or the explosion of the target.
This visual di splay will likely only be required for the magnified si ght
v isua l simulation although the destruction of the target will also be re-
quired on the out-the-window visual display .

The impact point of the ammunition wi l l  be calculated from the
equations of motion which descr ibe the traj ectory of the ammunition through
the air. Inputs to this equation will be the following :

The position of the AH-64 at the time of launch •

The groundspeed and att i tude of the AH-64

• The azimuth and elevat ion pointing ang les of the gun

The wind speed and direction

Nuzzle v9loc ity
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Tne ou tputs from this equation would represent the trajectory

of the ‘idea ls ann~mun ition through the air. However , because of recoil loads
and the lack of complete rigidity of the gun , vibrations of the AH-64, and
the effect of the rotor downwash on the ammunition as it leaves the muzzle ,
no t all the ammunition follows the trajectory of the i dea l ammunition . In
practice the trajectory of the ammunition tends to disperse away from the
ideal trajectory so that the vo l ume of space within which the trajectory of
the amiinunit ion would occur tends to represent a cone with the ape x being the
position of the AH—64. The trajec tory of the ammunition within this cone
appears to be comp le tely random and canno t be represented ma thematically .
Consequently , the i mpact points of the ammunition on the terrain will tend
to be random an d to fall wi th i n a circl e of a cer ta i n di ame ter whose center
is the impact point of the i deal ammunition.

To simulate this effect , it is proposed to develop a probabili-
ty distribution , in consultation with the U.S. Army , wh i ch will defi ne the
percentage of the amm unition which impacts wi thin a circle of a certain
diameter , relative to the i mpact point of the i dea l ammunition.

For each iteration of the computer , havin g calcula ted the
position of the i deal amm unition in space from the equations of motion , the
eleva tion component of the anun unit ion position is compa red with the corres-
ponding elevation of the terrain at that position to determine whether
impact with the terrain or a target has occurred. This process is repea ted
at each iteration until impact with the terrain. Then , bz~sed on the
probability distr ibutio n , a position bias is added to the impact point of
the i deal ammunition before transfo rming the impact position into the
coordi nates of the visual system and outputting the da ta to the display.
For each subse quent p iece of ammuniti on f i re d , a varyi ng posi ti on bias is
added to the impact point of the ideal ammunition , again based on the
probability distribution to simulate the randomness of the impact point
within the defined circle, and then the position data is output to the
visua l system. However , these impact points relative to the i deal i mpact
point are only correc t if there is no change in either the AH-64 position
or the pointing angles of the gun during the burst of fire . If there is a
change in any of these parameters then the impact point of the i deal
ammuni ti on mus t be recalcula ted.

The fli ght velocity of the ammunition and its variation with
respect to time due to aerodynamic friction is unknown at present but it is
bel ieved to be initially of the order of 2000 feet per second. For a com-
puter iteration rate of 50 mi lliseconds , the ammuni tion wi ll move approxi-
mately 100 feet between position upda tes with progressively smaller incre-
ments as the flight velocit y reduces during the terminal phase of its tra-
jectory . Therefore , it should be possi ble to determine the impac t po i nt
wi th an accuracy of ~5O feet or less and it is believed that this accuracy
will be suffic ient for the training purposes .

I
I
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• The gun is ca~~ble of a sustained fi ring rate of 725 ±25 shotsper minute . This corresponds’~.to approx imately one shot being fi red every 100
milliseconds. Therefore the simulation will be readily able to determine the
impact point of the random pieces of ammunition and output this data to the
visual system.

• The i mpact points of the ammunition vis—a—vis the position of
the target that was fired at will be a solution from the calculat ion of the
ammunition impact points described above. The refo re , it is possible to
determine whether the ammunition has physically hit a target. Even if this
occurs , it does not necessarily follow tha t the target is completely
destroyed. The destruction of a target depends on a number of factors:

• Letha lity characteristics of the ammunition

• The type of target

• The impact point of the ammuniti on on the target

The number of ammun ition rounds that hit the target

To model all these factors in software is complex and costly.
However, these factors can be simulated by devising a kill probability

• algorithm , in consultation with the government , for various types of targets.
• For example , a truck mi ght be allocate d a 60% probabi li ty of being completely

• destroyed when hit by an ammunition round. The kill probability can be
implemented usi ng a random number generator. Each time it was determi ned

• that a round has hit a target the random number generator is read and if its
value is less than 60% of the full-scal e value then the target is classified
as destroyed.

The simula tion of the functions and operation of the AWS will
be as follows:

• F’bde lling the logic that controls the operation of the
AWS .

Accepting in puts from other simulated systems , crew con-
trols and the Fi re Con trol Compu ter .

• . Providing outputs to the Fi re Contro l Computer and the
gun rounds remainin g display .

Assuming a full data package on the functions and operation of
the AWS is available it is believed that the simulation of these functions

• and operation will not present a problem .

4-18
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4 .4  TARGL I AC Q L’ ISLT ION ULSIGN AT IO N SYSJ LM (TA O S ) (Ref.  4-8 and 4-9)

4.4.  1 introduction . The TA OS cons is ts  ot a ddy viewin g subsystem
(Di rect View and TV), night viewin g subsystem (FLIR), l aser rangefinder/
des i gna to r , 1 a se r trac ke p ’ , and s tab iii. ’ at ion and track i rig s ubsys tern. The
view i rig subsys tVIlIS t’iiab 1 C the Ope rator to vi sually sea rch for and acqui re
targets for day/ni ght engagem en t at spc it ied ranges and air be cued by the
IHAIJSS d u d nav ig a t ion s y s t e m .

4 .4 .  ~ TA OS V i s ionic Systems . The problems involved in s imulat ing the
• v iewing subsys tennis of the TA IlS are those of pro v I di rig the pointing ang les

and field of view to the visual s imn ul , i t ro n .y tein and s imula t in g  the auto—
tracking nodes of tir e viewing 5tl1 )~ ystein s . A n a l y s i s  of gene ratin g the visual
di S~ 1 ays for the variou s v iew in g s lmbs y s terns are i nc 1 uded i n pa ragra ph 5— 10

4 . 4 .~~. 1 Sys t e m [~ si ~n Anal ys i s .  For the v iewi n~i subsystems the sim—
ul au on will accept  i iput f rom the g u nne r  and p i l o t  control  panels, the• IIIADSS and the gunner ’ s hand cont rol . I~ascd on the var ious input s , the
s imu la t i on  w i l l  de t. e i- i • i  i ire wh i cli opt i ca l  sensor is s e l e c t e d  for d isplay on
the gunner ’ s boo t di sp i ay and wheth er wi dc’ , i ni t &‘ rnna ’dia te or narroW field of
view has been se 1cc ted. 1 npu ts t iorn t he’ qunhie r s hand contro l and the I HADSS
will be integra ted and resolved tirrough aircra f t attitude and head ing to
deter mni i r e the p o s i t i o n  of  the bores i qht of the se lected sensor wi th  respect
to the dx is of the v isua l  sys te m , tak i in; inn to account any 1 i m i t a t i o n s  due to
reaching the gimba l I i~si t s ci the sensor turre t . This data can then be
transferred to the vi sua 1 sys tern for use iii genera t~ i ng the requi red visual
di ~p lay . In add it ion t h i s da ta wi l l be Output to the syminbo logy genera ton’

The IL I R air d TV sys tennis enip 1 oy an au tot rack fac iii ty. The
gunner manuall y points the bores i ght o I the sensor at the requi red target
and then selects auto track. Thjs an be s i m u l a t e d  by comparin g the bore—
s i  yht o f  the sensor w i t h  the ii Ire of sight to all targets within range of
the sensor and , ha vi mj found a onipa r i s emi , tracking that target by modi fyi nq
the bores i ght pus it ion of the sensor to dt omi t for changes in position of
the I a rqe I am id the All— b4 . The n’es U it I mig new ho res i gh t pos i t ion can then be
fed to the v isu a l slum I atio n sys ten i .  Iii p rac t ice , t he opera t lormal au to t rac k
SUbSyS tumn cami lose lock when view i no; corup 1 e \ s rein 1 co ndit ions . I ni the s in n—
til a ton’ i t is proptised t hat the I ins tructo r be provided with a cont rol to cause
the s inmul a ti on to simulat e a Oreak 1 c’:k condi I ion with the appropriate

— • 

Re f.~ —8 . Prn mo i t  em t~’vel Opmen t spec I t i ra ( ion for TAOS , DRC— DP—AA II—4 0?OA
U.S. Armn my A v i a t i o n  Syst ems Command , S t .  Louis • 197l .

• Ref.4— 9. Prime I tern I~ ve lopruen t Spec I fi catio n YAH— t4  1~~s i~ ji Requi rements
to r TAOS , DRC— [II’ — M it— 4O~d1~ , Appeiid i x II • ~l . S . Army Av I at ion Sys tenis Comiinancl,
Sa int  lou is , 1 1/b .
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indications to the gunner. Based on the gunner ’s action after breakiock , the
system can then go back into the autotrack mode. While the autotrack
facility is engaged , the simulation must check tha t the target being tracked
does not become obscure d from the AH-64 and cause the autotracking subsystem
to lose lock. This can be done by performing a line-of -sig ht calculation
from the AH-64 to the tracked target and checking for terrain obscuration.

4 .4 .3  Laser ~~~~~finder/ Des i~ pa tor/Tracker.

4.4.3.1 Introduction . The Laser Rangefinder /Designato r/Tracker (LRF/
D/T) comprises part of the AH-64 Target Acquisition Designation System (TAOS)
and is used for the following:

To detect and track targets that are being illumi nated by
remo te laser designators .

To designate targets for guiding semi niactive termina l
H homning weapons.

To provi de target range an d po in tin g i nforma ti on for use
in gun amid rocket weapons delivery .

• The LRE /D/T interfaces with the sighting systems on the AH-64
which provide cueing comm,rands , with the Hellfi re Missile for target handoff,
and w i th the FCC to p rov ide range and pointing ang les for weapon de ivery
computations.

The problems irvol ved in simulating the LRF/D/T are those of
determining the range to the poin t on the ground that i s being illumi nated by
the laser based on the conunanded pointing angles (Laser Rangefinder),
determining which target is being illuminated by a remote designa tor and
trackin g that target (Laser Tracker), and providing pointing ang le and pos-
ition data to the Hellfi re missile to simulate the target designation

• func tion (Laser Designator).

4.4.3.2 ~~~~ mnr Desi~p Anajy~is. The Laser Rangefinder provides range
• and pointing angle dita to the FCC for use in gun and rocket weapons delivery .

To simula te this function the pointing angles of the laser when it is fired
must firs t be determined. The pointing angles can be determined from the
input cueing commands from other sighting systems , the atti tude and heading
of the AH-64 and the stabilization limits. By resolving the cueing commands
throu gh the AH-64 attitude and heading and allowing for the stabilization

• limi ts, the pointing angles with reference to the loca l horizonta l and
vertica l axis can be deternrined. The pointing angles describe the line of
sight from the AH-b4 to the point on the terrain illuminated by the laser
rangefinder. The range to the point on the terrain can ~e determined bycomparing the position of the laser beamir in space with the terrain it is
trave rsing.
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The data base of the visual system wil l describe the terrain ,
incl uding vegetation , buildings , and targets in three dimensions relative to
an ori gin. The laser beam can be resolved into a set of three dimensional
positions by stepping along the beam at intervals corresponding to the range
accuracy of the rangefinder and transforming into the same axis system as
the data base . For a given beam position , a comparison between the elevation
of the beanni and the elevation of the terrain will yield the point on the
terrain being illum inated by the laser and hence the range can be determi ned.

The comparison between the elevation of the beam position and
the elevation of the te rrain is continued until either a hit is determi ned
or the maximum range of the laser is reached. Having determined the hit
position the range and pointing angles can be supplied to the FCC. Afte r
initial contact wi th the hit posit ion any c hdv ij es in range and pointing
angles due to movement by the targe t or the AH -64 can be calculated by trig-
onome try and by ensuring that the con~inanded pointing ang les st i l l  aim the
laser at the hit posi tion. However, any change in position by the target
or the AH-64 means that the line of sight will have to be recomputed and
compa red with the terrain to ensure that the target has not become obscured
by any te rrain. It is be lieved though that this calculation can be done at
a much slower ra te than the initial ca lcu la t iom i  to determ ine the hit position
wi thout reducing the quality of the sim ni u lation.

In practice the copilot/gunner sees the target range appear on
his TAOS display aimni ost instant aneously after first pressing the laser tri g-
ger, wi th the de l ay being of the order of 1 nn illisecond . In the simulator
it is not possible to disp lay the range to the gunner at the same speed ,
because of delays in recognizing the ope ration of the laser tri gger and

• processing the line of sight to deter-urine the hit position. it is estimated
that the delay in the sinri ulator will be between 200 milliseconds and one
second. Al though this delay may seem excessive compared to the delay in the
AH-64, it is believed that this delay will not be noticeable to the copilot/
gunner and will not detract from the training realism. Thereafter , any
chan ge in laser range due to movement of the AH-64 or the target w ill be up-
dated every computer iteration.

Be cause the laser beam is no t in fi nit ely small an d has some
divergence , the laser beanim will generate m ultiple returns , depending on the
nature of the terrain between the AH-64 and the target and the reflective
cha rac teristics of that terrain. These m ultiple returns can be simulated by
allowin g for the ni or i zo rta l and ver tical dimensions of the bean~i when com-
paring the bean; e1~ v3L io:r with the terr ain elevatio~i w determ i ne a hit point.

• The return whi oh provides th~ rdmm (Jc for the FCC 10(1 the TAOS di splay wi l l  be
determ ini rmea from the rep ly ro de ~e 1ect io n by the copi lot/qunner.
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The Laser Tracker functions will be simulated by comparing the
laser code selected by the crew with the lase r code allocate d to each target
by the instructor , for those targets that are within the field of view of
the tracker in either the autosearch or manua l search mode. Having deter-
mined which tar-get is being designated the line of sight to the target will
be checked to ensure that it is not obscurred by terrain and is within
range, before providing the following:

The Laser Tracker lock on indicatio n to the crew

The line of sight data to the TAOS opti cal sensors

The l ine of sight and postion data to the Hellfi re
simulation (paragraph 4.3.2)

To model the effects of meteorological visibilit y , target to
designator and target to laser tracker aspect angles on the laser tracker
performance presently appears too complex and costl y. Therefore the
simulation will assume tha t the laser tracker receives sufficient energy to
lock on althoug h the instructor could be provided with an overri de capability
in order to increase the training task di fficult y .

The Laser Designa tor function shall be simulated in the same
manner as the Laser Rangefinder except tha t the data w i ll be transmitted
to the Hellfire simulation programs instead of to the FCC . The data tha t
will be transmi tted to the Hellfire simulation wi ll be the position of the
point on the terrain that is being designa ted and the pointing angles to it.
The rest of the simi nu lation discussion presented herein for the Laser Range-
finde r is applicable to the simulation of the Laser Designator.

• 4.5 INTEGRATED HELMET ANt ) DISPLAY SIGHT SYSTEM (IHADSS).(Refs .4-1 and
4.jQ)

4.5.1 Introduction. The Integrated Helme t and Display Sight System
(IHAL)SS) consists of two helmets , each having mounted on it a visor , commu-
nications equipme nt, Helmet-Mounted Display (HMD), Helmet-Mounted Sight (HMS)
and a tracker and sighting reticle which are controlled by alignment panels
arid fixture s that are also a part of the IHADSS. The IHADSS interfaces with
other fi re control elements and serves as a head—mounte d sighting system to
align weapons and sensors to controlled positions. The pilot’ s IHA DSS is
used as the prima ry pilot day and nig ht fire control headup display for fi r-
ing rockets, muis si les and guns.

Ref .4- 10. Prime It ~~e]pp p cif or IHADSS ,_AMC-
DP-AAFI-H3005, U.S. A rmy Aviation Systems Command , St. Louis , 1976.
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In view of the fact that it is proposed to use the complete air-

craft hardware for the IHADSS in the simulator the only problem area expec-
ted is thE interface to the IFIADSS and the monitoring of the data on the
interface.

4.5.2 IHAUSS Desi~n Anajysis. In view of the complexity of the IHADSS ,
it is believéW that the use of actual aircraft hardware is cost effective and
produces the least techric al risk. This includes the helmets , visors and
angle sensors as well as the HMD and HMS electronics and the HMD alignment
panel.

The IHADSS interfaces with the followinç) :

The TAOS and PNVS FLIR sensors

The Fire Contro l Symbol Generator

• 
. The FCC

Pi lo t and gunner con trols .

in v iew of the specialized nature of the Fire Control Symbol
Generator it is proposed tha t the actual aircraft hardware be used in the
simula tor so the interface to the IHADSS will be as in the AH-64. However ,
it may prc ve necessary to monitor the interface between the IHADSS and Fire
Control Symbol Generator for use by other simulated systems. Using this ap-
proach any growth in the capability of the Symnnbo l Generator on the AH-64 can
be readily introduced in the simulat or.

The FCC and pilot and gunner controls are all expected to be
ac tua l aircraft hardware so the interface to these systems will be as in
the A i-I-1j4 with the possib i l i ty  that monitoring of som e or all of the signals
nay be requi red.

4 6  RADA R WARNI NG SYSJEN ( RWS ) ~Ref 4-1)

4.b. i  Introduction. The AH-b4 has the AN/APR -39 (V)1  Rada r Wa rning
Set (RWS ) installed. The set comprises a CRT display and a control panel
which are loca ted in the pilot ’s cockpit , a processor/compara tor unit and
antennae which are located external to the cockpits. The RWS provides
visua l arid aural indications to the pilot that the AH-64 is being illumi nated
an d tracked by ‘ threat ‘ radars and may also provide indi cations of when a
radar gui ded m issile has been fired at the A I-i-64 . The unit interfaces with
the coniriunica tion system by providing two audio signals , one be i ng an alarm
tone and the other a signal representative of the amp li tude and pulse
repetition frequency of the radar si gnals being displayed.

1
I
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The primary problem concerning the AH -64 RWS is that of deciding
which elements of the aircraft hardware are to be used in the simulator and
hence what simulation hardware and software is required to drive the aircraft
hardware. A second problem Is that of determining when the signals from a
particular threat radar should be activated . This is a function of the rela-
tive position of the AH -64 and the threat radar and the terrain between them.

4.6.2 RWS System Design Analysis. The only data that CAE has received
concerning the AN/APR-39 (Vi 1 RWS Ts the brief description contained in
Ref. 1. CAE appreciates the problems invol ved in supplyi ng data concerning
this classified i tem of equipment and the cl.ssified data for the character-
istics of the threat radars to be found in a typical battle situation . How-

• ever, it follows that some of the assumptions in the following discussion may
be erroneous .

The RWS consists of a display, control unit , processor/comparator
and the antenna receivers . The antenna receivers sense the radio frequency
signals from the threat radars and converts them to video frequency signals
which are transmi tted to the processor/comparator. The processor/comparator
processes the received signals and then outputs signals to the displ ay whi ch

• indicate the direction and type of the threat radar. The type of threat
radar is determined by comparing the Input video frequency signals with the
processor/comparator library of expected threat signals and then coding the

• output signals to the display accordingly. In addition , the amplitude and
PRF characteristics of the threat radar are transmitted to the coninunicat-
ions system to generate audi o alarm signals.

The alternative approaches for simulating the RWS are as follows :

(a) Injecting radio frequency si gnals into the receivers and allow-
ing the receivers and processor/comparator to operate as in
the AH-64.

(b) Injecting video frequency signals into the processor/comparator
and allowing it to operate as in the AH-64.

— (c) Driving the displ ay and communication system directly from the
the simulation hardware .

CAE believes that the best approach for simulating the RWS is to
dri ve the RWS displ ay and the aircraft communication system directly from
the simulation hardware. A block diagram of the proposed system is shown
in Figure 4—3. Under the control of the simulator computer , the symbol gen-
erator would generate the requisite symbols on the RWS display , which would
be the aircraft CR1 and the progranirrable audio generator would generate
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audio signals , with PRF and amplitude representative of the received radar
signals , for injection into the coninunication system .

Control of the simulation hardware would be performed by the sim-
ulation computer based on mission scenario , range and line of sight to the
threats and attitude of the AH-64 as it relates to the ability of the anten-
na receivers to sense the transmitted signals. The range and line of si ght
can be calculated by trigonometry and then the line of si ght would be compar-
ed with the terrain to determ i ne whether the AH—64 was occulted by terrain
from the threat. The method of performing this calculation is the same as
that described in paragraph 4.4.3.2 for determining laser range . The rate
at which this calculation has to be performed is believed to be relatively
slow . The response time of the receivers to illumination by radar can be
measured in seconds , usually of the order of two to three seconds . There-
fore the calculation of obscuration can be performed at a slower rate than
that required for determining laser range . After determining that the AH-
64 is in view of the threat then a further check of compari ng the elevation
component of the line of si ght with the potential elevation tilt capabili ty
of the threat radar would be necessary .
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5.1 V ISUAL SIMULATION REQUIREMENT S

5.1.1 FlyIng Requirements. For the purposes of AH-64 FWS visua l de-
si gn , it is assumed that pilots will be proficient in all aspects of NOE
flight before graduating to the AH-64. Basic NOE training is presumably done
in relatively Inexpens ive helicopters , graduating to UH-l’s, where training
can be obtained on both helicopters and simulators . Once a pilot has learned
to fly one type of helicopter well , we believe he is able to fly another type
without great difficulty . The learned motor skills used in flying heli-
copters , therefore, must vary little from machine to machine .

The visual cues which the pi l ot requires when flying NOE seem to
be parallax and texture gradient. Dr. John Barnes at Human Engineering Lab-
oratories (HEL) verified the importance of parallax in a study analyz ing pi-
lot’ s eye movements during helicopter flight (Ref.5-l). Dr. Kent Kimbal l at
Army Research Laboratory noticed that pilots using the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggles performed quite adequately in heavily treed areas giving many paral-
lax cues. However, they had trouble in open grassy areas because of confus-
ing texture cues caused by the noise and grain of the goggles.

Providing parallax and texture cues in a model board system is
relatively easy if the scale is appropriate . It should be noted , however,
that a reverse texture gradient is created at very low altitudes because of
the depth of focus problem of the optical probe . The number of parallax
cues should therefore be maximized whenever possible. Some present Computer
Generated Image (CGI) systems can give good texture gradient cues but may
suffer from lack of parallax cues at ground level . The choice of model board
or CGI will be discussed later . The choice regard i ng flight should be based
on the premi se that NOE flying will not be taught in the simulator but that
the visual system must allow NOE flight over the entire playing area . It
should also allow flight at higher altitudes and practice in nontactical
helicopter maneuvers.

5.1.2 Navigationa l Requirements. NOE navigation is a complex science ,
involving topography , hydrography , and a high level of perceptual skill. It
is doubtful that sufficient detail could be put into any type of visual sys-
tern that would enable navigation to be taught. The army has had considerable
success with its current MAITAC navigation courses using film and slide
presentations. It would appear that navigation should not be taught on the
simulator but by the MAITAC system. Sufficient detail must , however , be in-
corporated into the model or data base to allow navigation over the entire
playing area while flying NOE .

Ref.~-l . Barnes , J., Analysis of Pilot’ s Eye Movements During Helicop-
ter Flight , U.S. Army HEL , Technical Memorandum 11-72 , Aberdeen Proving
Ground , 1972.
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5.1.3 Target Simulation Requ i rements. There are two distinct tactical
situations invol~fng target acquisit ions:

(a) The AH-64 crew knows fairly accurately the position and nature of
the target.

(b) A more volatile situation exists In which only the general direc-
• tion of the main enemy threa t is known and individua l enemy

threats can appear from anywhere .

Army doctrine would probably discourage the use of the AH-64 in
the latter situation on the grounds that it is too dangerous and would lead
to a hi gh loss of helicopters and men. Although not a primary task , training
in the simulator for such a situation may be very effective in developing the
various motor skills for both pilot and gunner which will enable them to sur-
vive on the battlefield.

The two situations present different problems to the visual sys-
tem and will be discussed separately.

5.1.3.1 PrIme AH-64 Missions. The prime miss ion  of the AH-64 is to
kill tanks with a high ratio of kills to losses. From discussions with Army
personnel we believe that this will be achieved by the ‘standoff ’ technique ,
in wh i ch the tank is engaged at between 3000 and 5000 meters , rendering the
tanks weapons ineffective against a helicopter. Although a tank will subtend
an angle of about five minutes of arc at 3000 meters and should be detectable
according to the Johnson criteria , providing sufficient contrast between tank
and ba~kground is avai lable , experience has shown that the unaided human eye
has little chance of detecting a stationary tank at this range . Scout hel i-
copters will therefore be used to find the tanks and relay the i nformation to
the AH-64. The preferred tactical mission would proceed as follows :

(a) Follow i ng reports of enemy tanks in a particular area from a
reconnalsance flight , a team of two AH-64’s and one scout
would proceed to the attack area . Larger teams could be sent
if necessary , but the ratio of two AH-64’s to one scout would
probably be mainta i ned .

(b) The AH-64’s would wait at a ‘holding ’ area until the scout had
located the tanks and had determined a suitable attack posi-
t ion.

(c) The scou t would then direct the AH-64’s to the attack position ,
using radio communication or , if the use of radio was un-
available , would actually come back to the holding area and
guide the AH-64’s to the a ttack position . The scout may even
reconnoiter the route from the holding area to the attack
positi ons to ensure that no enemy threats are around .
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(d) Once the AH-64’s are in the attack position , the scout would
pinpoint the tank position , possibly using his own laser
rangefinder and a digita l link between the scout computer and
the AH-64 computer. The copilot/gunner would align the lADS
with the tank position and have his head in the boot as the
helicopter unmasks in order to acquire and i dentify a tank ,
select the appropriate mode of operation , and fire the mis-
sile in the shortest time possible. This phase of the mis-
sion would require good teamwork not only between the pi lot
and copilot /gunner of each AH-64 but also between the crews
of the AH-64’s involved in the attack . The various modes of
operation for the Hellfir e missile are discussed in Section
4.

The mission just described can be called the offensive or per-

~iaps counteroffensive tactic. The other important mission is the defensive
role, in which the AII-64’s attempt to halt a massive advance of enemy armor .
In this situation , the position of the tanks will be known , and the tanks
will be quite visible because of their movement and the debris thrown up by
the tracks , making the scout’ s role less i mportant. No enemy threats will be
expected to appear between the FARRP and the attack positions , so that the
mission becomes a straightforward low-level or NOE flight between FARRP and
the attack position , followed by acquisition and destruction of targets.

5.1.3.2 Acquisition of Target During Prime Mission. The significant
fact in both these missions is the unimportance of the unaided eye when ac-
quiring the target. Even in the defensive mission , when the debris and dust
thrown up by the tanks and the movement of the tanks make their presence vis-
ible at 4000 meters, the copilot/gunner will have his head in the boot, look-
i ng through the low power optics in the expected direction of the enemy , when
the AH-64 unmasks . Don Checkwick at PMTADS made it quite clear that the co-
pi 1ot/gt~nner would rarel y use his unaided eye when searching for targets .
Only on a very clear day , when looking for moving targets in dusty terrain ,
would the unaided eye match the capability of the TAOS.

Our first contact with pilot instructors at Fort Rucker led us
to believe that the opposite was in fact true . However , subsequent discus-
sions at Fort Rucker and at the Aberdeen proving ground with Dr. John Barnes
confirmed Don Checkwick ’s opinion , at least as far as tanks at 3000 - 5000
meters are concerned . Cobra copilot/gunners using the l ow-power TOW sight
are actually able to acquire targets sooner tha n scout observers using their
unaided eyes. Experiments by Dr. John Barnes on target detection during the
HELHAT and HELCAT projects showed that the unaided eye performed rather poor-
ly during NOE flight. The average target detection ranges for pattern-paint-
ed tanks during route reconnaissance was about 800 meters , and the average
detection time during POPUP maneuvers was 50 seconds for pattern-painted
tanks at 800 meters. Performance against camouflaged tanks was significantly
worse.

5-5
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5.1.3.3 Methods for Simulatin g Target During Prime Mission. The fore-
going discussion has attempted to show the difficulty of searching for tanks
at ranges in excess of 3000 meters with the unaided eye, an opinion held by
many people in the Army .

In the simulator , therefore, it is unnecessary and perhaps even
unwise to try to insert long-range targets into the window displays . Dust ,
smoke , muzzle flashes , rocket plumes , etc., should be shown and can be simu-
lated in both CGI or solid model systems. It may even be advantageous to
allow the instructor to insert a symbol in the window display to show.either
trainee the position of the target.

The TAOS display , however , must show the targets and be suffi-
ciently real istic to train the cop ilot /gunner in the correct mode of opera-
tion for a particular situation . For reasons that are dealt with in TAOS
(see paragraph 5.6), the imagery has to be computer-generated even in the
solid model approach. It is of course difficult to relate realism with CGI ,
and it must be understood that ‘sufficiently realistic ’ implies that the TAOS
simulation will apply stimuli to the eye/brain combination that are suffi-
ciently similar to those obta i ned from the real TAOS and that the same motor
skills are used in the simulator as are used in the AH-64 i tself. A learned
motor skill firmly fixed in the brain is difficult to modify , and it may also
be true that origina l motor patterns are never completely forgotten. A good
example of this is shown by the automobile driver . A really good driver con-
trols his vehicle through a series of learned motor skills which become sec-
ond nature to him. If , however , he has been driving a car with a floor-
mounted gear shift for many years and changes to a car with a column-mounted
gear shift lever , he experiences considerable difficulty in learning to
change gears. Even when he has mastered the new skill to the point at which
it ran be called a motor pattern , a slight trace of the original motor pat-
tern is often present.

The use of the TAOS to acquire , identify , and destroy a tank is
a complex procedure. This procedure employs various motor skills linked to-
gether and controlled by many feedback paths stimulated almost entirely by
the image in the TADS . Several external stimul i , such as motion , pilot com-
munications , etc., will have an effect on the overa ll procedure, but the vi-
sual sensations are the most important. Therefore , it is necessary to stimu-
late correctl y those parameters of each mode of operation which control the
feedback paths. Having an increasing amount of detail in the target for the
higher magnification modes is an obvious example. A less obvious one would
be the correct simulation of lag in the TV camera when motion or vibrations
are present in the image. The correct simulation of FLIR during daylight
conditions and the near IR response of the TV camera should be taken into ac-
count. All of these can be accomplished by using CGI. The one parameter
that is a cause for some concern is the high resolving power of the Direct
View Optics (DVO) relative to the TV.

5-6
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The recomended design for the TAOS display is given in para-
• graph 5.6. The same hi gh-resolution shadow mask CRT will probably be used

for both direct optics and TV-type imagery. The direct optics will be col-
ored , whereas the TV imagery will be monochrome . The inherent resolution in
the simulator will be the same, whereas the direct optics should have approx-
imately a resolution six times better to reflect the real world. The target
can be made slightly larger in the DVO and have a color contrast greater than
normal . This is probably sufficient for the low-power optics , where detec-
tion is the prime concern and there is no comparable TV view. The high-power
DVO will have a magnifi cation comparable to the low-power TV and , if atmos-
pheric conditions permit , should show far greater detail. The basic CR1,
using the Johnson criteria (Ref.5-2) will barely be capable of identifying a
tank at 4,000 meters even wi th a 50% increase in target size. The only ac-
ceptable solution seems to be to use an insertion technique by which the tar-
get is generated on a different CR1 wi th sufficient detail and superimposed
on the background image. The suggested approach is described in detail in
paragraph 5.6. CGI lends itself to such treatment since the occulting will
occur naturally. Problems occur when dealing with multiple movin g targets,
and in this area further study will have to be pursued before an optimum so-
lution is reached .

5.1.3.4 Target Detections During Other Missions. When flying NOE in
unsecured terrain , the crew must be constantly on the alert for enemy threats.
In forest areas such as at Fort Bragg, a confrontation with enemy ground
troops would occur at distances of less than 200 feet. Survival in this kind
of situation depends on fast reaction times coupled with good teamwork. The
identification of the target probably occurs at the same time as the detec-
tion . The limi ted resolution of the wi ndow display for the visual is suf-
ficient to identify a group of soldiers at 300 feet. This type of threat
could therefore be simulated very readily together with appropriate weapon
effects.

Missions against lightly armored truck convoys would probably
be carried out at close ranges, using rockets and cannons , and here again
the resolutions of the display will al l ow recognizable targets. Trucks could
be identified at ranges of 1000 feet and the effects of near misses evaluated .

Missions involving the control of friendly artillery and the
observation of weapon impact would be done in a popup maneuver , with the co-
pilot/gunner looking in the TAOS boot. Only weapon signatures need be shown
in the window display , mainly for the benefit of the pi lot .

Ref.5-2. Johnson , J., Image Intensifier Symposium , Fort Belvoir ,
October 1958.
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5.2 FIELD OF VIEW (FOV)

5.2.1 General. In the design of a visua l system for flight simulation ,
an area of high priority is the selection of the FOV to be displ ayed to the
pilot. The determination of this FOV is dependent upon three factors : vi-
sual and perceptual requirements of the human observer , the FOV visible from
the aircraft cockpit , and the availability of hardware to display the pre-
ferred FOV .

The capabilities of the human observer dictate the primary re-
quirements for any visual system. The system must present to the pilot suf-
ficient visual information to allow him to perceive cues of height , speed ,
and aircraft attitude that are compatible with his normal real-world experi-
ence. The system must also avoid the presentation of spurious visual infor-
mation that confl i cts with his experience or distracts him in the execution
of the tasks. One of the most important facts that has emerged from studies
of visual perception is that motion cues are strongly dependent on periphera l
vision (Ref.5—3). Indeed , this phenomenon is commonly observed in visual
flight trainers having a conventional 45° horizontal FOV . Pilots find that
the simulator flies ‘too slowly ’ and height/distance judgments are often dis-
torted as a result of the limited FOV . Conversely, in very wide FOV simula-
tors such as the USAF’s ASPI or SAAC , the wraparound vision field is known to
give stronger attitude and rate cues than the hydraulic motion system.

Figure 5-1 is a plot of the instantaneous binocular vision
field. As can be seen, the human visual field covers approximately 2100 at
any given moment. However , the amount of information detected by the eyes
and , therefore, required by the eyes varies over the instantaneous FOV as a
funct ion of both binocular effect and visual acuity . The unshaded area in
Figure 5-1 represents the instantaneous FOV seen by both eyes simultaneous-
ly. Information contained in this region , approximately 1150 wide , can be
perceived in three dimensions , or ‘stereo ’ . Such information exhibits in-
herent cues as to distance and is therefore more powerful than the monocular
information outside this field. Furthermore , as can be seen from Figure
5-2, the visual acuity of the eye drops off rapidl y from the center of the
FOV from about one arc minute at 00 to about 100 minutes at 600. Thus very
little information is required at the edge of the field. Al though the op-
timum visual system should provide for an instantaneous FOV of 2100, it is
apparent that this figure may be reduced substantially, to per haps 115°, with
little loss in perceived information (with the possible exception of speed
cues).

Ref.5-3. Junker , A., and Price , D., Comparison between a Peripheral
Display and Motion Information on Human Tracking about the Roll Axis , AIAA
Visual and Motion Simulation Conference , Dayton , 1976.
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5.2.2 Field of View Limitations. The FOV constraints imposed by the
aircraft depend upon three factors. The first factor is the actual structure
of the aircraft cockpit and canopy , which physically limit the pilot ’s FOV.
This limitation can be seen in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 for the AH-64 helicopter .
The second factor is the FOV required by the pilot to perform norma l maneu-
vers typical of the aircraft. For the AAH , prime importance must be placed
on providing sufficient FOV for Nap of the Earth (NOE ) flights and ground
target detection and recognition . Thus the vertical FOV above the horizon is
less important than the FOV below the horizon. At the same time , the largest
possible available horizonta l FOV is needed , to a maximum of 2600 for the pi-
lot and 330° for the gunner. For the pilot , a downward-looking FOV is useful
in landing maneuvers.
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The final constraint on the choice of visua l FOV is the technical
feasibility of providing the required FOV . From the preceeding discussions,
it is apparent that an instantaneous FOV of 210° by 110° within an available
display capability of 330° by 130° would be ideal. However, conventional
color CRT ’s and TV projectors are only capable of giving pictures of adequate
resolution and brightness when used for FOV ’s in the order of 5Q0 x 370~
Therefore, it would require 12 display units to provide the instantaneous FOV
alone. This is clearly an impractical design .

At the present time , there are several systems under development
that might circumvent this problem. These systems employ either a very wide-
angle laser scanning projector or a dodecahedron of liquid crysta l projec-
tors/trichromatic holographic pancake windows around the simulator. Imple-
mentation of either system requires considerable refinement of state-of-the-
art techniques , and for this reason they are not likel y to provide viable
alternatives for at least five years.

In the absence of devices capable of providin g the full FOV I it
is necessary to consider restricted FOV ’s as practical alternatives. Based
upon considerations of available display devices and display formats and the
required mission simulation capability , an FOV of 1800 horizontally by 50°
vertically provides a reasonable compromise. Such a system may be construc-
ted by using five conventional displa y units mounted sideways. The horizon-
tal FOV should be adequate for most maneuvers. The vertical FOV , while less
than ideal , should provide sufficient scope for most tasks and can be offset
to give +200/_300 coverage or optimum coverage decided by field tests. This
FOV is shaded in Figures 5-3, and 5-4.

The fina l factor in determining the displayed FOV is the ability
of the system to provide sufficient i nformation to fill the display . No
existing operational probe incorpo~ated in a camera/probe model board system
covers more than appr8ximately 140 , and It would prove cumbersome to mount
five cameras if a 180 probe did exist. Since the lim iting factor in a Com-
puter Generated Image (CGI) system is the number of points or edges that can
be computed in the given time interval and since a larger FOV requires more
edges to fill it , either the time interval must increase or the number of
computed edges per display area decrease. Since the time interval is fixed
by the requirement of a smoothly moving scene, the number of points or edges
must remain the same. Thus a single CGI system can only provide a detailed
scene over a limited FOV . One way around this problem is to use multiple CGI
systems to cover a wide field of view . Alternatively, an area of interest
techni que could be used to obtain a large field of regard .

5-13
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5.2.3 Area of Interest (AOl]. Assuming that no existing system can
provide sufficient ful l color , high-resolution information for a 1800 x 500
di splay area at a reasonable cost, a further compromise is necessary, that of
an AOl display. The AOl concept is based on the premi se that the pilot Is
looking at only one portion of the displ ay at any given time. By monitoring
the pilot ’s head position , thus determining at which part of the scene he is
looking , It Is possible to ensure that the pilot always sees a high-resolu-
tion image at that point. Several techniques exist for mon i toring pilot head
position. In the AH-64, standard helmet-mounted sighting equipment Is used;
thus this technique Is the cheapest ard simplest way of monitoring it in the
simula tor.

The possibility of monitoring eye movement to further refine the
system was considered , but present eye monitoring techniques require fixed
head positions or the mounting of excessive equipment on the pilot’ s helmet.
Furthermore, the human eye moves in very rapid , semi-random movements (sac-
cadic movement), which make it very difficult to fol l ow.

The AOl technique has been tried on several simulators by Singer ,
Northrop , and the USAF . In most of these trials , the AOl moved with yaw,
pitch and roll of the pilot ’s head . After having discussed Northrop ’s ex-
perience wi th Norm Richards and Don Patton of Northrop ’s Aerosciences Labora-
tory and having reviewed the literature on several other systems that were
experimented with (particularly the USAF ASD SIMSPO project 2235), we find

• the following points describe the main difficulties with the technique :

(a) With a conventional 37° x 50° FOV , the edges of the AOl field are
too apparent. This distracts the pilot and sometimes intro-
duces false attitude cues.

(b) The probe/display movements must be very accurately synchronized
so as not to disturb the pilot.

(c) The probe/display movements must be highly responsive , yet
— stable.

(d) A deadband must be provided so that the picture does not move
wi th smal l head movement.

(e) The picture pitches annoyingly if the pilot glances briefly at
his Instruments. Conversely, on landing , the pilot must some-
times assume awkward and unnatural head positions to correctly
view the runway prior to touchdown .

(f) The pilot is forced to scan the scene with head movements as op-
posed to combined head/eye movement. In some cases with small
FOV AO l’ s, the pilot was forced to constantly move his head
from side to side to keep from getting disoriented .

5-14
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It should be mentioned that studies are now underway at Williams
Air Force Base to determine optimum AOl FOV and to optimize the head slaving
technique as a whole. This research is of a proprietary nature and therefore
no i nformation is available.

In response to the above problems , the following solutions are
proposed :

(a) The AOl should cover 1100 horizontally by 5Q0 vertically. This
is equ i valent to three conventional disp lays. This FOV covers
essentially the norma l overlappin g horizontal binocular vision
field.

(b) The disp l ayed image could be electronically slewed . The rate
would be controlled by the probe slew rate. If , instead , a
mechanical system were used , care would be taken to match the
servo responses and drive the system with reference to the
probe.

(c) With a 110° AOl FOV within a total 1800 FOV , a maximum slew rate
of about 80°/sec would be required . Present optical probes and
CGI systems are capable of such rates.

(d) Based on Northrop ’s experience , the initial system should have a
deadband of about ±5°.

(e) The AOl should fill the entire vertical FOV (50°) so that no
pitch movements would be monitored .

(f) The large instantaneous FOV of the AOL would eliminate the pi-
lot’ s sense of being forced to move his head to look around .
Eye scanning within the FOV is possible. At the same time , the
edges of the picture should not distract the pilot nor give
false cues , since they are towards the edge of his vision
field.

In a CCTVfmodel board system , a single probe coupled to three
CCIV cameras could provide the 110° x 50° AOl input. The remaining 700 out
of 1800 could not be covered by the probe ; however , a CGI system could be
used to fill in l ow-resolution peripheral information based on the model con-
tours stored in the data base. Alternatively, a point source slide projector
could be used to provide an overlappin g horizon cue . If a pure CGI system
were to be used , the remaining 700 coul d contain low-resolution data based on
the CGl terrain data base. Such detail in the peripheral vision field would
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enhance motion and attitude cues. Since the acuity of the eye drops off rap-
idly from the center of the FOV , low-resolution Information presented to the
periphera l vision field has the appearance of normal detail. The proof of
this phenomenon was presented at the 1977 SID conference by Kraiss and Schu-
bert (Ref.5-4).

While no visual detail is required above the 500 vertical FOV ,
this area could be filled with featureless sky of the same color and bright-
ness as the top of the picture . This would reduce the possible distraction
of the top edge of the visual system FOV (which is still within the pilot’ s
total visual field) and would provide a more realistic distribution of illu-
mination within the cockpit , which could be important with respect to other
pilot tasks.

The technique which is used could be simply to frost the top of
the windows and canopy and to illumi nate this area with the correct color and
intensity .

5.2.4 Determination of Optimum FOV ~y use of an Eye Mark Recorder. An
analysis of pilot’ s eye movements was ~~scusse~~durf~g a vfslt with Dr. J.Barnes at the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory at the Aberdeen Prov ing
Ground. The reason for the vis it was to ga ther information on target detec-
tion , particularly the detection of tanks from helicopters during NOE flying .

Dr. Barnes conducted a study which measured the performance of
helicopter observers when looking for camouflaged and pattern painted tanks
(Ref.5-5). The results of HELCAT are discussed in paragraph 5.1 , but one
Interesting part of the experiment Involved the use of an eye mark recorder
to analyze the observer ’s search patterns. As the operation of the eye mark
recorder was explained , it became apparent that such a device was an Ideal
tool for measuring the required FOV for each specific maneuver of an AH-64.
The resulting data would enable the optimum FOV to be established for the
simulator . If, as seems likely, the FOV will be determined by cost factors ,
the experiment would be used to determine the adequacy of the FOV for each
maneuver and perhaps how each maneuver should be trained in the simulator .

A similar experiment was actually performed by Dr. Barnes in a
previous study , which is discussed in Ref.5-l. An earlier version of the eye
mark recorder was used. It weighed over three pounds and required a brace to
be worn in the mouth of the pilot. The model 4 Eye Mark Recorder (Figure
5-5), made by NAC and used in the HELCAT study , weighs l312 ounces and is

Ref.5-4. Kraiss , K. and Schubert , E., Matching Imag~j~esolution to theEye Resolution , Sb Sympos i um Proceedings , Boston , 1977.

Ref.5-5. Barnes , J. and Doss, N., Human Engi neering Laboratory.
Camouflage App l icati ons Test (HELCAT) Observer Performance, U.S. Army
HEL Technica l Memorandum 32-76, Aberdeen Prov i ng Ground , June 1976.
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similar to a pair of goggles. Dr. Barnes is fitting this dev ice to a helmet
that will allow rapid adjustment of the system for each pilot and have mini-
mal interference with the pilot’ s normal vision .

The U.S. Army Aeromedica l Research Laboratory at Fort Rucker also
has one of these eye mark recorders, about which a report has been published
(Ref.5-6).

The data would not only show required FOV for each maneuver but
also give an indication of the pilot ’s head movement and whether or not the
pilot uses any part of the forward structure of the AH-64 as a visual refer-
ence. All of this information is critica l to the design of the display sys-
tern and a short study along the lines of Dr. Barnes experiments would -seem
to be an obvious prerequisite of any major simulator procurement.

5.3 DISPLAY SYSTEMS

5.3.1 General. The display system is the final link in the video
• chain. No matter how the picture is generated, no matter how high the inher-

ent video resolution , what the pilot ultimately sees depends on the display
employed . Thus the specification and design of the display system is a major
factor in a simulator study .

The most important parameters of the display are brightness ,
resolution , contrast , distortion , and color capability. The brightness of
the display as seen by the observer pilot must be sufficient to perform nor-
mal daylight maneuvers . This does not mean that the display must achieve
levels comparable to normal daylight. The huma n eye is extremely adaptable
and can resolve one arc minute in4full color for a visible luminance of be-
tween about 1 foot-lambert and 10 foot-lamberts. Most visual systems such
as CAE ’s CH-47C simulator or the USAF ’s SAAC , ASPI, or LAMARS simulators op-
erate at brightness levels between 0.5 foot-lambert and 5 foot-lamberts .
Within this range there seems to be good pilot acceptance of the display,
providing the cockpit environment is appropriately diniued . Higher brightness
levels , when used, have resulted in visible scene flicker , h igher apparent
noise levels , and degradation of the display resolution due to operation of
the display device at or near Its limit. Therefore, for the FWS, a bright-
ness level of five foot—lamberts at the display output should prove suffi-
cient.

The resolution of a display device viewed from a fixed distance
by a human observer is best described by the minimum resolvable angular
element. A human eye under normal lighting condi tions (one foot-lantert)
has a resolution of about one arc mi nute . However, present state-of-the-art
television systems are limi ted to resolutions of about 800 TV lines per
picture height. For two TV lines to equa l one arc minute , the individual
display can cover no more than g0 x 70, clearl y a very restricted Fiel d of
View (FOV). In fact, for a conventi onal FOV of 48° by 36~, taking into
account all factors, the limi ting resol ution of an 800-line system is about
six arc minutes per TV line pair. Increasing the number of TV lines is

Ref.5-6 . Simmons , R.R., Kimball , K.A ., and Diaz , J. J,, Measurement
of Aviator Visual Performance and Work l oad Durj~ Helicopter O~~rations, U.S.
Army Aeromed ical Research Laboratory Fort Rucker , 1977.
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extreme’y difficult and very costly. Furthermore, should a terrain model
board/CCTV system be employed, the limiting resolution of an optical probe
is three arc minutes. This further degrades system resolution. Thus a
display resolution of better than six arc minutes , whi le desirable , is of
l ittle value. In fact, few display devices are themselves capable of better
than six arc minutes when used to cover a conventional FOV . Therefore, we
shall consider a resolution of six arc minutes as seen from the pilot’ s eye
point to be a reasonable specification for the display . 

• 

-

The scene contrast is a very important factor in picture quality .
Limiting resolution Is usually given as a criterion for judging displays;
however, we have found considerable differences between displays having the
same limiting resolution . The most critical parameter for the display Is
its Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) measured at all spatial frequencies
up to the limiting resolution . Although the square shape as shown in Figure
5-6 results in a good crisp picture , the sloping curve gives a soft appear-
ance, even though it has the same limiting resolution. Some display devices
have large area contrast ratios of 50:1 or more; however, experience has
shown that high image quality is usually obta i ned with contrast ratios be-
tween 10:1 and 20:1, providing the MTF is good .

THIS CURVE RESULTS

100% IN A GOOD PICTURE

LIGHT 60 ‘

N.

MODULATION LIMITING
MEASURED RESOLUTION
ON SCREEN 40 ‘

- 

THIS CURVE RESULTS

20 . IN A POOR PICTURE

0 I I

200 400 600 800

RESOLUTION IN TV LINES/PICTURE HEIGHT

Fi gure 5-6. Display MTF Curves
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Distortion in a optical system can general ly be reduced to less
than 1%, but for a TV system a maximum distortion of 5% is normally toler-
ated. At this level , the observer cannot detect the di stortion unless a
specific test pattern is displ ayed. However , if mosaics of displ ay devices
are used , distortion becomes more evident at edge joints . Thus the minimum
possible distortion is recommended. Most existing high-resolution TV dis-
plays are capable of between 1.5% and 2% di stortion . Thus a practical
specifi cation of 2% distortion at the displ ay output will be adopted.

The fi nal requirement is for a ful l color display . Several
studies have been conducted to determine whether color is necessary for
visual simulation in pilot training (Ref.5—7), but few concl usive results
have emerged. The only consistent factor has been a pilot preference for
full color. However, color is necessary to properly train for tactics in a
real-worl d environment, simulate target detection , and simulate threat or
friendly weapons fire. Navigation in a nap-of-the-earth environment al so
requires a color display . We shall, therefore, cons ider a color di splay as —

mandatory and specify that it shoul d meet NTSC color standards .

Another important considera tion is that of the unifo rmi ty of dis-
play brighthess. For a single display device , a center-to-edge brightness
variation of 50% is usually considered acceptable. However , if two or more
displays are mosaicked side to side , a brightness variation of 10% to 15%
between their edges at the point of con tact is the maximum tolerable. This
is because the eye is more sensiti ve to a sharp transition than to a gradual
one.

5.3.2 Di splay Electronics. The typical display device consists of an
electronic image forming device , such as a CRT or TV projector, and an op-
tical interface between the human observer and the electronic display , such
as an infinity display or a high-gain screen. There are three prin cipal
electronic devices used in simulator displays : light val ves , projection
CRT ’s, and ordinary CRT ’s.

Ref. 5-7. Chase , W., Effect of Color on Pilot Performance and Transfer
Func tions Using a Full-Spectrum , Calligraphic, Color Display System, AIAA
Visual and Wotlon Simulation Conference, Dayton, 1976.



5.3.2.1 Ligh t Val ves. A li ght va l ve is a large-area telev ision
projector that worksThy~~lectro-optical1y modulatin g a beam of light from an
arc lamp to produce a real-time projected picture . There are three high-
qual ity light va l ves currently bein g manufactured or developed. These are
the Eldophor , the General Electric Ligh t Valve , and the Hughes Liquid Crys-
tal Light Va l ve.

5.3.2 .1.1 El4gphor. The Lidophor is the origina l ligh t-va l ve project-
or. The simultaneous color vers i on offers hi gh resolution (800 TV lines),
very high li ght output (2000 l umens), low distortion , and ful l color capa-
bility . Its disadvantages are its large size and we ight (2000 pounds) and a
requirement for service at about 50-hour interva l’-. . A field-sequential
version has been produced which offers sin iil ar resolution , high output (900
l umens), and full color capability in a smaller package (700 pounds). This
vers ion Is available on special order only. The [idophor ’ s size and wei ght
make it unsui table for use in a mtfl tlchannel sys tern .

5.3.2.1.2 Genera l Electric Lig ht Valve . The Genera l Ilectr ic ligh t
valve is a well proven d~-vl ce o~TerTnghig

’h resol ution (800 TV lines) , ade-
quate light output (250 l umens), low distortion , and full color capability .
It has the further advantage of m al l  size and we i ght (125 pounds), making
it i dea l for use in mu ltichannel displays. A monochrome version is available
which GE believes could be converted to a fteld-seque nl lal mode color pro-
jector if required. This device offers excellent reqistration for a siniul-
taneous sys tem because the simultaneous color vers i on operates by modulating
a color di ffractthn pattern on top of the raster patte rn on the control oil
l ayer. However , because of limi tations on the modulation (if the contro l
l ayer , it is not possible to maintain the same resolution for all three
colors . In fact, the 800-TV-line resolution refers to the green field , the
red and blue fields being of somewhat poorer resolution . One way aroun d
this limi tation is to use the field-sequentia l techni que with a monochrome
version of the light valve . Here , registration is perfect and resolution Is
uniform for all three primaries. The ligh t output should equal or exceed
that of the simultaneous version .

5.3.2.1.3 Hu~ ies Liq~j_d Cryst~il I i~jht Yalve . The Hughes liquid crysta l
li ght valve is the f i rst  of a new genera tion of light valves that operate by
us i ng liquid crysta l phenomena. Here , ligh t is controlled by varying its
degree of polariz ation , using the twisted -neniatic effect of the liquid
crystal. Al though severa l companies are experinientinq with these devices
for display applications , Hughes is the first , to our knowledge , to produce
real-time video displays usin q this technique . We visite d Hughes to see a
demon strati on of the i r monoc hronie pro to type (HDP 800), and were q i yen a
thorough description of the sys tem by Dr. r. Baron , Senior Scientist. We
also attende d a presentation 01 papers on the color prototype given at the
1977 S.I.D. Symposium. At present, only the monochrome vers i on is available;
however , a color pro totype is operational and research is continuing under
strong support from the (ISAI and USN. The design goal for the color projector
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is for a high-resolution (1000 TV line), adequate light output (220 l umens
polarized), very low distortion (0.5%), full color device of small size and

• weight (300 pounds ) and high re !Iabillty . When these goals are met the
projector will become an excellent choice for many simulation displays . The
present plan Is to produce this projector by 1980. However, there are
numerous engineering problems to be solved , some as basic as the limi tations
i mposed by the physics of the liquid crys ta l unit i tself. In particular ,
the response speed of-the liquid crystal is marginal. Therefore , it is our
opinion that the color projector may not be perfected until the early to mid-
1 980 ’s and for tha t reason we shall not consider It a contender for the FWS
display device at this time .

5.3.2.2. Projection ~RT’s. Projection CRT ’s are very high output CRT’s
used in conjunction with reflectiv e or refractive optics to project TV pic-
tures . Since they operate at very high powers and vol tages , they often re-
q’~ire special coolin g and radiat ion shielding. Projection CRI’s are exclu-
sively monochrome . Full color displ ays emp loy three CRT ’ s or a field-sequen-

- 
- tial sys tem . two high—r eso lu t ion  systems are discussed : the Aeronutronic

H Ford Simultaneous Projector and the Grumman Field -Sequential Projector .

5.3.2.2.1. Aeronutronic Ford TVP ~ j~ctor. This projector is availablein two versions : a thr~~~~T system and a six-CRI system. Both provide 1000
TV lines resolution with low distortion . The basic three CR1 system provides
an output of 1000 lumens and weighs 700 pounds for the head and 600 pounds
for the power supply. The six-CRT system provides an output of 2000 l umens
and weighs twice as much. Both models suffer from the same li m i tations , such
as excessive size and weight and registration difficulties , particularly for
short throw dlstance~. This system is unsu itable for a multichannel displa y .

5.3.2.2.2. Grumman Field-Se~~~nt i al TV Projector. This projector is being
• developed by Grumman Tor use in c1ose~~ Trcuit field-sequential TV systems .

It employs one high-power , high-resolution projection CR1 and a color wheel
to provide a high-resolution , moderate output, low-distortion , compac t system.
The prototype of this device should be operational shortly. Preliminary data
indicaUs that this projector will be i dea l for multichannel field—s equential
systems . Further discussion mus t await operation of the prototype .

5.3.2.3 ConventIonal_ CRT ’ s. The conventiona l color CR1 is the most
common color dTi~1ay in use tod~y. rhere are two basic types , one the three-
gun shadow mask tube , the other the beam penetration tube .

5.3.2.3.1 Shad _~ as~_j~b~. The conventional shadow mask tube employs
triads of red. bT~~ , an~~green dots that are excited by three separa teelectron guns . A shadow niask is incorpora ted into the tube to permi t only
one gun of the three to excite on1y one color of the triad. These tubes
are presently available in sizes up to :‘t~ i nches , although some larger
experimenta l versions have been produced. They are capable of faceplate
brightnesse s as high as 100 foot-lamberts . The limiting resolution of these
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tubes depends upon the number of triads of dots or bars in a linear dimension
of the tube . These triads exhibit a quantizing effect on the displayed
i nformation.

Several high-resolution tubes are available. RCA produces a 700-
line resolution tube with 50 foot-l amberts of brightnes s, and Matsushita
produces a tube capable of 900 TV line resolution at about the same bright-
ness. Both of these tubes are suitable for a high—quality display but are
limi ted by their lack of brightness . Higher brightness CRT ’s are of lower
resolution, typically 650 TV lines .

5.3.2.3.2 Beam Penetration CRT ’s. Beam penetration CRT ’s work on a
principle enti rely different from that of shadow mask CRT ’s. In the beam
penetration CR1, different transparent color phosphors are arranged in
layers on the i nner surface of the tube . An electron beam excites a partic-
ular color by varying its penetration depth into the phosphor layer sandwich .
This is done by varying the high voltage across the tube , typically between
7 and 15 kV. Since the phosphor is a conti nuous l ayer, resolutions comparable
to high -quality monochrome systems are possible. However , at present it is
only possible to layer two color phosphors on top of one another, typically
red and green. Thi s makes it impossible to generate full color pictures in
this system. Furthermore , heat dissipation withi n the phosphor layers is
less efficient than with a single l ayer, as in a shadow mask tube. Thus
beam penetrati on systems are only capable of about 15 foot-lamberts of bri ght-
ness at present. This relatively low brightness level , coupled with the
i nability to display full color images , renders the beam penetrati on CRT
unsui table for use in the FWS display system .

5.3.2.4 Summary of Display Electronics. The requirement for the EWS
• display driver is for a compact high-bri ghtness , high-resolution device ,

small enough to be used in a multichannel display on a motion base. Among
the projection devices discussed only the General Electri c light valve and
the Grumman field-sequential projector fulfill these criteria. Both the

• Eidophor and the Eord projectors are too large and heavy to consider, and
the Hughes liquid crystal light valve is not sufficiently developed. The
General Electric color light va l ve is then the only projection device capable
of simultaneous mode operation . Either the G.E. or the Grumman projector
can be used in a field-sequential mode ; however, modifi cations to the light
valve will require a development program . The Grumman projector should be
considerably simpler and cheaper than a modified light valve , but we must
await a demonstrati on of the prototype before considering it further.

The shadow mask CRT ’s offer an alte rnative display but of both
lower bri ghtness and overall resolution. The shadow mask dot pattern is the
limiting factor, since larger dots are brighte r, but resolution is degraded
accordingly. These devices are consi derable cheaper than projection tele-
viscrs .
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5.3.3. Optical Display Components. The picture generated by an
electroni c display can be viewed in one of three ways : directly, by pro-
jection on a screen, or through an optical system. A direct view is limi ted
to CR1 s, and these are generally too small for out-of-the-window displays.
To provide any reasonable angular coverage , the CR1 must be positioned very
close to the pilot , and the pilot is then very conscious of viewing a
television picture . Furthermore, the pilot must focus his eyes quite closely
in front of himself and this can cause eyestrain. Thus the only suitable
viewing devices are projection screens and optical systems .

5.3.3.1 Projection Screens. Projection screens are suitable for use with
light va l ves and CR1 projectors. 1-hey can take two basic forms.

The first is a large flat screen placed at a moderate distance
in front of the pilot , say 10 to 15 feet. This will suffice for small view-
ing angles , but for large angles the screen size becomes unwieldy . To cover

• 1100 horizontally at 10 feet requires a 30 foot wide screen. Small screens
placed close to the pilot suffer the same disadvantage as direct view CRT’s.

The second type of screen display uses a dome, or section of a
dome centered about the pilot’ s eye point. A dome of 10-foot radius can be• made to cover fields of view greater than 1800 without be~coming unwieldy .A pilot—eye-to-screen distance of 10 feet gives a greater sense of depth to
the display and eystrain is not a problem . The difficulty in using a dome
system stems from the problem of projector placement. The projection point
must be as close to the pilot’ s eye point as possible so as not to introduce
distortion or incorrect perspective cues to the pilot. In practice , this
distance is determi ned by projector size and aircraft configuration and is
usually at least 2 feet. At the same time , the picture is bei ng projected
onto a curved surface, so that special optics must be used to correct for
the resulting distortion. Wide -angle displays require severa l projectors,
and it is often diffi cult to fit these wi thin the constraints of the dome.

An advantage is using projection screens is that the screen
‘gain ’ can be varied. Instead of using a perfect diffuser , or unity gain
screen, a screen can be designed to concentrate the light reflected off it
into a narrow solid angle centered about the viewer ’s eye point. This has
the effect of increasing image brightness and reducing the effect of back-
ground lighting on the scene contrast. Gains as high as 17 are possible ,

• but for norma l FOV , gains from 1 to 8 are generally used. Gains higher than
8 suffer from rapid brightness fall-off with increasing viewing angle.

The most serious disadvantage of dome projection screens is the
• proximi ty of the screen surface. When the pilot moves his head , it is read-

ily apparent that the displayed scene is only a flat projection. This is
due primarily to the lack of parallax cue in the picture , which shoul d change
wi th head movement as shown in Figure 5-7. However , in the AH-64 the pilot ’s
head positi on is moni tored by the helmet sighting system, so that it is
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Figure 5-7. Effect of Head Movement on Perceived Scene

possible to correct this deficiency of the display system.

• If a CGI system were used , the change in pilot ’s head
• position could be used to change the effective pilot eye point in the

‘wi ndow ’ calculat i on . The processor would then transform the scene data
to produce a displayed image exhibit ing correct para llax under all
conditions. If a mode l hoard/CCTV system were employed , a correction

• could be applied to the probe position and orientation to generate
• approximately the correct effect. However, since the model board system

can only simulate the change in pilot eye l ook point without taking into
account the resulting change in disp lay ‘window ’ , a small error will be
apparent at the edges of the scene. This should not prove troublesome
since the parallax cue will be correct over most of the visible scene.

5.3.3.2 Optical Systems. Optical display devices are used for two
purposes. First , by magnifying a small high-resolution pircture such as
on a CR1 they can provide wide view i ng ang les from small electronic
displays. Second, by varying the focal length of the system they can place
the p l ane of the display at any apparant distance from closeup to
infinity. By plac i ng the plane of the image at infinity, eyestrain
becomes neg ligible and the l ack of three-dimensional paral lax cues is not
apparent. The systems used are of three types : lenses , classical mirror
Infinity displays , and Farrand pancake windows .
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5.3.3.2.1 Lens Systems. Lens systems emp loy very large collimating
lenses ( 4-foot diameter) to provide infinity images covering moderate
FOV. Glass is not used becau se of the size and thickness of the lenses.
Systems are built of acrylic plastic components , wh i ch are of much lower
weight and easier to work. For co lor disp lays, color corrected triplet
l ens systems must be desi gned . These are physically very large , of
adequate resolution , but of a smaller FOV (40° diagonal). It is
difficult to mosaic lens systems.

A more compact lens system can be built using Fresnel
lenses. These dev i ces use concentric grooves blazed at specific ang les to
create a lens effect. The advantage is that they are flat and thin ,
unlike large lenses which can be up to 12 inches thick. Unfortunately,
the resolution of a Fresnel lens depends upon the groove density, which
for large lenses (48 inches) is presently limited to about 50 grooves per
inch . These lenses are also more difficult to correct for co lor, and the
concentric grooves can sometimes create moire patterns between themselves
and a TV raster. Neither type of len s system is considered suitable for
the AH-64 FWS.

5.3.3.2.2 Classical Mirror Infinity Disp lay . A good solution to the
problem of disp laying collimated wide -ang le EOV is prov i ded by the
classical infinity display . This system uses a mirror as the active
optical element , resulting in high resolution and no color aberrat i on .
The imag e from CR1 or a rear projection screen is reflected onto the
mirror via a 45 beamspl itter . The resultant collimateg image is viewed
on axis through the bearnsp litter . FOV’s imp to about 55 horizontally
are possible , the lim itation arising from the interference of the
beamsp litter with the mirror . Although these systems are physically

• bu lky, they can be mosaick ed to give a wide FOV. The efficiency of the
system is about 20%. These displays are of moderate cost.

5.3.3.2.3 Farrand Pancake Windows. The best method for obtaining a
wide field infinity display is to use a mosaic of pancake windows . These
dev i ces are in -line versions of the classical infinity display , using a
birefringence technique to permit a thin sandw i ch of in-line elements.
They offer physically compact , color corrected , hi gh-reso lution displays
capable of individually covering FOV ’s up to an 80° diagonal. They have
two main disadvantages. First , they are optically very inefficient ,
exhibiting a transmission of about 1%. Thus they must be used with color
projection dev i ces, not CRI’s. Secondly, they are very expensive ,
especially the l arger sizes . Under certain conditions such as night
lighting , they can exhibit ghosting . However , their advantages of
compactness and wide FOV generally more than compensate for the added
expense of using them.

At present , Farrari t Opti cal Co. is engaged in a project to
construct a holographic version of their trichromatic (full color ) pancake
window .
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The goa l of this program is to provide a ho lographic analog
of the pancake wi ndow on a large photographic plate that can be easily and
cheaply reproduced. If this is accomplished , the cost of producing
pancake wi ndow displays should be markedly reduced . Present estimates are
to have a work i ng model by the early 1980’s. 

-

5.3.4 Display Systems. From the preceeding discussion it is apparent
that we are left with three possible electronic display devices : the GE
li ght va l ve, the Grumman field-se quent ial CR1 projector, and the hi gh-

• resolution shadow mask CR1, and three possible optical displays: the dome
screen , the Classical Infinity Display (d O), and the Farrand pancake
window. For the forwa~d fiel d of view in the AH-64, we will require a wi de-
angle display , say 180 by 50 , wh i ch can only be produced by a mosaic
of conventional devices. We shall now discuss several possible systems .

5.3.4.1 Disp l ay Using Classica l Infinity Displays. The dID can be
used with any of the electronic display devices , directly with a CRT or
with a projector and rear projection screen. Assuming a transmission of

• 20% and a CR1 brightness of 50 foot-lamberts , a CRI/CID system is capable
of 10 foot lamberts of output brightness. This is comfortabl y more than
our 5 foot—lambert requirement. A projection device such as the GE light
valve used with a 26-inch diagonal screen and a CID would produce on output

• br i ghtness of 20 foot-lamberts. Since onl y 5 foot-lamberts are required ,
a CR1 is the better cho i ce for the system . It is cheaper than a projector
and is considerabl y more compact . In fact , since we must make a mosaic of
displays to cover the desired FOV , projectors would complicate the design
considerably. A high-resolution CR1 is capab le of meet i ng all the other
performance requirements of the FWS display .

To c~ver 18~° by 50° woul d seem quite simple using fi ve
display s, each 50 by 37 , but CID ’s canno t be mosaicked that easily
because of their size and the position of the driving CRT’s.

To cover the desired FOV will require a minimum of ten
displays. Again , because of their physical size and structure , it will be
impossible to abut the disp lay properly. A gap will be ev i dent between
individual units , but this may have the advantage of reducing the apparent
brightness variation between displays . A possible CRT/CID display layout
is shown in Figure 5-8. This l ayou t may interfere with the instrument
panels. The CR1/CEO approach is likely to provide adequate results at
moderate cost , the main disadvantage being the large number of channels
required .

___ 
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5.3.4.2 Display Using Farrand Pancake Windows. The pancake window
may be used w ith either a CRT or a TV projector~~ However, its 1%
transmission imposes a severe limitat i on on the use of color CRT’s. A
normal high-resolution color CR1, when used with the pancake window , will
result in a maximum output brightness of 0.5 foot-lambert . This is
clearly inadequate , hence a TV projection device must be used. Either a
GE light valve or the Grumman projector could be employed , hut since the
GE projector is the only operational device presently available , we will
use it in our sample system. Assuming a 26-inch diagonal screen with a
gain of 5 and 1% transmission for the window , an output brightness of 5
foot-lamberts should be possible. Larger screen sizes would reduce the
bri ghtness, but screen gains 0of up to 8 could be used to compensate. Five
pancake wi ndows of 50 by 36 FOV can be assemb led to give the desired
FOV, with the projectors mounted behind the disp lays. Butting of the
edges is easier with these displays , and only an edge line should be
visible. This will make the edge-to-edge bri ghtness var i ati on an
important parameter to consider . It may be possible to compensate for any
variat i on in the final display by modify ing the projector output or the
projection screen gains. This type of display system is the most costly.

A possible projector/pancake window l ayout is shown in Fi gure
5-9. Here, the i nternal beamsplitter/mirror is tilted to reduce ghosting,
wh ich could otherwise detract from a ni ght scene . Extra pancake window
displays can be added in a modu l ar fashion to increase the FOV , if desired .

5.3.4.3 Display Using Dome Screen. The third system suitable for use
on the AH-64 simulato r is a dome screen about 20 feet in diameter
illuminated by a proje~tion system. Assuming multiple GE li ght values ,
each cover i ng 500 x 37 at 12 feet from the projector, and with a
screen gain of 2, the resultant picture brightness would be 6 foot-
lamberts .

The 1800 x 50° fiel d of view can be accomodated in
either of two ways in a dome/projection system , as shown in Fi gure 5—10.

(a) Five separate projectors , each covering 500 x 370 can he
used . The projectors must be mounted in a group above and
beh i nd the pilot ’s head. As the screen can be made continu-
ous and the projectors can overlap pictures , the effect of
the joins can be minimized . The var i ation in brightness
over the FOV must , however , be carefully regulated so as not
to be objectionable. Furthermore , since we are projecting
onto a dome and from a sl i ghtly oblique ang le , the project-
ion optics must be modified to correct for distort i on and
keyston i ng . This can be done but will increase the cost of
the projectors . Mounting the five projectors may be
difficult on a small cab .
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Figure 5-9 Pancake Window Display Layout
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(b) The second method of projecting onto the dome is via an area-
of-~ntere~t approach . Three projectors, covering a combined
110 x 50 , could be mounted on a platform that rotates
about the horizontal center of curvature of the screen . The
projectors would cover the entire FOV by slewing in yaw .
This of course introduces the comp l exity of servo-driving the
projector, but th is has been found to be technicall y feasib le
and may prove somewhat cheaper than the cost of two more
projectors. At the same time , keystone ana mapping correct-
ions will remain constant , provided only yaw movement is used
and rotation is about the projection point . A further degree
of freedor~, pitch , could be added to the system. An extra
100 to 20 below the horizon to the sides could be added
by pitching the projectors about the projection point . If
pitch is used , dynamic keystone and mapping corrections may
be required for the projection optics. Since no collimat i ng
optics are i nvolve d , these dome systems are l i kely to prove
the least costly. However, a design employ ing moving pro-
jectors will i ncur considerable development costs. A typical
layout is shown in Fi gure 5-10.

5.3.4.4 Other Display Sjstems. Besides the various combinations of
lenses and other electronic devices which we have considered and
discarded , several other special displays were studied .

The first of these is a dodecahedron of large pancake
windows , such as used on the ASPT and SAA C simulators of the USAF . These
have the advantage of covering a very wide FOV. There are, however ,
certain drawbacks. First , the AH-64 is a ground attack helicopter , so that a
large FOV about the horizon , necessary for air-to -air combat , is not
required . Second , these systems require large and expensive pancake
windows , wh i ch are also very heavy . Third . it is not possible to pro vide
a resolution of six arc minutes per TV line pair over the field of each
window , even though the display is black -and-white. Fourth , these systems
are suitable only for CGI displays . The next generation of this type of
system is presently being bid as the USAF ATACS program. It will be full
color , lower wei ght , and six arc minute resolution per TV line pair. The
tentat i ve schedule for comp let ion of the prototype system is 1981, hut we
feel this may be unrealistica lly soon .

The second special display device is a laser projector that
could be used with a dome screen . Several of these devices are under
development as part of Redifon ’s laser scanned model system and for NTEC’s
periapollar system , but to our knowledge no working prototype exists as
yet . Several outstanding problem s limit the usefulness of this system.
First , very fast response, hi gh-precision laser scanning devices must be
perfected to deflec t the three (red, green , and blue ) laser beams .
Second , power l evels required in the laser spot are somewhat high ,
requiring protective enclosures around all equ i pment. Third , laser
‘speckle ’ poses a problem since it produces a degradation of contrast.
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Fourth , it is difficult to produce a full co l or display , i.e., true wh i te
is not yet attainable. Fina l ly, these devices are likely to prove quite
expensive and would not seem to offer si gnificant improvements in
resolut ion . However , fi nal judgment must be reserved until a working
system is available f or study .

Finally, while studying Area of Interest (AOL) systems, it occur-
red to us that a system could be built in wh i ch the displa y is attached to the
he lmet , and no large area isplay used at all . The d isp lay could be
provided via an optical sys 0em such as that used in the tactical
Helmet -Mounte d Display (H~~), only covering a wider FOV and in col or. The
i nput coul d be v i a a f iber optic cable from an external disp lay device.
The mass of the system would have to be kept low to allow free and
comfortable head movement , but holographic optical systems of neg lig ible
wei ght coul d be used . Prov i sion woul d have to he made for the p i lot to
view his instruments. This is an area requiring further study .

5.3.4.5 Summary of Display Systems. The preferred approaches are
either the dome screen system or the array of five Farrand pancake
windows . Both systems have specific advantages and disadvantages , and
these will now be summarized .

The dome screen is a cheap, li ghtwe i ght system offer i ng a
cont i nuous display . It can be used with five fixed projectors or three
moving ones . The moving projectors would require some developmen t work ,
but would be easier to use in an AOl mode with a terrain mode l board and
offer the possibility of increased vertica l FOV at low cost. The design
of projector servos, if used , and correcti on of the projector ma ppi ng
funct ion to accommodate a dome display are the major drawbacks of the
system. The l ack of collimation can be compensated f or by referencing the
displayed image to the actual head position of the observer.

The Far rand pancake window system offers the advantages of a
collimated display in a small package. When used with TV projectors ,
adequate brightness is obtained , and large collimated disp l ays can be
built from arrays of windows . Since the display is collimated , there is
no false parallax cue with head movement. However , a deta i led study of
this proposed system has shown that a 30% increase in the projected field
of view for each window is required to allow for a 9-inch head movement .
A 6- inc h head movement would require a 20% increase in projected field of
view , result i ng i n a correspond i ng decrease i n the resolut i on . These
fi gures were arrived at even after the inclusion of a new approach to
ruosaicking pancake windows , in wh i ch it is possible to view the screen of
each pancake window through the birefring ent beamsplitter of the adjacent
window .

It would appear that of the two possible systems the dome
w i ll offer a hi gher quality picture at si gn ificant ly l ower cost .
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5.3.5 Av ionics/Tactical Display s. The AH-6’l hel i copter and pilot
he lmet incoF~orate several stàtë—ôf-the-art video av i onic and tactical
displays. Both pilots have a black-and-white he lmet-mounted display
showing tactical information , FLIR imagery, and TAOS imagery . In
addition , the copilot/gunner has a TAOS system with both video disp l ays
and direct optic si ghting dev i ces, and an avionics displa y for status
readouts .

The easiest and most real istic way to simulate these systems is
to use the real aircraft equipment in the simulator. The disp lay inputs
can either be line and scan rate compatible with the genu ine equ ipment , or
scan convers ion devices can be used to make them so.

The onl y aspect that requires special attention is the direct
view si ght. This provides the copilot/gunner with a very hi gh-resolution ,
full co lor image with a magnification up to 18 X. The best way to
simu l ate this is to use a hig h-res olution CR1 monitor , since brightness is
not a problem and the CRT will be viewed through eyepiece optics that can
col limate the displayed image . Resolution of up to 900 TV lines is
possible, corresponding to about six arc minutes per TV line pair over a
40 horizontal field. However , direct view display resolution will be
much better in the AH-64. In fact , the copilot/gunner would expect to see
a si gnificant improvement in resolution when changing from the TAOS TV
display to the direct opt ics. Whi le  the addition of co lor wi l l  provide a
subj ective improvement in picture quality over the black-and-wh ite TAOS
TV , it ma~ be necessary to further exaggerate the difference in quality
between the two systems . One possibi l i ty  is to purposely degrade the TAOS
TV image, so that the direct view becomes si gnif icantly higher in
resolution . Unfortunately, th is will also degrade target detection task
performance un less the targets are depicted oversize to compensate.
Anot her poss ibility is to superimpose very high -resolution imagery of
targets (~~one arc minute ) ortto the color CRT background. Since it seems
likel y that the system will be computer generated , it will be possible to
black out the area covered by the superimposed target so as to prevent
interference between the two images. This can only be done for a limited
number of targets at one time.

5.4 NIGHT OP ERATION

5.4.1 Capability of AH-64 at Night. Operation of the AH-64 at night is
an important mission requirement , since it is an obvious advantage to he

F 
able to engage and destroy the enemy without being seen. The AH-64 is well
equipped to operate at ni ght , having a F U R mode in the TAOS which has
sufficient resolut ion to engage tanks at long range , as well as a Pi lot ’ s
Ni ght Vision System (PNVS) wh i ch allows the pilot to operate in total
darkness. AN/PVS-5 ni ght vision goggles will also be carried in the event
of failure of the PNVS, allowing operation at very low li ght levels.
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5.4.2 FLIR Simulation. The operation of a Fu R is as follows . An IR
image is scanned across a linear array of IR detectors wh i ch are coupled
to an array of LED’s. The modulat i on of the IR image as It scans each IR
detector causes the light output of the corresponding LED to be
modu l ated. The image of the LED array is scanned across the faceplate of
a TV pickup tube at the same rate as the IR Image , resulting in a video
picture that can be displayed on a CR1. The modulation of the IR
detectors is proportional to the difference in temperature of adjacent
elements of the scanned object. Therefore, the final image consists of
shades of gray proportional to the temperature gradients within the
scanned object. Because of nonuni formity in the response of each element ,
a characteristic banding of the image will occur . Very little lag should
be noticed , hut a slight amount of noise is present. The image can be
presented as wh i te hot or black hot . Objects will reverse in temperature
gradient during the course of a night . Rain can have rapid effects on the
IR scene . Targets such as tanks have their own FLIR signatures.

The simulat i on of FLIR using processed video from a model board
has been studied by Cliff Lowe at the Night Vision Laboratory (NVL), Fort
Bel voir. Although an equal probability of detecting a target can be
obtained , the actual image is qu i te unlike a FUR. NVL is conducting a
study to see how CGI can best simulate FUR. The results of this study will
be available by the end of this year. It seems likely, however , that CGI
can provide adequate simulation . Each surface of the data base would have
an emissivity rather than a color and shade associated with it , and an
al gorithm would have to be devised to calculate the temperature gradient
along the direction of scan. The emissivit ies will change as the
instruc tor changes the time of day and atmospheric conditions. The FLIR
operates in the 10-14 ~ region and would require a different fog function .

The simulat i on of the FUR would apply to both TAOS and the
PNVS ; however , it is likely that the PNVS would be focused closer to the —

a i rcraft .

5.4.3 Window Display at Nig_ht. It is important for pilots to be able
to operate under NOE conditions at as low a light level as possible , using
the unaided eye. Most simulators mere ly lower the contrast and brightness
of the display, but this does not reduce the li ght leve l to the correct
light level. By us~ng neutral density fi I ters in front of the projector,
l i ght levels of 1O~ foot—can dles can b~ achieve d . At these levels ,
only the rods of the retina are working and the acuit y of the eye
approaches the resolut ion of the displa y . A very realistic simulation can
thus be obtained. Bri ght li ghts and weapon flashes cannot be displayed and
it may be necessary to prov ide for both types of ni ght simulation .
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As an alternative , the bright li ghts could be displayed on the
helmet-mounted displays. The brain readily accepts Images seen in only one
eye as If they were actually seen in both . The lights would be displayed no
matter what imagery was being displayed on the IHADSS or even If the display
had been ‘switched off’ . The FOV would of course be small , but the field of
regard would be limited only by the windows of the actual aircraft.

The AN/PVS-5 night vision goggles will work very well wi th the
window display , as described above. Bright li ghts will not cause the normal
blooming but will be visible If included in the window display .

The window display will also be Important when FLIR imagery is be-
ing displayed on the head-mounted display . The display will ~e sees by onlyone eye and will have a relatively narrow field of view of 30 x 40 . A sim-
ple experiment was performed , using neutral density f1~ters to ascertain howwell one eye would adapt to illumination levels of 10 foot-candles while
the other eye was observing a bright but narrow field of view . The image
perceived by the brain was identical to that seen by a norma l dark-adapted
eye with a bright area in the middle of the field of view . It would appear
that in all but the darkest conditions considerable spatial Information will
be obtained by the eye not using the display .

5.4.4 TAOS Display at Night. (The TAOS Imagery will be derived from a
CCI system and displayed on a color CR1 as explained in the TAOS sections.)
In the direct view mode of operation , the image brightness must be directly
related to that of the window display. This can be accomplished by using
neutra l density filters or by direct control of the CR1 brightness , depending
on the method used for the window display . Bright lights will not appear as
bright as they should , particularly when the first method is used . It may
be desirable to incorporate a third CR1 used solely for bright lights . Its
image would be combined with the others but have a higher bri ghtness and not
be dimmed at night.

The TV mode will be used primarily in good light conditions but
may have a use in moonlight conditions. A reasonable simulation could be
provided by reducing the video signal , increasing the simulated lag, and in-
serting noise. The FLIR mode will be simulated using the techni ques dis-
cussed in paragraph 5.4.2. The missile mode will probably use a technique
similar to that used for the TV mode . Exact specifications for any of the
TAOS simulated modes of operation will depend upon the final design of the
TAOS itself.
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5.5 TARGETS AND WEAPONS

5.5.1 General. The primary role of the AH-64 is to engage and destroy
mobile ground targets , hence this is an essential area of training. The
AH-64 simulator must have the capability of displaying such targets and
permit tactical engagements. The three principal phases that characterize
such a mission are target detection , target recognition , and target
engagement .

5.5.1.1 Target Detection. The target detection requirement for the
AH-64 pilot or CPG is to detect a moving or stationary camouflaged target
at the maximum possible range, i .e., 3000 to 5000 meters. For a tank seen
broadside at 2000 meters, a resolut ion of three arc minutes is required .
Smaller targets require greater resolution; however , practical disp lay
systems limit the resolution to about six arc minutes at best. Camouflage
is an important feature of this task and greatly affects the detection
probability. Mode l systems are capable of good resolution and can provide
realistic camouflage for a target . Computer generated systems are also
capable of good resolution, but cannot generall y provide realistic
camouflage .

5.5.1.2 Target Recqgnition. Target recognition follows as soon as
possible after target detection. It Is vital for the helicopter pilot to
determine the type of vehicle he has discovered in order to know how best
to respond to the threat it imposes. Recognition poses two problems in simu-
lation : first , that of creating targets sufficiently detailed to permit
ready identification , and second , that of displaying this detail at simulated
large distances .

5.5.1.3 Target Engagement. The engagement phase of the mission is no
longer concerned wi th one specific target , but wi th simulation of the
battlefield environment and weapon signatures , such as tracers , missile
trails , muzzl e flashes, hit designations , small arms fire, and smoke.

5.5.2 Target Simulation Using Model. A terrain model offers an
excellent medium for portraying detailed targets In a realistic scenario.
State-of-the-art modelling techniques can produce highly detailed targets
In scales as small as 800:1 , and well designed model boards can present a
very realistic background to the pilot. Unfortuna tely, there are several
limi tations in the model technique that restrict its usefulness.

L 
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Because of limitations in the probe and camera systems (refer
to paragraphs 5.7 and 5.8) six arc minutes is the smallest resolvable
picture element. According to Johnson ’s criteria (Ref.5—2), details six
inches or smaller are required for identificat ion of a typical tank , and
if six arc minutes is the best system resolut ion , target recognition is
only possible for ranges of less than 175 meters . With present
techniques , details as small as 0.01 to 0.02 inch can be modelled . If we
wish real -world features of six inches to be resolvable, we must therefore
use scales of 500:1 or larger . Smaller scales can stilt provide a
recognizable target , but identification will be difficult , and if
approached closely, the target will be seen to be of very low resolution .
Examp les of dimensions in various scale factors are given in Table 5-1.
At the other extreme , a scale of 100:1 will give excellent and realistic
detail , but the tactical playing area becomes very restricted . A 24- by
76-foot model at 100:1 represents 0.7 x 2.3 km. A further restriction is
introduced with moving targets. Not only must the target move smoothly
across the model , but it must have sufficient travel to keep moving for a
reasonable distance. Large-scale models restrict target movement , while
small scales limit the smoothness of the motion because of the small
target mass. Needless to say, small scales are also more difficult to
work with , especially when hand ling target vehicles (see Table 5-1).

TABLE 5-i. LINEAR DIMENSIONS IN VARIOUS SCALES

Dimens i on Scaled @ 250:1 500:1 750:1 1000:1 1250:1

6” 0.024” 0.012” 0.008” 0 006” 0 005”
1’ 0.048” 0.024” 0.016” 0 012” 0 010”
5’ 0.2400 0.120” 0.080” 0 060” 0 048”
10’ 0.480” 0.240” 0.160” 0 120” 0 096”
20’ 0.960” 0.480” 0.320” 0 240” 0 192”
30’ 1.440” 0.720” 0 480” 0 360” 0 288”

15 mph . 1.056” 0.528” 0.352” 0.264” 0.211”
/sec /sec /sec /sec /sec

We approached the two best inodelmake rs in the simulation field
for their opinions on stationary and moving target scenarios . John Piper
of John Piper Simulators Ltd . stressed the importance of target detail for
identification purposes . He feels that scales of 100:1 are optimum . He
has not yet addressed the problem of moving targets. John Morel li of
Independence Mode l is of a different view . He feels that he can provide
good static targets in scales as smal l as 1000:1, but moving targets would
require scales of 500:1 or larger for smooth movement.

I
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Target movement poses a problem in model design . Two methods
are presently used. The model vehicle can be connected via a post
extending below the model surface to a track or cable dr i ve system. The
model , presumably on working wheels , moves along the model surface
fo llowing a groove which has been precut for the drive linkage . A plast ic
flap hides the groove until pushed aside by the dr i ve post . Using this
system, models can be made to follow contoured surfaces and to negotiate
turns . The alternative method is to replace the direct dr i ve with a
moving magnet under the model. This requires a smooth surface for the
target to move along and limits curves to large radii. Both methods could
be adapted to providing continuous circuits , but neither is very
flexible. The cut groove method in particular is not easily suited to
mosaics of small panels mak i ng up a large terrain model. The option of
using self-propelled targets is limited to very l arge scales , in the order
of 25:1, and is clearl y not suitable for terrain mode l visual systems.

The remaining requirement is the ability to provide realistic
and varying tactical scenarios composed of numbers of fixed and moving
vehicles . Groups of fixed targets are very easy to provide with a terrain
mode l board. They can be designed so as to be posit ionable anywhere on
the model , and trees, build ings , and camouflage can also be easily
rearranged . The instructor would be required to set up a scenario before
each exercise and to enter the target coordinates in the compu ter data
base. Mov i ng targets , if provided , would be less flexible. The route
would remain fixed ; however , vehicle types could be changed , and varying
speeds and directions could be used to prevent the crew from learning a

;P~~t~~u~~t’ target course.

5.5.3 Target Simu l ation Using Computer Generated Image (CGI). The
mechanics of target simulation are much simp ler with a CCI system . Target
position is known at all times , since the target is part of the data
base . Moving targets are possible , the number of such independentl y
moving targets being limited by the number of available lines and the
processing time required . Scenarios can be readil y changed by the
instructor via his console. Vehicle direction can also be controlled by
the instructor , giving unlimited freedom of movement .

The restrictions in a CCI system pertain to the level of detail
of the targets and the background. An individual target such as a tank
must be constructured out of the avai lable system building blocks , usually
edges or surfaces. An estimated 40 edges can create a recognizable tank;
however , it appears ‘cartoonish ’ and cannot be identified as any real tank
type. Using more edges results in greater detail , but reduces the number
of edges to be used for detai l elsewhere ‘in the scene . To create a
reasonable model of a specific tank type , an estimated 200 to 400 edges
may be required. Present CCI systems disp lay no more than 10,000 edges,
thus making detailed targets rap idly depletes the background display
capability of the system . This in turn limits the ability of the system
to provide a sufficiently detailed background clutter to afford camouflage
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to the target. Furthermore, any camouflage created only from straight
edges lacks the realism of the real world. Thus, though a CGI can produce
flexible and dynamic battle scenes, it is not suited to target
detection/identification tasks in a real-world environment. It is
possible , however, to use ‘synthetic ’ or artificial camouflage to hide a
synthetic target. It seems probable that such a system could provide as
effective a training in target detection as in a real—world environment.
Further studies are necessar~y to determine the validity of this approach .

5.5.4 Target Simu l ation Using Superposition or Insertion. The final
method of target simulation to be considered was that of superposition
or insertion of an externally generated target representation into an
existing background scene. Such a target can be generated in one of three
ways:

(a) A CCI system can generate the target . Since the system would
- be dedicated to (sing le) target generation , all available

edges could be used to produce a reasonably realistic
picture , although lack of certain geometric figures (such as
circ l es, el l ipses , etc. )  limit the fidelity of the target .
Moreover , the cost of a CCI system is high , and its use solely
as a target generator may not be justifiable.

(b) Another method of target generation is to use a l arge-scale
model (50:1 to 100:1) and a second CCIV camera. Combination
gimbal l ing of the model and camera , coupled with variable
separation and camera zoom capability, would provide a target
as seen from any distance or ang le. Furthermore , since the
camera is only viewing the ang le subtended by the target
model , a very hi gh resolution is possible. Realism is hi gh
using this system , and the costs are moderate.

(c) The third alternative is to use a high-resolution photograph of
the target and project it directly onto the scene. This
method is cheap , but it gives only a limited viewpo i nt with
respec t to the target , i.e., no fly—around capabil i ty.

Once the target image has been generated , it must be
disp l ayed . With either a CGI source or a camera/model source , a video
display is necessary and can take one of several forms . In a dome!
projection—type display , such as the USAF ’s LAMARS , the target i s
projected onto the dome display by a gimballed projector . In a pancake
window or classical infinity display, it can he optically inserted into
the scene using a CRT/beamsp litter system . Either system is relatively
simple and capable of good resolution , with the dome/projector providing
the h i ghest resolution . Another method that has been successfully used
on the USAF ’s SAA C simulator is an inset raster technique . In this
system, the background is displayed using a conventional raster , while the
target is inset using a high—resolut ion miniraster which is vari able in
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size and can be positioned anywhere wi th the CR1 display . Such a system
requires a flexible high-resolution displ ay device , in this case a black-and-
white CR1. It would not be possible to use existing TV projectors for this
since their modulation and deflection circuitry is marginally adequate to
produce one raster. Color CRT ’s are of limited resolution and require
complicated driving circuitry to maintain color convergence . However , a
field-sequential system using a projection CR1 would be suitable for an inset
target.

In all of these methods , there are two significant drawbacks .
Each system is capabl e of superimposing only one target. Thus , a battlefield
scenario must be produced wi th a combination of stationary background
targets and one superimposed high-resolution mobile target. The second
limitation is due to the method itself. In previous applications , the
superposition technique has been used to display a target aircraft against a
sky background . If the aircraft is bright enough~ the sky behind it does
not show through. If the aircraft is viewed against a terrain background ,
the background often shows through , unless some system is used to suppress
the background (e.g., keying). Moreover , since the aircraft normally occults
the terrain while flyi ng , suppression of the background is correct.
However, tanks and similar target vehicles normally travel in such a way as
to afford theselves the maximum in camouflage. Thus an inset target must be
capable of moving in and out from behind trees and other fetaures in the

p background scene. To do this correctly requires a detailed knowl edge of the
background scene content to enable a line-of-sight calculation to be per-
formed. This calculation must take into account all features capabl e of
partially or totally obscuring the target, such as trees, bushes , buildings ,
other vehicles , etc. At the same time , the display system must be capabl e of
selectively or totally occulting the target projection. With a CGI target
generator this is simple. However, with a conventional CCIV system, the
only way to do thi s effectively is to use an inset raster-type target and
develop a keying system to selectively insert portions of the miniraster .
This is qu i te difficult to do wi th any degree of realism because of the
limited amount of detail in the line-of-sight data base. Thus one is re-
stricted to just occulti ng a certain portion of the target, i.e., one half ,

- 
- one quarter. Thi s will result in some disjointed flickering effects as the

target passes behind an object. At the same time , because the inset or
superimposed target may have a different color , brightness , and/or resolu-
tion from the background scene, target detection will become relatively
easy. For these reasons , superposition or insertion techniques are not
suitable for training target detection. They do , however , offer the potential
of higher resolution for target identification and are the most fl exibl e
method of introducing a moving target into a model board scenario.

I
5.5.5 Tar~et Engagement/Weapons Simulation. To correctly simulate

battlefield conditions , it is not sufficient to present threat target arrays.
The weapons signatures must be simulated , since the role of the attack hell-
copter is to engage ground targets and to defend itsel f against threat fire .
These effects include tracers, muzzle flashes , mortar and shel l impacts ,
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missile trails , and weapons impact on targets. The three main features to
be simulated are as follows :

(a) Visibl e battl eground - mixed random threat and friendly
weapons discharges/impacts .

(b) Discharge of guns/rockets/missiles by AAH and impact on target.

(c) Effect of threat weapons , fire , and impacts on helicopter .

A CCI system offers the greatest potential for accomplishing the
above tasks. Generati on of tracer fire , impact flashes , missile trails , etc.,
is relatively easy. Weapon fire by the helicopter can be easily displayed
and target impacts shown. If required , a destroyed target can then be de-
leted from the data base or obscured by a cloud of smoke.

A terrain model board system is not as fl exible . Simulation of
tracers and missile trails must be done by using CCI techniques or an analog
special effects system. CAE has had considerable experience wi th analog
special effects for CCIV systems (discussed in paragraph 5.7.10) and feels
that such an approach would be adequate . Missile trails and weapon impacts
can be indicated by special effects generated flashes , but a detailed model
data base is required to determi ne the point and time of impact. Muzzle
flashes corresponding to particular targets on the model are very difficul t
to generate because detailed knowl edge of the exact target location withi n
the displayed visual scene is necessary . An alternative is to insert
electronic strobes or flash l amps into the model or the target i tself. If
the flash is incorpora ted into the target, the model scale must be large,
in the order of 100:1 to cater to the flash dimensions . If the flash is in-
corporated into the model , the capability to rearrange targets Is
greatly reduced , although a large array of such flash tubes could be i ncor-
porated and randomly addressed . Fibre optics could be employed to reduce
the size of the flash poi nts and to remote the strobes behind the model , but
target posi tioning would still be limi ted .

No matter which system is used , CGI or model board , the weapons
signatures can be varied in color and intensity , depending upon the type of
signature (muzzle flash , tracer, impact) and perhaps on whether it is a
friendly or threat weapon .

5.5.6 Line of Sight Calculation. The one major problem area common to
both methods of weapons simulation is the difficulty of (1) determini ng the
actual time and point of impact of a weapon fired from the AIt-64 and (2)
determi ni ng whether the A1I-64 its3lf Is wi thin sight and firing range of
threat forces. Both these problems are variations on the line-of-sight cal-
culation. The point of impact is generally the i ntersection of the weapon
trajectory wi th the ground . However, when there are targets movi ng above the
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ground , these must be taken into account and calculated separately. The
same holds true for trees and buildin gs that may i ntersect the line of fire
parallel to the earth ’s surface. For these cases, special data bases must be
provided which detail the surface contour , including trees, buildings , and
vehicles , and which indicate the features that are threat targets, both
mobile and stationary.

A similar computation must be made in reverse to determine wheth-
er the AI1— 64 Is with in sight and firing range of threa t tanks. This requires
a knowledge of the position and type of all threa t offensive weapons wi thin
a circle of radius three kilometers about the helicopter. If the AH-64 Is
exposed to threat fire for a sufficient length of time , the hel i copter can
be deemed ‘shot down’ or the instructor and crew member alerted . A strobe
could be discharged wi thin the display to indicate this condition.

In a model board system using superposition of targets, it is
required to determine whether the superimposed vehicle is bei ng occul ted by
foreground objects.

For this calculation , modifications and additi ons must be made to
either the CCI or the solid model data base. With the solid model , the
existing safety system data base is designed to provide only ground contour
i nformation. It excludes some surface features, such as trees, bushes ,
vehicles , etc . These features are essential to the line-of-sight calculation
and must therefore be included in the data base. To do this properly
requires that the model target area be separately measured and a special
data base created detailing the overall contour of the model surface with
all surface features in place. Secondly, the position of all targets must
be recorded to permi t target line-of—si ght calculations . In a CCI system, - 

- -

the existing data base will already contain details of all surface features,
so that only the locations of targets must be added .

The computation is a complex one , so that priorities must be
assigned to the specific line-of-sight tasks to optimi ze the system response.
The missile or weapon impact point calculation should have highest priority .
Any significant del ay in indicati ng the i mpact detonation will be evident to
the gunner and seem unreal , particularly if the projectile should fly
through an obstruction . However, this calculation is relati vely easy . At
each i teration the main computer will calculate the missile position on its
trajectory, and it is necessary only to compare this position with the con-
tour height and scene content at the same latitude and longitude . If the
missile is below the contour , an impact is designated . The maximum lag will
be one i teration. Using an i teration rate in the order of 20-40 Hz, thi s
should not be noticeable.

The next priorit y should be assigned to the laser designa torf
p rangefinder. It must respond quickly and accurately as soon as positioned ,

since thi s device must ind i cate the range to the targets to enable ballistic
corrections to be calculated by the tactical computer and serve as a
navigational aid. This device requires a full line-of-sight calculation .

I
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The equation of the line of sight must first be generated . Then blocks of
scene data that fall along this line in the horizontal plane must be called
from the data base and processed to determine if the line of sight intersects
a surface. If so, the range to the surface is calculated and the computation
is terminated . If not, the next block of data is called in. This proceeds
unti l a surface is found , the laser rangefinder range is exceeded , or the
data base limi t is reached. Because of the potentially l arge amount of data
to be processed for each calculation , a large amount of computa tion time
may be required . A rough estima te indicates a time of between 200 millisec-
onds and one second for this calculation , based on an average instruction
execution time of two microseconds .

The remaining line-of-sight calculations to determine if the
hel icopter is visible to an enemy gun have the l owest priori ty. These calcu-
lations can be done in the same manner as for the laser rangefi nder 1 with
both endpoints of the line of sight known. Since the range of most threat
antiaircraft weapons is about three kilometers , the calculation can be further
limi ted to threat weapons withi n a three kilometer radius of the AH-64. This
calculation is also time consuming , so that the total number of such calcu-
lations is limi ted by the available computer time . A lag of up to five
seconds is probably permissible since the helicopter must be exposed for at
least this period of time before it is likely to be spotted (Ref.5-8). This
would allow for a maximum of about 10 targets, assumi ng up to 500 milli-
seconds for each calculation. The same calculati on would serve to determi ne
target occultation in a terrain model board/target superposition system.

5.6 lADS SIMULATION

5.6.1 TADS System. A detailed descri ption of the use of the TAOS is
given in Section 4 which deals with weapons and sigh ting systems . This
section deals with the method by which the actual Image seen in the TAOS can
be simulated. Four different types of images can be displayed on the lADS ,
each with varying degrees of magnification. The c1irect view optic has two
powers, approxima tely X3 and X18, and ~~ll probably have a circular image
format. The dayli ght TV is monochrome and has a narrow FOV of abou t 1/2° to10 and a medium FOV of about 40 The FLIR is also monochrome and has a
narrow FOV of 2° to 4°, a med i um FOV of 80 to 100, and a wide FOV of 30° X400.

Ref.5-8. Barnes , J., Use of Tank Main Gun for Defense Agains t Helicop-ter Attack , U.S. Army HEL Technica l Memorandum 11-72, Aberdeen Proving
Ground , 1972.
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The missile TV will probably be IR and have a narrow FOV .
Little is known about the missile TV at present; however, if the first three
images can be simulated , little difficul ty will be experienced wi th the
missi le image . The PNVS video can also be displayed , but this will event-
ually be identical to the wide-angle Fu R image .

In addition to the imagery , various types of symbology can be
displayed from the symbol generator . The TV sync standard has not been
agreed upon but it seems likely it will be the region of 800 to 900 lines at
60 fields per second . It would seem likel y that all TV equipment onboard the
AH-64 would have the same standard . It would be logical , therefore, to have
all simulated displays u-se the same standard .

5.6.2 Desi~n Approach. If a model board is used for the main window
display, it would be advantageous to be able to use the same viewpoint for
the TAOS, but with the appropriate magnifi cation . This wou ld enable the co-
pilot/gunner to see a magnified view of the image in the window display .
However, in order to achieve sufficient resolution at the high magnification ,
a probe with an entrance pupil in excess of 20 mm would be required. Such
an entrance pupil would require large front-end optics and is , therefore,
impractical.

A CCI in the TAOS would seem to be the only solution even for a
model board system. The data base would have to be as nearly identica l to
the model board as possible. Restrictions in the number of CCI edges may
cause a considerable reduc tion in the content of the image ; however , the
copilot/gunner should be able to accept the overall presentation , providing
the targets are identifiable and are occul ted correctly by the terrain.
The significant advantage of a CCI TAOS when used with a model board is that
it can extend the useful area of the model by the maximum range of the TAOS.
In this way , an attack area can be placed near the mi rror around the model ,
and targets can be seen in the TAOS severa l kilome ters beyond the model
boundary .

The different magnifications can be readily achieved in a CCI
system by changing the viewing angle. Atmospheric effects can be i nserted
under instructor control . Weapons effects can be i nserted into the data
base, and parameters particular to each mode of operation can be simulated .
FLIR similation is possible and is discussed in paragraph 5.4.2. Further de-
tails regarding CCI simulation of the TAOS are given in paragraph 5.13.3.

5.6.3 TAOS Di splay . If the same sync standards are used for the
display as are used in the AH-64, the resolution of the simulated IV modes
can be identica l to the aircraft systems .
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The direct view optics, however, should have a resolving power
five or six times greater than the TV or FLIR for a given magnification and
should also be in full color. The only way to obtain the required resolution
over the full FOV would be to use a mosaic of CRT ’s, which is not very
practical and introduces several other problems .

It should be sufficient merely to have a high-resolution target
because the main purpose of the high magnification direct optics is to
identi fy the tank. This can readily be done in the system shown in Figure
5—11, using two CCI display images. The computer calculates the tank image,
creates a black image on the background CR1, but draws a colored image on the
target CR1. This magnified target is opticall y minif ied and combi ned with
a beamsplitter into the background image . Occultation and rotation of the
target will occur naturally, but movement across the background will have to
be provided by a system of mirrors . A magnifi cation of six will give a
target resoluti on of about three seconds of arc , which is probably better than
the lADS optics. A magnification of three or four would be more appropriate .

HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR
CR1 FOR TARGET

~~~ OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR
MOVING TARG ET IMAGE 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---~~~~~~~~

BEAMSPLITTE R EYEPIECE

HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOR CR1 FOR
TERRAIN IMAGE

Figure 5-11. TAOS Display System Allowi ng High Resolution
Targets to be Inserted into the Background Image .
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The monochrome CR1 of the actua l lADS would be replaced by a
high-resolution color CR1 and swi tched to monochrome to display the TV and
FLIR. The contrast and brightness controls would not be operable if the
copilot/gunner had swi tched to the Direct View Optics (ovO) mode .

5.6.4 Viewin~~ f TAOS. The TAOS will norma l ly be viewed through the
copilot/gunner boot display which presently contains one eyepiece. The TV
modes can also be viewed on the copilot /gunner ’s panel display , the copilot!
gunner ’s helmet displa y , or the pilot’ s helmet display . The video can also
be recorded for view i ng at a later date .

The acquisition of targets will be performed almost entirely by
using the TAOS . It is probably most important that the effectiveness of
each mode of operation in acquiring targets be simulated accurately. This
should ensure that the copilot/gunner uses the TAOS in the same way in both
simulator and AII-64.

5.7 CAMERA

5.7.1 Choice of Camera Type. Considerable time and effort have been
spent by numerous simulator manufacturers in trying to develop a high-
resolution color TV camera . A standard line rate simultaneous Philips
camera was used for many years with great success by Redifon. Selection of
tubes and boosti ng of the video at the higher frequencies enabled a reason-
able quality picture to be presented to the pilot. Singer developed a four-
tube simu l taneous camera usin g a high bandwidth l umi nance channel and a
low bandwidth chromi nance channel . The basic reason for this approach is to
reduce registration problems that are inherent in simultaneous TV. The
logic for reducing the chrominance bandwidth is based on the lower acuity
of the eye in the red and blue portions of the spectrum . The argumen t fails
to take into account , however , the close viewing di s tance in simulator
applications , which causes the visual to be device -limi ted rather than eye-
limi ted. The four-tube approach was tried by the cornercial TV networks
during the 1950’s and abandoned shortly thereafter. The technique chosen
by CAE and Grumman is the field-sequential color camera which was originally
developed by CBS a number of years ago and nearly became the standard color
system in the U.S. The three basic reasons for commercial rejection of
this system were :

(a) ~Iigher bandwidths required

(b) Noncompatabil ity with existing black-and-white TV

(c) The rotating drums required on each home TV set
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None of these restrictions is valid in CCIV and in particular simulator
applications.

The fi rst color TV was based on a field-sequential system. Early
workers such as Baird realized this was the most logical method for obtain-
ing color. It was in fact the broadcasti ng authorities who encouraged the
development of a system which woul d be compatible with black-and-white TV.
This is an unnecessary limi tation for a high-resolution camera to be used in
CCIV applications . The basic concept of simultaneous TV is optical separa-
tion of the red , blue , and green components of an image , electronic pro-
cessing of each colored image and the merging of the three images optically
to give a full color picture . Such a concept does not naturally lend itself
to obtaining an image as faithful as possible to the original object.

The field-sequential concept uses the same optical and electronic
channel for each color except for the color wheel filters themselves , which
are of unity power. No registration problems exist and equal resolution can
be obtai ned for each color.

CBS desi gned a TV camera using the field-sequential technique for
CAE in 1971 and thi s has since been refined to its present high standard.
The sync standard used on the CH-47C for Iran is 735 lines at 150 fields per
second. We coul d increase this to 925 lines at 180 fields per second to
give a little more vertical resoluti on and make it compatible with the 60-Hz
line rate. The modulation transfer function (MTF) shown in Figure 5-12 would
remain unaltered , giving an 800-line limi ting resolution in the horizontal
direction with high MTF at the i ntermediate spatial frequencies.

Apart from tryi ng to achieve a high MTF under static conditions ,
it is most important to achieve a reasonable MTF under dynami c conditions.
The field-sequential camera is well suited to do this , since to achieve
reasonable color the tube must be low lag, and the effect of the lag is re-
duced further by scanning the image at three ti mes the normal rate. The
high angular turn rates experienced in helicopters make dynamic resolution a
very important parameter.

From the preceed i ng arguments it appears that the field-sequen-
tial concept offers the best approach for high-resolution TV systems. The
remainder of this section deals wi th the problems of field-sequential TV
systems.

5.7.2 Image Tubes. Many image tubes were considered by CBS before de-
ciding to use the RCA image i socon . This was origi nally tried with an image
intensifier to reduce the model illumination but gave a very noi sy picture .
Next, a number of 4827 isocons with various target-to-mesh spacings were
tried by CAE and finall y one was chosen with a 0.002-inch spacing as being
the most suitable. This has been used ever since , and although RCA no longer
makes the 4827, it can make an identical tube , giving it a prototype C-number .
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Figure 5-12. Modulation Transfer Functi on of CAE Camera.

The chalnicon tube has received much publicity lately, and SRL made a
camera using this tube for Farrand . It would seem to have excellent resolu-
tion and noise characteristics but appears to be too laggy for field-
sequential use. An English Electric isocon Type P8040 is now being tried ,
but it would appear to be i nferior to the RCA 4827. RCA now manufacture a
physically shorter version of the 4827 which , if it provides identical per-
formance would be a good candidate for a visual system requiring multiple
cameras.

5.7.3 Camera Noise. As stated in the previous paragraph , the image—
intensifier isocon was rejected for noise reasons . An analysis of the noise
processes in an i socon show that photon noise is by far the most important
parameter. This implies tha t for a photo cathode of a given quantum efficien-
cy the noise is entirely dependent on the input light level . Experience has
shown that light levels in the region of 0.03 foot—candle on the faceplate
give reasonable signal-to-noise ratios.
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Even though photon noise is the predomi nant noise source, a
small amount of external noise can be most annoying since it can produce
coherent patterns on the picture . The design of the preamp is most important
and it should be incorporated into the socket of the tube. Jitter in the
deflection circuits can also cause noise, and it is probable that the camera
l ayout and circuit design should be done by a recognized leader in the field ,
such as SRL.

5.7.4 Color Registration. Saturated colors are impossible to achieve
in a field-sequential camera because of the lag of the pickup tube . It is
possible , however , to come close to the color standards specified by the
NTSC for commercial TV. In actual practice , the design of the color wheel
fi l ters becomes one of the variables in the long chain of factors affecting
color , such as:

Illumination

Model paints

Probe transmission

Camera

Display

A computer program has been written to optimi ze the displayed color , given the
parameters of each i tem.

5.7.5 Maintenance. The field-seq uential camera is very easy to main-
tam and can go several days without being touched . The MTF of a high-per-
formance video chain degrades gracefully and usually maintains the same
limi ting resolution . It -is usually i mpossible to determine which element
in the chain -is causing the degradation. Therefore, it is important to be
able to isolate the three major elements. The display can be checked by
using electronically generated resolution patterns , and the camera can be
checked by using a high -quality lens of a known MTF in place of the probe .
This automatically checks the probe .

5.7.6 Electronic AOL Control. Because of the possibility of using an
AOl approach for increasing the effective FOV and doubt concerning the
performance of a mechanical system , it was decided to investiga te an elec-
tronic technique for moving the displayed image . The movement could only
take place in the horizontal direction , which in this system would be
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perpendicular to the scanning line . In norma l TV par lcnce , this would be in
the verti cal direction. It was realized that a simple technique of delaying
the vertical sync of the camera relative to that of the display would cause
the image to move in the required direction. A specific relation would
have to exist between the vertical sync of each display to allow the camera
video to be switched at the appropriate time and appear to travel smoothly
from one display to the next. Similarly, a specific relationship would
have to exist between the vertical sync of each camera . For the color to
remain synchronized , each color wheel must remain synchronized in phase to
the vertical sync of its own camera rather than to the power frequency.

The system woul d work , but careful attention would have to be
pa-i d to the desi gn to minimize discon tinuit -i es in the image. Since comple-
ting this part of the study , a parallel mechanical engineeri ng study has
shown that a system of hydraulic actuators is qui te capable of moving three
projectors at the required rates. A mechanical approach would appear to be
preferable since it allows movement in both yaw and pitch and requires only
three projectors. If the five pancake window display is used , the
electronic approach would be used .

5.7.7 Camera Lag and AOL. Model board visuals using TV cameras suffer
from a loss in resolution due to lag. A scanned image also suffers a loss
in modulation at various frequencies because of the interaction of the scann-
ing rate wi th the image motion . Both effects can be eliminated by slaving
the probe and projector to the observers eye. Since we only intend slaving
the probe movement to the observer ’s head , a slight loss in resolution will
still be apparent. In a system using a 180° probe to obtain a large fixed
FOV I the loss of resolution in the side windows at high forward speed could
be severe .

It is interesting to note that the interference between scanning
rates amd image motion mentioned in the previous paragraph occurs at much
higher angular rates when using a field-sequential system . Arthur Kai ser
dealt wi th this point and many others in his paper on field-sequential
television presented to the SPIE annual conference in 1975 (Ref.5-9).

5.7.8 Color Breakup. The potential problem of color breakup was an-
ticipated when CAE designed its fi rst visual system. It was calculated tha t
the effect would be small during the norma l maneuvers of a comercial air-
liner. However, when the system was assembled , it became apparent that no

Ref.5—9. Kaiser , A., Field-Sequential Color TV for V isua l Simulation,
Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol . 59, Anaheim , ?-tarch 1975.
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color breakup could be seen at al l. The reason for thi s was only di scovered
during the design of the rotor blade special effect for the CH-47C.

Being aware of the possible problem of color breakup , the
circuit was so designed that the motions of the rotor blade were suspended
for each color sequence of red, green, and blue . This should have resulted
in a white rotor blade , but as soon as it started to move , a disti nct color
fringe was observed on each side of the rotor blade . It was then noti ced
that when the circuit suspending the motion for the three color fields was
inhibited , so that the red , green , and blue images were now separated, the
fringes disappeared . The explanation then became obvious. When the eye
looks at a moving object it tracks the object to keep the image on the center
of the fovea . Therefore , although the red , green , and blue images were
separated on the screen , they were together on the reti na , resulting in a
white image . The background will , conversely, have color breakup , but as
the acuity of the eye drops off sharply away from the fovea, it is not seen.

CAE has demonstrated the CI-1-47C visual to many people , ~nd no
color breakup has been apparent under normal operating conditions.

5.7.9 Color Fri nging . An annoying problem in the field-sequential
system is color fringing caused by elec tro-magneti c fields synchronized to
the power frequency . This is analagous to the registra tion problem of
si multaneous TV . However, once the source of the interference has been
found and elimi nated no further action is required .

5.7.10 Special Effects.

5.7.10.1 General. In a CCIV system , it is necessary to genera te cer-
tam display features electronically rather than incorporating them into the
model . This appears to fall into two categories :

(a) Diffuse shapes , wi th gradua l or indefinite boundaries , such as
fog areas , dust trails , smoke , etc . -

(b) Discrete lines or dot patterns , such as tracers , missiles ,
rockets , enemy flashes , etc . Some of these are rapidly

- - moving dots (or flashes), others are semi-stationary lines ,
and still others are stationary dots.
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In all cases, a capability for displayi ng a distinc ti ve color
is required .

In the field-sequential TV system, thi s usually requi res a
signal to be generated at the same position in each of three successive fields ,
but with a different ampl i tude in each field. In the case of rapidly moving
patterns, a compromise is sometimes required . If one position is mainta i ned
for three fields , the apparent motion may appear to occur in large jumps ;
on the other hand , if the pattern is allowed to move between fields of dif-
ferent co lors , a conditi on of “co lor brea kup ” may arise . This problem may
exist for the simulation of rockets and missiles and is expected to require
experimental evaluation in order to determi ne the preferred approach.

The basic display mode is a raster system, i.e., the spot occurs
(and retraces) across one dimension rapidly while simultaneously movin g
relati vely slowly along the other dimension. In the proposed system, the
rapid scan (probably in the range of 60 to 70 kHz) will be the vertical axi s,
and the slower scan (at three times the power line frequency, i.e., 180 or
150 Hz) will be horizontal . The deflection system is fundamentally in an
analog format wi th continuously variable linear analog deflection waveforms .

As will be discussed later , analog techniques , based on the
above linear sweep deflection vol tages, appear best sui ted for generating
diffuse patterns such as fog, dust, etc . The discrete patterns of sharp
lines or dots may be more readily realised by digita l methods , although
analog techniques may be adaptable. The use of digi tal techniques would
require a digiti zation of the master display spot position . For the slower
(H) ax is , this is readily done by correcti ng V-sweeps. On the fast axi s (V),
however , operati ng wi th a resolution of several hundred picture elements
at a sweep rate approaching 70 kHz, the circuitry would have to operate at
50 MHz or higher. This is a severe but not impossible requirement. This
matter would requi re further study before a recommendation could be made as
to which method is preferable. The requi rement could be eased if it would be
acceptable to accept a lower resolution for the special effects than would
apply to the terrain model video .

5.7.10.2 ffuse Patterns. A method for generating a continuously var-
iable fog pattern has been developed by CAE and successfully i ncorporated
into CCIV v i sual systems already produced . To the observer, the effect is
based on an analog control voltage designated RVR. As the RVR is decreased
from maximum, a narrow band of fog appears at the horizon and i ncreases in
width . Fog extends more rapidly above the horizon than below ; at an i nter-
mediate RVR value, the complete area above the horizon is covered wi th fog,
but only part of the terrain is masked . At zero RVR , the enti re scene is
blank whi te. Considerable care has been taken to provide a realisti c onset
of fog, in that there is a relati vely wide transiti on zone; if thi s is not
i ncorporated, an unrealistic ‘wi ndow-blind ’ effect is produced .

I 



The analog circuitry to generate the above effect follows rol l
and pitch maneuvers of the aircraft, so that the fog pattern appears to
remain fixed with respect to the model. This Is ach i eved by mixing linear
H and V ramps , whose amplitudes are proportional to ‘cos roll’ and ‘sin roll ’ ,
respectively , and with an appropriate ‘sin pitch ’ term also added . This
composite vol tage is compared with the RVR voltage , and the resultant
(continuously variable) difference voltage Is used to control a video change-
over circuit which accepts camera video and fog video to provide a controlled
composite video , In which the proportion of camera-to-fog signals Is con-
tinuously variable.

5.7.10.2.1 f ~~~~~~
. The basic CAE system described above appears to be

readily adaptable to the AH-64 requirement. To accumulate a fog bank cover-
ing several displays horizontally, particularly under roll conditions , sepa-
rate pitch and rol l analogs are necessary for each display . Rol l for the
forward display should be equa l to aircraft roll , but for the side displays ,
pseudo-roll and pitch angles should be computed to correspond to horizon
position on that display . Each display should use a strai ght line approxi-
mation to the actual horizon position and orientation , ca lcula ted for proper
registration where the display s merge .

An additi onal fea ture , already available In the CAE design ,
may be useful , e.g., flight over cloud . This is produced with negative RVR
values and results in the display of blue sky above the horizon , merging to
wh i te cloud (or fog) at and below the horizon , which correctly follows air-
craft attitude changes.

5.7.10.2.2 AH-64 Generated Smoke. This pattern would produce a blank
ova l area on a portion of the display, masking a particular target and sur-
rounding FOV . The normal view of the model would , however , be seen outside
this restricted area .

The analog sweep waveforms used to generate the fog control
signals can be extended to define elliptical or ci rcular areas on the display
by using them to genera te H- and V- parabolas , which are then combined . The
ful l details of such a system, including shape , s ize , accomodati on for rol l
and pitch , etc., will have to be developed . Use of a noise generator to
create a flickering edge to the edges of the pattern may be desirable. In
any case , the edges of this pattern would diffuse to produce a gradua l
transition from full smoke to clear terrain. The position of the smoke pat-
tern woul d, of course, be under computer control , and the color would be
adjustable , If requi red, to other than white , e.g., brown, gray , etc.
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5.7.10.2.3 Dust Trail. An analog method similar to that described
above can be used to produce a smaller elliptical area simulating the dust
cloud from a column of vehicles. In this case, the edges, particularly the 

-lower one, might have to be more abrupt than the smoke area. It is also
possible that the complete pattern should consist of only the upper half of -

an ellipse wi th a relatively flat lower edge. These problems would require
further investigation , but the basic approach appears to be feasible.

5.7.10.2.4 Rotor Blade. This simulation has been developed by CAE and
incorporated into an existing simulator visual system, primarily using analog
techniques .

There is an inherent problem in presenting the pattern of a
rapidly mov ing helicopter blade at frequencies correspondi ng to rotor speeds
in the 290-rpm range on a TV display having a relatively low color frame rate
equal to the power line frequency (50 or 60 Hz). This is due to the fact
that in one color frame period , the blade should ideally move almost half of
the display width. Unless special measures are taken , spurious beats , color
breakup, and undesirable stroboscopic effects are seen .

Special demonstrations in an actual helicopter were arranged
for a CAE circuit designer to observe blade patterns In the real world. As
a resul t, it was possible to arrive at an acceptable compromise for practical
s imula tion as follows:

(a) At low speeds, up to approximately 45 rpm , a discrete moving
blade pattern is seen. The shape is trapezoidal . The
speed of motion through the FOV is sufficiently low so
that the observer Is conscious of the shape and direction
of motion , and the blade motion steps are relatively
small. A sample and hold circuit maintains the blade
position fixed for the three color fields of one color
frame, avoiding color breakup at the edges. The blade
color can be set to any color and intensity desired ; in
most cases, a black blade is simulated . This range of
simulated rotor speeds would normally apply only on the
ground . 

-

(b) At speeds in the flying range (180 rpm and higher), it was —

found that the observer no longer sees a discrete blade
pattern , nor can he sense the direction of rotation . A 

\

realistic simulation is thus possible merely by flickering\
the upper portion of the display , above the blade tip, at
a frequency approximating the rotor speed , which for a
three-blade rotor is 19 to 20 Hz for 280 to 300 rpm. This
is done by attenuating the video above the blade tip path 

\during one complete frame for all three rotors.
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- There is a range of speeds above 60 rpm when the sudden
changeover from discrete to fl ickeri ng pattern is a compromise in realism .
However , since this speed range occurs relatively infrequently and not in-
flight , it is considered to be a reasonable compromise .

The height of the blade tip on the display is under computer
control to simulate variation with speed , lift , etc. In the existing design
the tip moves in a symmetrical curved path (parabolic) to simulate the in-
clination of the blade tip plane with respect to the ‘horizontal ’ reference
axis of the helicopter. Some refinement of this feature would be required
to cope with the larger number of displays covering a wider FOV and possibly
to introduce asymmetry to the tip path .

If a display position digitizer becomes necessary for gen-
erating some of the discre te blade patterns to be described later , it might
be possible to convert portions of the rotor blade simulator to digital
circu i try. However, the existing CAE analog design performs quite satisfac-
torily, and there would appear to be little advantage in embarking on a new
development program for only a potentiall y small benefit in circuit hardware
reduction.

Add itional circuitry will be required to synchronize the
motion of the blade across the three , four, or five displays , so that it
correctly simulates crossing the boundaries between displays.

5.7.10.3 Discrete Patterns. All of the remaining special effect pat-
terns involve discrete points or narrow lines , rather than diffuse—ed ged
patterns , and digital techniques can be considered for their generation . As
discussed earlier, digitizing positions on the fast (v-) display axis in-
volves high-frequency logic circuitry if full resolution capability is to be
retained .

Regardless of whether analog or digita l ci rcuitry is to be
used , most of these functions are generated by comparing the instantaneous H-
and V- spot positions of the display raster with positions defined by the
computer and by outputting an appropriate video pulse when they coincide . To
draw a line , as distinct from a spot , on a raster display , additional inter-
polation circuits may be required .

5.7.10.3.1 Missiles. It is proposed that up to four missiles be sim-
ulated with moving dots on the display . The apparent motion between color
frames (50 or 60 Hz) can be handled by the computer in real time . Four
pairs of X- V output values, one for each missi le , wi l l  be required of the
computer in either analog or digital format.
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A dot will be generated at each X/Y (H/V) coincidence . Ex-
periments will be necessary to determine whether the dot should have a fin-
ite size (i.e., bracket a few slow scan lines and be slightly elongated in
the fast axis), or whether the smallest possible spot is preferred .

An intensity value must also be provided by the computer.
The circuitry will allow the brightness of the spot to decrease as it re-

• cedes . It is proposed that one common color adj ustment be provided for all
four missiles.

It appears possible to simulate the impact of a missile by
generating a larger and possibly diffuse spot which could appear momentarily
at a computed position and disappear in a relatively short interval . A
further study of the characteristics of the real -world effect would be desir-
able. An effect similar to (but considerably smaller than) the vehicle dust
trai l discussed earlier (paragraph 5.7 .10.2.2) could possibly be used .

5.7. 10.3.2 Rockets. Salvos of up to eight rockets may be simulated
in a manner similar to that of the missiles, with one additional feature.
Rather than programmi ng all eight rockets individually to provide for spread
of their tracks , one reference track wi l l  be computed , and the special ef-
fects unit will introduce an appropriate divergence into the remainin g
tracks. An impact explosion or air burst could be simulated by a momentary
bright flash of programmed color , intensity and duration , for each rocket
of the salvo.

5.7.10.3.3 ~~~~ Flashes. Simulation of enemy flashes is achieved by
generating momentary bright dots , or small areas , at programmed locations.
A further study is required of the duration and frequency of such flashes
as well as color variations in order to establish if more than one such
flash can be displayed simultaneously. It is possible that one common sig-
nal generator would be supplied to simu l ate missile and rocket impacts and
enemy flashes.

5.7.10.3.4 Tracers. For simulation of tracer bullets , the display
could consist of a single straight line (or vector) which decreases in inten-
sity toward the far end until it becomes invisible. Since all such vectors
will have large components along the fast scan (v-) axis , all amplitude
level changes will have to be introduced during each color field.

A more de tailed study is requi red to arrive at the preferred
general approach to this simulation , involving the generation of vectors on
a raste r di spl ay and the way to cope with ri cochets and burs ts .

It may be possible to simulate tracer trai1s of different
colors to simulate enemy fi re . The feasibility of multiple tracers , color
di ffe rences , as well as the optimum format for computer data to define trail
position and orientation , will all have to be studied .
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5.7. 10.4 ~~~~~~~~ The region above the model conta ins lights , building
construction , etc., which may be viewed by the camera at high pitch angles ,
particularly if looking along the full length of the model from near one
end . Although a wall , approximately 30 Inches high , will be provided along
the edges of the model In many situations it wil l  be possible to see above
this boundary . Some form of electronic sky generation is desirable.

CAE has experience in this field. In a DC-lO simulator for
Air New Zealand , using a relatively flat mode l, an electronic sky was pro-
vided consisting of a blue upper region, merging to a whitish haze at the
horizon. This electronic sky performed well. The artificial horizon cor-
rectly followed aircraft attitude changes . The system had one limitation ,
i.e., the sky cut off any objects extending above the horizon.

In the Iranian CH-47C simulator , using a model of mountainous
terrain , it was not acceptable to have the sky override the mountains above
the true (ground level plane) horizon . An electronic keying scheme has been
employed in an effort to overcome this problem and has had reasonable
success. A wall is provided a round the edges of the model , extending a few
feet higher , and is painted black. A video detector senses if the video
level Is below a certain threshold (as expected when scanning the black back-
drop), or above it (as when scanning the model area). If below threshold ,
the electronic sky is switched in. Some problems remain with this system in
dark or shadowed areas of the model , which tend to be interpolated as
‘black ’ , and where spurious blotches of sky appear . A storage system is be-
ing evaluated that will not permi t the sky to be enabled once the display
raster scan has detected continuous video during a horizonta l scan ; this
scheme is not yet perfected but shows considerable promise.

For the AH-64 Simulator , the V and H scan rates will be inter-
changed , i.e., the vertical scan is the high-frequency and the horizontal the
slow axis. This should make it possible to provide keying storage on each V
scan time . For example , in scanning from top to bottom , the sky would at
first be inserted until the spot first reached a visible object in the model ,
whereupon the sky would be inhibited and camera video enabled for the remain-
der of that V scan. This system should work well for bulky objects , build-
ings , mounta i ns , etc., but it would have limitations if , for example , sky
were to be seen behind a fine structured item such as a tree.

Further development work is required in this area , but it is
felt that a satisfactory system for inserting an elec tronically generated
sky can be provided through a coordinated approach involving the following :

Model li ghting

Backdrops

• Certain details of the model itself

Electronic circuitry
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An al terna te approach that woul d not involve as much keying
should also be investigated . With the backdrop painted blue or white (to
simulate sky), It may be possible to merge an electronic sky of similar
color , based on computed data on the location of the top of the backdrop in
the scene. A transition area in the sky portion of the composite picture
might still be visible , but this may well be an acceptable compromise. It
would also be necessary to arrange that high features of the model did not
extend above the painted backdrop .

5.7.10.5 Video Combining and Switching . In order to preserve the band-
width and not degrade the si gnal-to-noise ratio for the main camera video
signal , it is important to arrive at a video circuit design that minimizes
the number of video swi tching or combining circuits through which the camera
signal must pass.

An Investigation will be required to find the best way to
insert , particularly, discrete synthetic signals such as flashes , missiles ,
etc. Some circuit simplification Is possible if these signals can simply be
superimposed onto camera video withou t the need for actual video switching .
However , there is some doubt that correct color retention can be maintained
against various background colors if this simpler approach were followed .

5.8 PROBE

5.8.1 Genera l Discussion. The optical probe can be considere d one of
the most important single elements of the CCTV /terrain model board visual
system, since to a large exten t it controls or determi nes many of the
physica l and performance parameters of the remainder of the system. Specif-
ical ly, the probe perfo rmance affects the following :

Model scale , limi ted by probe cl earance .

Model illumination , con t rolled by probe T/No . and F/No .

. Display mapping function , dete rmi ned by probe mapping

. System resolution , contribution due to MTF of the probe

Visual system response , in its rotational degrees of
freedom, determined by smoothness and response of the
rotational drives contained wi thin the probe .
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The optical probe serves as the pilot’ s eye for the visual
system. As such , the cente r of the probe entrance pupil must be loca ted at
the correct pilot eye height above the model . For an eye point nine feet
above the ground in a 750:1 scale model , the actual probe height must be
0.144 inch. Si nce this is the position of the center of the entrance pupi l,
the actual lens s tructure must extend below 0.144 inch. Present side FOV
probes extend 0.130 inch below the entrance pupil , giving a clearance of
0.014 inch on a 750:1 model .

The optical probe is a complex assembly of lenses , prisms , and
mirrors. As such, it must be expected to have limi ted light transmission
and restricted image contrast. High-quality anti reflection coatings are used
to gi ve reasonabl e scene contrast and transmission . Spectral transmission
and chromati c aberration (both lateral and longitudinal ) must be carefully
corrected to present a high-quality color image to the television camera .

Wide-angle probes can be designed with any of several mapping
functions . Each specific mapping function (FO, Ftan 0, Fsin 0, etc.) has
its own advantages and disadvantages. The choice of a mapping function
depends upon the FOV to be covered and the type of display system being used.

The pitch, roll , and headi ng movements of the aircraft are
genera ted in the probe . Heading and rol l must be continuous , but pitch can
be restricte d for helicopter simulation. All axes must be capable of respond-
ing quickly and smoothly to changi ng aircraft atti tudes. For most
helicopter work , rate s of the order of one radian per second should prove
acceptable. For the AH-64 the fol lowing requirements of probe performance
are considered as the minimum acceptable:

. Pitch +30°, -50°

. Heading 3600 continuous

Roll ±900

Rate of Turn 1 radiafl per second
• (in any axis)

The biggest problem in designing a probe/CCTV system is that of providing
sufficient depth of field with good focus . In a normal optir.al system, the
plane of focus is perpendicular to the axis of the system . The depth of
field is an asymmetrical region about the focal plane whic h varies as a

- 1 function of the point of focus and the lens aperture . The region of good
focus increases with diminishing aperture and decreases with closer focusing.
The limi t of aperture size is determined by the Rayleigh criterion for
diffraction limi t , and is about 1 mm diameter for three arc minutes
resolution. The problem then arises that in the near-to-ground or on-ground
condition the depth of field cannot cover the ful l FOV . A partial solution
is obtainable by using the Scheimpfl ug or tilted lens technique as perfected 
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by Farrand . By tilting lenses in the optical path , it is possibl e to tilt
the focal plane of the object. This technique can be used to place the
ground plane entirely in focus ; however , the depth of field now lies parallel
to the line of sight , and vertical obj ects on the model may go out of focus .

At present, t~e Farrand Optical Company produces several probe
mode ls covering up to 140 diagonally. Considering the wide FOV requirement
of the FWS display , a 1400 Farrand probe is recommended. However , the
decision of whether to use a tilted or non-ti lted probe requires further
consideration.

5.8.2 Tilt vs Nontilt. The original probes used in aircraft visual
simulators were of the nontilt variety . Typically, the aircraft simulated
were commercial airliners or militar y fixed-wing aircraft that flew over
scale models of the order of 2000:1 scale factor. Under these conditions ,
on-ground focus was poor at best, particularly since apertures had to be
large to accomodate the low sensitivity of existing television cameras. Under
these circumstances , the Farrand ti l t-corrected probe offered a major im-
provement in sys tem performance . On-ground focus was good , opti cal efficiency
was adequate , and limiting resolution remained satisfactory . Since the on-
ground maneuvers performed with these systems were restricted to taxi and
takeoff runs on flat runways remo te from buildings and vehicles , the lack of
vertical depth of field was not important. However , the requirements of the
new generation of rotary wing aircraft simulators are quite different. An
important training maneuver for military helicopters is takeoff and landing
from confi ned areas. In this situation , good vertical focus is essential and
is much more easily achieved by using a nontilt probe than by using
Scheimpflug techniques .

A comparison of depth of field between the two probe types is
shown in Figure 5-13. Using modern l ow-light level camera tubes such as the
image isocon , wi th high efficiency antiref lection coated elements in the
probe optics , sufficient light is available to design probes that operate
near the diffraction limit. These probes can be either tilt or non-tilt.
As can be seen in Figure 5-13, a nontilt probe at 6 mm above the model will
have acceptable focus from about 2.5 cm to infinity when focussed at infinity.
For a 500:1 scale model , this corresponds to acceptable focus from 41 feet
to infinity viewed from a 10 foot eye height. This is adequate for an AAH
helicopter, where the rotor diameter restricts the closest approach to
vertical objects to about 30 feet. However , by moving the focus point
closer , the depth of field will move i nwards and good focus can be obtained
for closer obj ects and features in the lower part of the FOV at the expense
of poorer focus at infinity . The loss of distant focus is of little con-
sequence, however, since when performing confined maneuvers , the pilot will
be concentrating on nearby features. In fact , the plot in Figure 5-13 is
for a 1 mm entrance pupil , but this can be reduced to 0.7 mm without
significant loss in resolution , further enlarging the depth of field.
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Using a ti lt-corrected probe under the same conditions as
previously described , the surface of the ground would be perfectly in focus
over the enti re field. However , at the same 41 foot distance , a vertical
obj ect would go out of focus at one foot above the ground, clearly an
unacceptable situation. By varying the tilt , the plane of focus could be
moved to encompass a vertical objec t , but thi s would require a knowledge of
the position and height of the object and would not prove acceptable for all
objects within the FOV . Furthermore , the focus assembly must be varied as
the tilt is changed in a compensatory manner. To slew both systems smoothly
and in synchronism may prove di fficult , especially under rapidly changi ng
tilt conditions as might be encountered in an NOE fl i ght.

Present probe designs offer approximately the same limiting
resolution for both non-tilt probes and tilt-correcte d probes with the tilt
disabl ed . It has been our experience with the CH-47C visual system that a
non—tilt probe is more than adequate for scales of the order of 500:1. How-
ever it mi ght prove useful to incur the added cost of a tilt-corrected probe
for a prototype system to evaluate the performance of Scheimpfl ug optics in
the AWS simulator. If the tilt feature proved to be of no value , it could
be disabled and the probe used in the non-tilt mode.

5.8.3 Sp~cial Probes. In considering probes for the AH-64 vi sual re-
quirements , we fnvestigated several special or modified probe designs . The
visua l will require a wide FOV. For this purpose two designs present
themselves . The first is to use the0standard 140° FOV probe wi th mul tiple
outputs. For the proposed 1100 x 50 AOl FOV , three cameras of 50° x 36°
could be used. The center camera would use the norma l high-resolution
center region of the field , with the remaining two cameras on the sides. The
side fields would have lower resolution than the center , but for an AOl
system the deficiency shoul d present little problem . A simplified version
of this probe was used by CAE on the CH-47C terrain model/CCTV visual emp loy-
ing two cameras , one for the forward field and one for the ~chin bubble ’
field. The success of this system has proven the feasibility of the tech-
nique .

Farrand has recently produced a design for a 3600 FOV probe ,
using eight channels of video . This probe has a more restricted model clear-
ance , and the roll and pitch limits are too restricted to permi t its use in
a helicopter simulator.

When firs t considering the problem of simulating the lADS system
on the AH-64, a dual-view ‘piggyba ck ’ p robe was cons i dered. Two separate
entrance pupils , one of restricted aimi ng capabilit ies , could be mounted to-
gether in the same package . The restricted probe could be used as the lADS
pickup for obj ects wi thi n its FOV . However , the TAOS direct view display
requires a magnification capability of 18X . To maintain a three-arc-minute
resolution under 18X magnifi cation , and entrance pupil of about one-inch
diameter is required. This is clearly not acceptable , so the design was
dropped.
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Farrand has alsn produced stereoscopic versions of its wide FOV

probe for NASA. These probes provide outputs with the norma l human eye
separation. A stereo model board system is not considered practical for a
variety of reasons, so that this probe is only of academic interest.

1
5.9 MODEL

5.9.1 General. Terrain model board systems have been used for visual
fl i ght simulation for many years. As a resul t, a great deal of study and
development effort have gone into optimizing the performance of these systems.
Better cameras, better probes, and , more recently, better models have
continually improved the visual scene presentation of these devices.

Recent years have produced substantial advances in model board
production techniques. Individual models are tailored for the specific
aircraft types and mission requirements with the following factors taken into
account:

Playing area

Scale size
* 

. Terrai n detai l requirements

Color quality

Construction material s

A model board system for the AH-64 FWS must meet exact inq re-
qui rements . A large playing area is necessary for Nap-of-the Earth (NOE)
flight and tactical training. Good detail is essential for target Identi fi-
cation and NOE maneuvers . Since the helicopter will fly close to the ground,
special safety features must be incorporated to protect the probe from crash-
ing into the model . Final ly, good colors mus t be chosen to provide realisti c
scene contrast, and dimensionally stable model materials must be employed to
ensure consistent probe clearances.

j .
5.9.2 Model Scaling . The four constraints on model scaling are:

Playi ng area

Requi red detail

• .. . Probe clearnace and focusing

Safety system
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5.9.2.1 Playing Area. From discussions wi th Army personnel at Fort
Rucker and Fort Knox, it was learned that the minimum forward playing area
required is about 7 by 15 km, but a larger playing area would be preferred.
From Table 5-2 it can be seen that the maximum scale that meets these require-
ments in a large model board is 1000:1. Smaller scales would give a larger
playing area. Model boards larger than 24 by 76 feet could be bu ilt and
used with larger scales , but such models impose excessi ve requi rements on
servo drive systems and building dimensions and are not reconinended.

TABLE 5-2. PLAYING AREA VS. SCALE FOR TYPICAL MODELS

Model Size 250:1 500:1 750:1 1000:1 1250:1

21x60 Ft. 1.6x4.6 km. 3.2x9.2 km. 4.8x13.7 km. 6.4x18.3 km. 8.0x22.9 km.

24x76 Ft. 1.8x5.8 km. 3.7x11.6 km. 5.5x17.4 km. 7.3x23.2 km. 9.1x29 km.

5.9.2.2 Model Detail. The level oi~ detail in the model strongly
affects the perceived image quality . For most purposes , a moderate level of
detail is required , one sufficient to show branch~s on trees , doors and
windows , on vehicles , tire tracks on roads, etc. tti e smallest model scale
that can still provide adequate detail is about 1000:1, where 1 ft. in the
model is 0.012 in. in the real world. Larger scales would give better detail.

5.9.2.3 Probe Clearance and Focussing . The optical probe is the image
pickup devi ce and as such its physical size determines the closest approach
to the model . For a typical Farrand probe, the minimum height of the center
of the entrance pupi l is about 0.150 in. above the model surface. Table 5-3
shows the real-world height to which this corresponds at various scale
factors. On ground, the pilot ’s eye height in the AH-64 is about nine feet
from the ground . Thus the minimum scale in which a landing could be per-
formed is about 750:1. Larger scales would provide greater ground clearance
and would be safer. Smaller scales would not permit landings to be performed.

As discussed in paragraph 5.8 (probes) the depth of field in
the scene depends on the type of probe selected and the height above the
model of the entrance pupil. For tilt-corrected probe, the closer the probe
gets to the model surface, the greater the tilt required and the more
restricted the verti cal depth of focus. For a non-tilt probe, the depth of
focus is fixed by the aperture and focus point. However, the closer the
probe i s to the model surface, the greater the area of out-of—focus detail
in the foreground FOV . So it is preferable to keep the on-ground height of
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the entrance pupi l as far from the model surface as possible. Therefore, a
scale of 750:1 would be the worst scale at which landings could be performed.
Scales of 500:1 of larger would improve on-ground focus . Optimun scale
selection would depend upon the focus distance and aperture of the probe and
the downward FOV to be displayed . From our experience wi th the CH-47C visual
system using a 8on-tilt probe and programed scales of 250:1, 500:1, and
750:1 with a 20 downward FOV , 500:1 Is the minimum reconmiended scale.

5.9.2.4 Safety System. A safety system must be employed wi th contoured
model boards to prevent the optical probe from hitting the model surface
during training maneuvers . This is particularly important in NOE helicopter
appl i cations , where the pilot is attempting to fly at high speed and as close
as possible to the ground . Two methods are available for protecting the
probe: hardware and software.

Hardware protection is provided by placing appropriate trans-
ducers or sensing elements around the probe to detect unsafe conditions . In
designing the CH-47C visual system for the Imperial Iranian Army, CAE conduct-
ed a study of hardware sensing devices. Contact and noncontact sensors
studied included :

Inducti ve devices

• Capacitive devices

• Pneumatic devices

Infrared light sensors

• Spinning wires

• Micro swi tches

• Strain transducers

• Frangible w1r~s

• Linear transducers

None was able to provide an accurate , repeatable indication of distance to
the model of less than 0.020 inch in any 0~ the three axes without interfer-
ing with the FOV , pitch , or heading assentlies of the probe. Therefore, a
software safety System was developed for protection of the probe when the
system is under computer control , coupled with a hardware logic safety
system for protecti on in the off-line , or manual operating mode . The
system has proved to be entirely satisfactory , and no damage has been done to
date with the software safety program operating.
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The software safety system is based upon having a digiti zed
representation of the mode l surface stored on the host computer disc. This
data base must be suffi ciently accurate so that the moael surface calcul ated
from It at any point on the model must deviate from the true value by no
more than the minimum probe clearance at that point. The data base Is in the
form of a grid, where the intersection of any two lines defines a measured
point and intermediate values are interpolated. There are three possible
sources of error in this sys tem.

The first is the accuracy of the measured surface contour.
Using a 16-bit encode r, measuremen t accuracy is better than 0.001 inch over
a 2-foot travel .

The second is due to surface variations between measured refer-
ence points . For contoured slopes of maximum angle D and grid spacing x0
the worst case stati c error is given as shown in Equation (5-1).

E = t~~i~ tan D
S 2 (5—1)

For gently rolling but smooth surface contours of maximum slope D, E be-
comes a function of the grid spacing .

The third source of error is due to the sampl i ng effect of the
computer i teration rate . Since the surface calcu lation is done only during
the program iteration and the probe moves between iterations , this movement
generates a dynami c error . For a given iteration period t, a given probe
velocity V 0 and a maximum contour slope D, the dynamic error is that shown
in Equation (5-2).

E0 
= (Vt)tan D (5-2)

For a max i mum slope 0, this error becomes a function of the i teration rate of
the computer and the probe velocity , wh i ch is a function of the model scale.
For maximum slopes of 300, and assuming a typical speed of 60 knots at 25 feet
altitude , the recommended maximum grid spacings are given in Table 5-3.
Since a 24-by 76-foot mode l requires about four million points to be measured
at a 0.25-inch grid spacing , it is preferable to use larger scales to in-
crease gri d spacing and minimi ze the nunber of data points . During flight,
once the safety syste m has detecte d an unsafe condition , it mus t be capable
of bringing the system to a halt before any damage is done. This requires a
certain minimum deceleration to stop the system wi thin the safety limit. For
the worst case of fl ight at 60 knots towards a 300 slope , the requi red X axi s
stopping acceleration (minimum) Is given In Tabl e 5-3. As can be seen, the
required deceleration increases rapidly wi th increasing scale.

I
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The safety system clearly demands compromi ses . At scales
greater than 500:1, the stopping accelerations become large . At scales
smaller than 1000:1, maximum grid spacings become too small to measure easily.
Thus a scale of 750:1 is the best compromise for the design of the safety
system.

5.9.2.5 Sumary of Model Scale. From the preced i ng discussion it is H
evident that no one scale will satisfy all the requirements . The best that H

can be done is to rule out totally unacceptable scales. Table 5-4 is a
suninary of the results of the previous discussions. It can be seen that the
only scales that are at all acceptable are 500:1 and 750:1 (and, of course ,
scal es in between). A scale of 1000:1 will not permi t landings in the
simulator (an unacceptable restriction) and will suffer from restricted focus-
ing even at NOE alti tudes. Scales of the order of 250:1 offer completely
unacceptable playing areas and require large decelerations for the safety
system. However , neither of the acceptable scales offers sufficient playing
area, although 750:1 is almost adequate . The 500:1 scale offers better detail
and probe clearance but requires larger safety stopping distances . Thus the
fi nal choice of scale must depend upon the weighti ng placed on individual
factors.

TABLE 5-4. SUMMARY OF MODEL SCALE RESULTS

Probe Clearance
Scale Playing Area _ 1 and Focus Saf~~~ System

250:1 N.A G G P

500:1 P G G A

750:1 p A A G

1000:1 A A N.A A

G GOOD
A ADEQUATE
P POOR

N.A NOT ACCEPTABLE

5.9.2.6 Model Surround. One of the most apparent problems of the
terrain model board is the ability of the pilot to see beyond the edges of
the model . These edges are normally hidden in one of three ways.
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J First , a plain blue or white background can be placed around
the model . This simulate s sky or cloud in a fairly realistic way over most
of the model , but the effect rapidly deteriorates as one flies close to the
model boundary and l oses the hori zon reference. Furthermore, only at certain
positions and headings is the horizon reference correct. Elsewhere it is
below the true hori zon, giving a false cue to the pilot.

Another possibility i�~’to make the model in the form of a
valley , where hills or mountains around the perimeter obscure the pilot ’s
view of the horizon . This works well , providing the modelled terrain suits

• such an arrangement. However, it does tend to generate a feeling of con-
finement in a small play i ng area.

The normal method used is to surround the model board wi th
plane mirrors which, by reflecti ng the model itself , give the effect of a
larger landscape fading off into the distance . Several types of mirrors can
be used. Ordinary glass rear surface mirrors are cheap and of high quality ,
but in butting panels to cover a 76-foot side , large gaps appear in the
reflected images because of internal reflection at the mirror edges. Front
surface mirrors are more expensive , but since the coating is on the front of
the glass, no internal re election occurs at the edges . All that can be seen
is a hairl ine joint between mi rror panels. These mirrors require more care
in handling and cleaning than rear surface ones.

The third type of edge mirror is made of aluminized mylar film
stretched over a frame . If the frame is well designed , the mylar  can be
adjusted to give a smooth, flat , good quality reflective surface. However,
with age , and particularly under high ambient lighting containing appreciable
ultraviolet radiation such as that used for the CCIV system, the mylar will
degrade. It can sag and becomes bri ttl e wi th age. Being a front surface
reflector, it is more difficult to clean. However , when this aging occurs , it

• is possible to simply replace the aluminized mylar film. The film itself is
not very expensive and the change can be made quite rapidly. For a large
surface area, mirrors of aluminized mylar are probably the most cost-effective
produc t to use.

There are two disadvantages with the mi rror system. First , in
some situati ons it is possible for the pilot to see reflections of the probe
in the mirrors . This can be minimi zed by using reduced vertical travel and
by careful design of the model contours near the mirrors . Electronic keying
can sometimes be used to key out the image of the probe above the horizon .

I
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The second disadvantage is that when pilots can see a continu-
ing landscape , they try to fly over it and thus into the mirrors. The
system is commonly programed to stop the probe and insert cloud when the
aircraft approaches the model edge, but pilots fi nd this sudden transition a
disturbing shock (Ref. 5-10). A way must be found to prevent the pilot from
wanti ng to fly off the edge .

For the AH-64 simulator a ready solution is evi dent. Since the
primary mission of the helicopter is to engage enemy tanks and threat
vehicles from a distance of at least 3 km, these threat vehicles can be
inserted into the reflected terrain beyond the model edge , using special
effects (muzzle flashes) and CGI techniques (lADS). The pilot may then en-
gage the targets from inside the model board . If we assume that the mirrors
extend the model dimensions by 3 to 4 km on each side , the playing area of
a terrain model becomes sufficient even at larger scales . At a scale of
70:1, this has the effect of at least tripling the playing area. Since the
pilot will be entering within enemy firing range should he go beyond the
mirrors , he will be hesitant to do so. Furthermore , the landscape can be
made to afford camouflage near the model edge with an open exposed area beyond
to further discourage the pilot. Planned missions will also alleviate the
problems .

When mirrors are used , it is general practice to insert sky
and cloud conditions electronically. These can be inserted down to the
horizon line . However, when trees or hills project above the horizon , they
will be cut off . Electronic keying can be used to insert these features, but
it is extremely difficult to design a system that will work well with objects
of various shapes , colors , and brightnesses . A preferred alternative is to
place a blue or white ‘surround ’ extending a foot or so above the mirrors .
Model features will appear realistically silhouetted against this background.
Beyond the surround sky can be electronically inserted with no problem.
The computer can be used to calculate the position of the top of the surround
and to insert sky starting at that point. The only disadvantage with this
system is that the sky can only be one color for daylight simulation . Fog
and other effects remain unaffected .

5.9.3 Model Construction. To obtain the greatest playing area , the
l argest practical model board should be bui l t. As previously di scussed , a
24-by 76-foot model is probably the best size . Large models are best made
from a set of smaller panels. A fairly standard size for these panels is 4
by 8 feet, so that a 24-by 76 foot model would be composed of 57 panels.

Ref.5—1O. Hutton , D., Englehart, J., Wi l son , J., Rama gl ea , F., and
Schneider , A., Air-to-Ground Visual Simulation Demonstrati on, Project 2235,
ASO SIM/SPO, Wright-Patterson AFB , Ohio , October 1976.
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A panel of this size is easy to handle both in the modelling phase
and the assembly phase. Such panel s can be cast in fiberglass , providing a
strong, rigid panel of mc~~rate expansion coefficient that will not rust ,
warp, or rot. Contours can be applied to the surface by molding the fiber-
glass directly or by applying a layer of low density polyurethane foam.
Though molding the fiberglass directly is cheaper and better for produc i ng
matched models , the addition of several inches of a low density contouring
foam has some advantages . Besides bei ng easier to work with and to attach
objects to, a soft low density foam can provide a certain safety margin by
absorbing a probe impact and cushioning the probe tip in the event of a
system failure . A rigid fiberglass panel would destroy the probe tip under
similar conditions . Polyurethane foam is easy to repair and can be recon-
toured if so desired . Furthermore , experience with such models has demon-
strated that foam panels on a fiberglass base tend to absorb small deforma-
tions due to handling and mounting of the panels , thus preventing cracking
of the surface paint. However , care must be taken to cure the foam and the
foam fiberglass bond thoroughly before paint is applied .

Another technique , which has been developed by John Piper Ltd.,
is to use a contouring material made of pulverized fuel ash and resin.
This material Is hard when set, but can be easily molded and worked while
fresh. It Is highly stable dimensionally, very light , and more fi re
resistant than polyurethane foam. It is , however , very brittle. This tech-
nique is best suited to models requiring high dimensional stability under
vary i ng temperature/humidity conditions .

Other potential materials are wood , aluminum , and other plastic
foams. Wood is not fireproof and can shrink , warp , and crack with varying
temperature and humidity. Aluminum , while light and strong, has a high
expansion coefficient and is somewhat costly. Other plastic foams and
materials have been tested by CAE and found to be wanting in one or more of
the following areas.

Poor dimensional stability

Strong humidity effects

Poor workability

Poor paint adhesion

. Limited lifetime

Insufficient strength and rigidity

The paint used on a visual system terrain model must exhibit
several important properties. First , it must be very fine grained and
nonspecular at high angles of incidence . Second , it must be stable against
cracking , peeling , or color changes during long periods .if use under high

I
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ambient illumination . Third , it must exhibit high reflectivity and good-
color balance to provide an optimum input for the TV camera used in the
system. During the past six years , CAE has under~ak~n several studies of
model paints and lighting (Project E184 and TPD 6179) and would reconElend the
use of selected Floguil ‘Poly S’ model paints on a high reflectance white
primer undercoat. These paints meet all of the above requirements and have
been used very successfully on our CH-47C visual system. The model maker for
that project, John Piper Ltd., has since adopted these paints as his standard.

Because of the nature of the maneuvers to be performed by the AH-64 ,
it will be necessary to ensure that all surface features added to the model ,
such as trees , buildings , vehicles , etc., are frangible to the extent that
they defo rm ha rmlessly or fall off when impacted by the probe .

5.9.4 Model Lighting. In the following discussion , refer to Fi gure 5- 14
through 5—20. The lighti ng bank is an integral part of the design of the
model/CCTV system . Since the model surface is illuminated by the lighting
bank , the light detected by the TV camera depends upon both the reflectance
of the paint and the emission spectra from the l amps . A fact that is often
overlooked is that the TV camera is a much more demanding observer ‘~- -~n the
human eye. A light that looks white to our eye may look yellow , oink , or
green to the color TV system. Furthermore , a red reflecting paint of a
certain hue looks red by selectively reflecting light of that hue. if the
illuminating source is composed of discrete emission lines , as in the case of
mercury or metal halide l amps , that particular hue may not appear at all.
Thus the lighting bank must be chosen to have a broad and rich color spectrum ,
containing red, blue , and green light in roughly equa l quantities .
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Figure 5—14. Emission Spectrum of Clear Mercury Lamps
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The spectral response of the camera must also be considered. The
standard S-20 photocathode has good blue and green response, but a poor red
response. Hence an overabundance of red in the lighting bank is advantageous .
Fi nally, cost and operating efficiency must be considered. A large model
requires a great deal of light to Illumi nate it properly. The more efficient
the light source In l umens of output per watt of input power, the lower the
power consumption of the bank as a whole. In this age of energy conservation ,
maximum efficiency of the light source is a necessity .

Before CAE built the CH-47C visua l system, we undertook a study
of possible light sources. The types of lamps studied are listed in Table
5-5. As a result of this study, we chose metal halide lamps for use in our
lighting bank. These lamps are quite efficient (100 l umens/watt), exhibit a
good color balance (Figures 5-16 5-17) have good lifetime (estimated
two years at 5000 hours per years, and are reasonably pri ced. Mercury arc

TABLE 5-5. CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT SOURCES

Efficacy ’ L i f e 2 Flicker
Light Source (lumens/watt) (hours) (%)  Spectral Distribution

Incandescent 20 1000 2 black body radiation - ,

Fluorescent
Daylight, 215 watts 60 9000 35 white Figure 5—19

9O blue

Discharge (HID)

- Clear mercury 57 24,000 80 Figure 5-14
- Deluxe mercury 62 24 ,000 80 Figure 5-15
- Metal Halide 100 10,000 80 Figures 5- 16, 5-17
- High pressure

sodium 130 10000 - Figure 5-18

1. Effi cacy: initial efficacy

2. Li fe: for 10-hour cycles

3. Flicker : variation from mean output

lamps and high-pressure sodium lamps have poor color balance for about the
same economy as the metal halide lamps. Fluorescent tubes offer a cheaper
al ternative , but large numbers o’ these lamps are required to produce
sufficient light output. Furthermore , fl uorescent lamps produce a very
diffuse light that cannot easily be controlled . For CCIV visual systems we
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have found it essential to be able to control the lighting to produce shadow
effects and to sidelight objects such as trees, buildings , and vehicles .
Wi thout this sidelighting, colors and detail become washed out and disappear
on maneuvers close to the ground (Ref.5-ll). Thus we reconriend adj us table
arrays of moderate beamspread fixtures, each employing one 1000-watt l amp. As
a further refinement , we studied various brands of metal halide l amps (Thorn,
GE, Syl vania , Philips , Westinghouse). We found the best color spectra to be
produced by the Thorn Atlas or the Sylvania Metalarc l amps .

A problem in all terrain model board systems is the shadow cast by
the probe when close to the model surface. Thi s shadow i s readily apparent
through the TV chain and must be eliminated by placing supplementary light-
ing around the probe . This lighting must be compact , high brightness , diffuse ,
and must closely approximate the main lighting bank in color content. It
must also be ‘cool 1 , that is , the probe lighting must not heat the probe tip
or model surface excessi vely.

We have found that the best way to achieve good probe lighting is
to use standard quartzline projection lamps in conjunction with ground glass
diffusers and heat reflecting mirrors . This is shown in Figure 5-20. The
heat reflecting mi rror both reflects the heat and modifies the spectral out-
put of the lamp to produce a close match to the color of the lighting bank.
Light output is high , and eight overlap ping l amps provide a un i form distrib-
ution around the probe tip.

5.9.5 Recomendations. From a consideration of the preceding sections,
it is apparent that no one model will meet all of the training requirements
for the AAH . Selection of any specific scale factor must depend on the as-
signment of priorities . From our experience , good model detail and on-ground
focussing performance are essential to the success of a CCTV/model board
system. Playing area , while important , must take second place to pi cture
quality . Thus we would recomend a model scale of 500:1. This scale pro-
vides the following:

Good model detail

. Sufficient probe clearance for good on-ground focus

• Has acceptable stopping acceleration requirements

• Requires 1/4 as many data points to be measured as a
750:1 scale (refer to Table 5—2).

Ref. 5-ll .Pu tman , R., Wi ggin, J., Clark , C., and Wi lliams , H., Discharge
Lamps and Color TV, 4th Annual Theatre , TV , and Film Lighting Symposium ,
New York, 1968.
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Identifiable target vehicl es can be easily modelled in this scale, and good
trees and texture produced.

The basic playing area for a 24-x 76-foot model at 500:1 is 3.7 x
11.6 km, whi ch does not by itself meet the criteria for an adequate playing
area. However, if we install mirrors around the model and insert our targets
into the mirror image , we can extend the effective tactical playing area by
about 4 km on each side of the model , quintuplin g the total area (Table 5-6)
A typical layout is. shown in Figure 5-21. The actual model or flight
area contains the staging field , NOE terrain , and hidden targets. Using an
indirect route, the pilot can fly a 10-to 20-km MOE course to the forward
attack position . From there, looking into the terrain extension in the
mirror , he can see threat weapons discharges generated by the special effects
electronics . The copilot /gunner looking in thi s lADS wi ll see CGI-generated
threat vehicles as though the model continued beyond the mirrors . Engage-
ments can be fought from this position with full simulation capability ,
including mov ing vehicles .

TABLE 5-6. PLAYING AREA VS. SCALE FOR 24 X 76 FT. MODEL
(WITHOUT MIRRORS AND WITH MIRRORS ADDING 4 KM/PER SIDE)

Scale Playing Area (No Mirrors) Playing Area (+4 km/side )

500:1 3.7 x 11.6 km. 11.7 x 19.6 km.

750:1 5.5 x 17.4 km. 13.5 x 25.4 km.

Since the AH-64 wil l perform its most important maneuvers at al ti-
tudes of less than 200 feet, we propose limitin g the vertical travel to six
inches , the equiva lent of 250 feet. In this way we require only six inches
of mirror around the model , which reduces the problem of the pilots seeing a
reflected probe image . A wh ite surround extending for 2 feet above the
mi rror will allow objects to silhouette against a sky, and electronic keying
would extend above this backdrop. For this system we woul d recommend the use
of front surface glass mi rrors , since the quality of the mi rror image is an
important element in the system .

With an AOL approach, it is not possible to get both pilot and
copilot/gunner pictures from the same probe. Thus two model board systems
will be required , each with its own probe and camera . Since the AH-64 simula-
tor(s) may be used for combined mission training , both models mus t be the
same . Since the AH-64 flies close to the ground terrain features must be
accurately positioned in both models. Over a large area it is feasible to
have identical features corresponding within 1 mm of each other. This
corresponds to a 0.5 m displacement between objects seen by both pilots,
which is quite tolerable.
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The usual way to produce identical models is to cast multiple
fiberglass copies from the same mold. Tolerances are quite high , and sur-
face detail can be added manually after casting. This is probably the best
way to produce matching models. Methods involving contouring by hand , such
as with polyurethane foam or pulverized fuel ash resin mixtures , are not
recommended. The dimensional stability of fiberglass should be quite adequate
since no extreme temperatures are expected in the model vicinity . Normal
operating temperatures at the model surface should not exceed 380C.

Surface features can be appl i ed to the model by inserting them on
pegs into holes drilled in the fiberglass. As mentioned previously, these
features should be frangible so that upon impact by the probe the surface
detail and not the probe will be destroyed. Floquil Poly ~5 paints should
be used for coloring the model . The lighting bank should be composed of 1000
watt Sylvania Metalarc l amps . Before painting the model , final colors should
be chosen by viewing sampl e panels with the CCTV camera under the correct
model lighting.

Since the requirement for training in the FWS calls for exercises
to be performed in a variety of terrain types, forest, mounta i nous , desert,
arctic , etc., it is recommended that a separate model board system be built
for each . No single model board can realistically and usefully cover this
variety of terrain. A specialized model for each terrain will provide opti-
mum training for that specific situation.

5.9.6 Model Measuring . To produce the data base required by the computer
to monitor the probe position relative to the model surface, it is necessary
to ei ther  make the model to an accurate predetermi ned plan or to measure the
model after it has been made .

Making the model to a predetermined plan has been done, but it
involves severa l problems . First, contour tolerances of better than ±1 mm
are required over a set of panels each 4 x 8 feet. Such a tolerance is diffi-
cult to maintain , particularly if buildings and vehicles are included.
Furthermore, it makes changes to the original design difficult and requires
tedious manual digitization of the model from drawings .

The second option , that of measuring the model after it has been
made , is much more flexible and is in fact the method CAE has employed. This
method gives greater latitude to the :i~del maker , and allows modifications to
be made to model contours and detailing wi th relative ease. There are
several methods available for making the measurements . The simplest method is
to assemble the model/trestl e/gantry structure and replace the optica l probe
by a position measuring device , which is simply a plunger activating a
microswitch . This can then be driven under computer contro l over the whole
model , stopping at predetermined grid points to measure the surface position
relative to model zero , defined as the runway touchdown point. The measured
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positions are automatically stored In the data file, and a printout is pro-
duced for further reference . Such a system is completely automatic and re-
sul ts  In a uniformly accurate data base. The only disadvantage In this
method is the time required to take the measurement. It is not possible to
measure reli ably at a rate faster than about one point every 15 seconds.
Such a system can be employed for a small model or a large gri d spacing.
However , measuring a large model with high detail is impractical because of
the time involved .

Several alternate methods of measuring the model have been studied
such as laser ranging or using arrays of linear transducers . At present there
is no suitable laser or interferometric device available. An array of
linear sensors , employed instead of a single plunger in the first system,
would drasticall y reduce the measuring time but at a slight loss of accuracy .
This is because of the difficult y of match i ng two or more linea r position
transducer responses . This sytem would , however, be the cheapest and simplest
alternative. Another mothod is to use a modification of aerial mapping
techniques and take stereo photographs of the model , panel by panel . These
photographs can be automatically processed to yiel d a surface contour data
base of reasonable accuracy , but at a very high cost. This method produces
accurate topographic maps of the model as a byproduct.

A complication arises when it is necessary to include objects in
the data base such as buildings and vehicles , yet exclude trees for one part
of the training task and include all obstructions for other tasks, such as
target detection and ranging. To do this properly requires making two sets
of measurements , one without frangible detail and one with . Al ternatively,
one set of measurements could be made and all additional objects added to the
data base manually. This would be very tedious if large nun~ers of additionsare necessary.

No matter which method is used to measure the model , provision
must be made for manual corrections and adjustments to the data base. These
are sometimes necessary to correct measuring errors or to enhance contours
around particularly dangerous model features. At the same time , sufficient
protection of the data base must exist to prevent accidenta l changes or
changes made by unauthorized personnel .

5.9.7 Gantry/Servos. In a CCTV/mode l board system, the design of the
trestl e and gantry is of great concern . Since the CCIV camera and optical
probe are carried on the gantry , it mus t exhibit smooth s tep-free response ,
good dynami c range, and freedom from vibration or oscillations under normal
‘flying ’ conditions. At the same time , the gantry must not cast a shadow
across the model because of its position between the model and lighting
bank. The trestle supporting the model should be as simple as possible , yet
strong enough to prevent any sag or shifting of the model panels. Free
access to both sides of the mode l panels is required for mounting and align-
ing and for installation of runway lights if required. Servo sys tems used

I
I
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to move the gantry must be capable of a wide dynamic range and precise pos-
itioning wi thout jitter or ‘hunting ’. CAE has built several gantry/trestle
systems and has studied many possible designs . We have also had discussions
wi th other simulator manufacturers regarding their experience in gantry!
servo design and have visited many simulator sites to observe the various
solu tions of other manufacturers to the common problems .

5.9.7.1 Trestle. Several trestle designs have been tried: vertical ,
incl ined, and hori zontal . Of these, the vertical mounted structure offers
the simplest access to both sides of the model . At the same time , a verti-
cally mounted lighting bank offers an advantage in that it is somewhat self-
cooling by convection. Touchup work on the model is also easier to perform
on a vertica l structure than on a horizontal one, and dust collection is
less of a problem. Hence a vertical design, preferably a light rigid frame,
is the most suitable structure. Individual model panels of reasonable size
(4 by 8 feet) can be bolted to this frame with little difficul ty to provide
a large playing area . Furthermore, by divorcing the gantry support from the
trestle in a vertical design , it becomes possible to vary ‘Z’ travel limi ts
and accommodate various types of terrain from flat desert to rugged mountains .
The trestle should include a ladder and platform to allow access to the
back and top of the structure.

5.9.7.2 Gantry. Two basic gantry designs have been tried to date: a
thin rigid column mounted on a wide base and a wide open-framework tower.
The single column offers a low cross section to prevent shadowing of the
model , but it must be stabilized at the top to prevent whiplash as it moves.
The best method is to drive it at top and bottom simultaneously, but absolute
motor synchronization and a positive drive system are necessary . Since it
is a single rigid bar, oscillations sometimes become a problem. The open
lattice girder type gantry limi ts shadowing by its very openness. If this
is not sufficient, it is possible to mount supplementary lighting within the
framework. This type of gantry can be made very rigid and can be driven
from the base without significant whiplash. However , a stabiliser bar may
be necessary to prevent small oscillati ons. The open gantry structure allows
free access to all dri ve systems and video components. The gantry should be
mounted on linear bearings on parallel ground bars to provide optimum stabil-
ity and smooth response. Our preference is for the open lattice girder type
structure because of its superior stability and ease of maintenance access.

The ‘Y’ carriage , together with the counterweight, should be
mounted one on each side of the structure on parallel ground bars, utilizing
l inear bearings . The ‘Z’ table assembly can be mounted on a si ngle ground
bar wi th a stabilizing wheel or on two parallel ground bars as for the other
axes.
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J 5.9.7.3 Dri ve Systems. The drive of the gantry can be designed in

severa l ways. These are :

I • Friction drive wheel

. Rack and pinion drive

I . Cable drive

Ball and screw drive

I . Chain drive

A rack and pinion drive is the most suitable for the ‘X’ axis.
I It provides di rect positive traction for fast acceleration and quick stops in

emergency situations and is easy to use over a large distance . The position-
ing accuracy is high.

A rack and pinion or chain drive can be used for the ‘Y’ drive .
Over limited distances , both of these methods offer precise , smooth position-

J ing and both can be used easily in a vertical situation . Since the ‘V’
I carriage must be counterbalanced , which can easi1y be done via the drive chain ,

this system may prove simpler.

I The ‘Z’ drive requires smooth performance at low speeds and over
short distances . The positioning accuracy must be extremely high , wi th no
backlash. For this a ball and screw drive is best.

I The gantry motor drives can be either conventiona l analog
servos or digital stepping motors. CAE has employed both systems, and for the

I wide dynami c range of helicopter flight (0.02 knot to 200 knots) we have
found the digita l motors to be superior . Furthermore, the digital motors are
simpler to drive from a computer and exhibit high torque in a small package

I 
size . The main disadvantage of stepping motors results from their sensitivity
to the i nertia of the load they are driving, often producing resonance
effects between the load and the motor at select speeds . Our experience has
shown that careful design of the motor/drive system, taking into account the

J inertial load on the motor, can eliminate this problem . We have found the
use of oversize motors to be advantageous.

I The electrical cab1ing t~ the gantry is carried in a separate
cable track running parallel to the ‘X’ axis. .~‘r experience has shown that
it is best to dri ve this independently of the g~ .t.ey, but in synchronism with
the ‘X ’ servomotor. This prevents any of the i nherent jerkiness of the cabl e

I track movement from affecting the gantry tower.

I
I
I
i 
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5.10 CGI SYSTEMS

5.10.1 General. During the initial analysis of the AH— 64 training re-
quirements , CCI (Computer Generated Image) seemed totally inadequate and a
model board approach was considered to be the only solution. However, as
the details of the TAOS unfolded , it became quite apparent that a model board
approach by itself was unable to cope with the total simulation . It was
realized that CGI had to be used for the TADS , and it was decided to put a
significant effort into CGI systems to see if it was at all possible to use
CCI for the main visual scene as wel l .

It was known that GE was developing textured CGI scenes, which
seemed to be the only way that NOE flight over reasonably large areas could
be accomplished. However , before a visit to GE could be arranged , we were
invited to a demonstration of CCI having texture by Marconi in England.
Although Marconi had only a breadboard system workin g, the pictures we
were shown on a CRT included textured fields , trees , clouds , buildings , etc. ,
and gave a far greater sense of depth and solidity than other CCI systems
not having texture . The texture can appa rently be defined mathematically,
so that finer levels of texture appea r as the surface moves closer to the
observer. The texture is processed in the same way as the surfaces and is
firmly ‘attached ’ to its surface under all dynamic conditions . Texture
can also be used to apply regular patterns to surfaces such as bricks on a
railway bridge or the sleepers under the tracks. Marconi was rel uctant to
disclose details of its process, but its results are of hi gh quality .

In a subsequent visit to GE in Daytona , we were shown textured
surfaces on simple geometric shapes which , although impressive were not as
realistic as on the Marconi system . GE generate a series of lines having

• variable spacing and ori entation which it can apply to any surface in a
way similar to that used in the Marconi system. This approach , though it
improves the perception of depth in a scene , does not seem to be as flexible
as the pseudo random pattern approach of Marconi , which can be app l i ed
equally well to clouds , vegetation , and manmade obj ects .

• 5.10.2 Data Base Complexi ty. The use of texture considerably reduces
the need for large numbers of faces in a scene. Most of the Marconi
photographs have less than 500 faces , ~nd it would appear that 1000 textured
faces are quite adequate for a 40 x 50 field of view. This is an important
consideration when one realizes how many faces or edges are required to
create an area of only one square kilometer. One hundred thousand faces
spread over one square kilometer represents an average density of one face
in 10 square meters . If we consider a helicopter hovering at an eye height
of 15 feet, we find that the area enclosed by the lower part of the scene,
i.e., between 15 degrees and 30 degrees below the horizon is about 50 square
meters for a 40-degree horizontal sector.
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Five faces would, therefo re, make up the average scene content in
this part of the picture . With texture this is probably adequate, but with-
out texture a pilot could have considerable di fficulty judging his height.

The figure of luu,000 faces was suggested by GE and it would
appear to be adequate. Several million faces would be necessary to describe
a large area, and the problem of generating such a data base is considerable.
GE has a novel approach in that it models the large area at a relati vely
low density and unrolls a comparatively small , highly detailed area in front
of the helicopter as if it were a carpet. The carpet detail would repeat at
regular intervals but be superimposed on the contours of the simple data
base. The NOE fl ight would have to be restricted in altitude so that the
edge of the carpet was not apparent , and this mi ght impose unwanted restric~
tions on the maximum contours of the data base. Marconi takes the view that
mass storage devices are inexpensive and that it is better to have the whole
model at high detail , wi th  which we tend to agree; however , it would still
be possible to use repeating parts of the model to alleviate the data base
generation problem. Marconi also uses nested data bases , which allows the
entire model to be described by a low-level data base that is replaced by
successively more detailed data bases as the observer moves towards the area
in question. An example of this would be a grove of trees which at a
distance from the observer ’ s viewpoint would be defined by a data cluster of
a few colored faces . More detailed clusters in the data base library would
show the grove as an object with many more faces and finally as individual
trees.

The modelling of trees presents a problem and Marconi made a
remarkably realistic tree which we feel would give strong parallax cues as
one moved around or towards it. Many faces are necessary to describe it
so that only a few could appear in the scene at any one time . Other CCI
manufacturers with whom we have been in contact think more in terms of
single shapes , such as cones and dodecahedrons wi th straight trunks .

5.10.3 Edge Smoothing. Edge smoothing in both horizontal and vertica t
dimensions is important to obtain smooth movement of the scene. Marconi uses
eight l evel s of weighting to move an object across the raster or along the
raster. GE has an edge smoothing system, but it only seems to work in the
horizontal direction . Redifon has both edge smoothing and something they
call an ‘ant i—a l iastng algorithm ’. Biberma n and Schade have written about
the dangers of aliasing for many years (Ref. 5-12) and it is pleasant to see
that CCI manufacturers regard the problem in a similar light.

Ref. ~5—12. Perception of Display Information, ed. L.M. Biberman , Plenum 
—

Press, New York , 1973. —
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5.10.4 Other Considerations. Stereo techniques seemed to offer a way
of giving the pilot more depth cues and were studied in detail. However ,
they would appear to be of l imited usefulness. The results of the study are
given in paragraph 5.11.

GE and Marconi were the only companies visited during this study
and we believe they are the only ones offering textured surfaces . We are
fi rmly convinced tha t no system without texture can offer adequate cues for
NOE flight and we believe that both Singer and Evans and Sutherland Red i fon
are working in this area . From what we have seen of the GE and Marconi
systems it would appear that the Marconi system offers the best picture but
does not have a full working system and wil l not until late 1978. GE has
a proven production record although its texture generator is developmental.
Since CGI features in the model board approach as well , it will be necessary
to ascertain Marconi ’s ability to produce a fully working system in the avai~—
able time scale.

5.11 STEREO VISION TECHNIQUES

5.11.1 Advantag~s of Stereo. The prima ry applicat’~n for stereo was
its adaption to a CGI visual system to enhance depth cues encountered in NOE
flight. The main concern expressed about CGI systems in genera l is lack of
details: specifically, the complete lack of texture gradient in scenes with
a viewpoint close to the terrain. In such an area , stereo vision would
enabl e the pilot to view the scene in three dimensions and hence judge
clearance from objects and the ground .

Although this situation has subsequently been changed by the
advent of CCI systems which can apply texture to faces , some recent advances
in stereoscopic television systems present the opportunity of giving the

- 

-

~ pilot a true three-dimensional scene which could conceivably compensate for
the lack of detail and texture gradient. If such a solution were feasible ,
it might be more cost effective than trying to obtain the extra detail and
texture which seemed at the time to be a major problem for CCI systems .

5.11.2 Background to Stereo ~~~~ Earl y in the study program a
seminar was held at Concordia Univeristy in Montrea l on ‘3-0 Films
and TV ’ . Papers and demonstrations of 3-0 techniques were gi ven by
Professor Komar from the USSR , Professor Ma lik of Concordia University ,
Geral d Graham, James Butterfield , and several others , all acknowledged
experts in their respective fields. The demonstrations of the Russian 3-D
films were particularly outstanding and showed how powerful this media is
for creattng the illusion of space . It should also be noted that contrary
to popular belief , a well made 3-0 film does not create eye strain. The
television demonstrations were not very impressive , and although the
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potential of stereo to create the illusion of space was very 3bvious , the
applications to simulator visual systems seemed remote.

- :  A few weeks later, however, at the SID conference, a 3-0
television system was demonstrated by Dr. John Roese from the Naval Undersea
Center in San Diego. This system not onl y created the 3-0 effect but did
not seem to degrade the resolution of FOV of the display. It was also
remarkably simp le and seemed adaptable to simulators using CCI visual
systems . This system will be described In detail to show how it could be used
with a CCI visual .

- 
- 

5.11.3 Principle of Operation. All stereo systems use the technique of
separating the left-and right—eye images and using some dev ice to allow each

- - eye to see only its respective image . John Roese ’ s system uses the interlace
feature of a normal TV display to separate the images . The odd field con-
tatns the left—eye image and the even fiel d contains the right-eye image .
The observer wears a pair of spectacles consisting of a pair of PLZT ceramic
lenses that operate as an electronic shutter synchronized with the field
rate, so that each eye can see only its respective field. Each PLZT lens
consists of a sandwich of a front polarizer , a PLZT ceramic wi th an array of
electrodes , and a rear polarizer. Application of a 500-vol t pulse across
the eleStrodes causes the plane of polarization of the PLZT cerami c to ro-
tate 90 , preventing light from passing through the lens. The voltage
presents no danger to the wearer because it Is extremely low power.

One would expect a loss of resolution in such a system, since
each eye is only seeing half the total number of scan lines; however , the
brain manages to recombine the two images wi th little or no loss in
resolution . Flicker would also appear to be a problem , but again the eye-
to—brain combination reduces the flicker , although not the level of an
ordinary TV display .

As can be seen in Figure 5-22, the images can be made to
appear behind the screen , in which case the screen functions as a window ,
or in front of the screen. The eye of course is alwa ys focused on the
screen , but if the object does not appear closer than halfway between the
eyes and the screen, the convergence cue always predominates and no discom-
fort i s felt. The screen of the CRT can be pla ced quite close to the observer
when used in the window mode, wi th all objects behind the screen. This
el iminates the need for a collimated displ ay; however , head movement creates
severe problems.

Sideways movement of the head quickly tells the observer that
all objects are on the screen . When speaking at the symposium on 3—D film
and TV at Concordia Univeristy , Dr. Malik stated that the interaction of
the observer wi th the scene was the most powerful cue for depth perception .
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If the observer cannot interact correctly with the scene, all i llus ion of
space is lost. If the observer’s head positions can be monitored , the scene
can be calculated correctly for each eye at all times . This can be done
fai rly easily as discussed in paragraph 5.2.3. Using this technique , a very
strong Interaction with the scene will occur. The CR1 screen will truly be
acting as a window, allowing the correct perspective scene to be seen from
any angle on viewpoint. One could of course use a collimated display , In
which case the scene would probably be arranged in front of the screen.
Head movement would not cause as severe a problem as wi th a noncollimated
display; however, calculat ing the images with respect to the head positions
will preserve the Illusion of space by allowing a parallax to occur between
objects in the scene. It shoul d be noted that the transmission of the
spectacles is only 25%, so that when used with a mirror beamsplitter display ,
a brightness of only about two foot-lamberts will be achieved .

5.11.4 Stereo Applied to FWS. The PLZT spectacles work very well wi th
a CRT, however, as discussed in sub-section 5.3 on displays , the most likely
candidate for a display device is a light valve. The l umi nance of a
standard color TV CRT decays to 10% of its peak value in about five milli-
seconds. The PLZT spectacles switch during the vertical retrace, and be-
cause of the rapid decay of the phosphor little energy from any part of the
picture reaches the ‘wrong ’ eye. All light valves , however, rely on long
decay times to achieve high brightness levels. Typically, they decay to 15%
of their peak l uminance in one field scan . Therefore, the PLZT spectacles
are unable to obtain sufficient isolation of the two images and each eye
sees Its own correct image at full intensity , together with the other image ,
at a much reduced but still visible intensity . Experiments were performed
at the General Electric Company in Syracuse to determine the effectiveness
of the PLZT spectacles wi th a GE light valve . Stereo pictures were obtained ,
but only by increasing the temperature of the oil l ayer to reduce the decay
times to an acceptable level. This of course has the unfortunate effect of
reducing the displayed brightness to an unacceptable level .

An alternative way in which a ligh t valve may be used to obtain
stereo pictures by this technique is to polarize the light from each field In
orthoganal directions and use a pair of polaroid spectacles with each eye-
piece similarly polarized . This can be done by placing a rotating wheel
similar to that used in field-sequential color projectors in the ligh t path.
Instead of having a different color , each segment of the wheel would be
polarized in the appropriate direction . Although the technique is basically
qu i te simple , several problems would have to be solved to obtain good image
separation. Tilting of the observer ’s head would reduce image separation ,
unless a similar tilt were introduced into the polarizing wheel . The use of
polarized light would obviously preclude the use of pancake windows , necessi-
tating the use of a dome.

I
I
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The use of stereo TV in the FWS wi ndow display would therefore
be possible , but its cost effectiveness is in doubt .

5.11.5 Further Considerations of Binocular Vision. This part of the
study was undertaken solely to determine whether the stereo cue used in a
CCI visual could replace the high level of detail and texture gradients found
in the real world. Once it had been established in a parallel part of the
overall study that CCI might provide sufficient detail by the use of textured
faces , the stereo study became of secondary interest. However , the accumula-
tion of any knowledge concerning the visual process will assist in solving
the AH-64 training problem. The following observations are noted .

The evolution of binocular vision in animals is of some interest.
Dr. Conrad Lorenz discusses binocular vision as being a higher level of in-
telligence in animals (Ref. b-13). It has evolved mainly in animals that hunt
for their prey, such as the owl , which will sit quite still until it has
l ocated the exact position of its quarry and then pounces upon it with
amazing accuracy . It has also been developed in those animals that jump or
swing rapidly from tree to tree . They must be able to precisely locate a
branch before comitting themselves to any action . Spatial perception is
well developed in many animals that do not have binocular vision . These
animals use the change in parallax between objects which is continually
occurring when the anima l itself is moving. Goldfish , for examp l e , have a
highly developed sense of paral lactic vision for avoiding obstacles . The
significant distinction between these two methods of spatial perception is
that parallactic vision requires movement before an object is l ocated ,
whereas binocular vision allows object location before movement. A goldfish
may actually swim towards an obstacle before locating its position . In some
animals having both parallactic and binocular vision , their use is not
interchangeable , i.e., binocular vision cannot be used for collision avoid-
ance i,y these animals.

An important task of the pilot in an attack helicopter flying
NOE is collision avoidance , in which pilots probably use parallax as the
main spatial cue . The use of binocular vision for a pilot is probably only
significant when hovering close to the ground in situations offering only
weak parallax cues.

Dr. Kimball’ s work on night vision goggles would tend to support
the above statement (Ref.5—14). His studies of pilots using the AN/PVS-5
goggles show that they perform quite adequately in heavily treed terrain but
have difficulty over flat grassy fields . The latter effect seems to be due
to the noise and graininess of the image intensifiers masking the texture

Ref.5-13. Lorenz, Conrad , Behind the Mi rror, Methuen Press , London , 1977.
Ref.5— 14. Lees, M., Ki mbal l , k., Hoffman , M., and Stone , L., Aviation

Performance Duri ng Day and Night Terrain Flight , USARL 77-3 , U.S. Army ARL ,
Fort Rucker, 1976.
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j gradient cue.

An interesting experiment showing the value of parallax was
performed by John Barnes In 1970 at the Human Engineering Laboratories at
Aberdeen Proving Ground . By recording the eye movements of several pilots
in a UH—1 helicopter performing a VFR hover in ground effect over a runway ,
he found that the pilots spent most of their time looking at the inter-
section of the edge of the runway wi th a prominent crack in the runway

• and that they aligned this point wi th the FM antenna of the helicopter. The
• parallax between this point and the FM antenna provided all the cues they

needed to maintain a fixed hover. As stated in paragraph 5.2, this experiment
should be repeated for the AI{-64.

One last point to consider is the speed at which depth is
perceived using binocular vision. While observing the stereo TV of John
Roese, it was noticed that a few seconds were required to see the three-
dimensionality of the scene . But what was even more amazing was that if ,
unknown to the observer , the scene was changed back to a two-dimensional
scene, the observer continued to accept it as three-dimensional for several
seconds. John Roese stated that this was a comon effect, although no
theoretical reason had been found to explain the phenomenon.

In conclusion , it would appear that binocular vision is of
secondary use in the actual aircraft and therefore not required in the sim-
ulator. Pilots are probably aware both of this and of the importance of
parallax. Three useful facts emerge from this part of the study :

(a) The design of the model , whether a CCTV or CCI system is used,
should include considerabl e parallax cueing .

(b) Any appendage of the aircraft that is used as a sighting aid
should be included in the visual simulation.

(c) The viewpoint should be calculated for the actual position of
the head rather than for the nomi nal viewpoint.

5.12 OTHER SYSTEMS

5.12.1 Laser Scanner. The details of the Red i fon laser scanner visual
have been reported in a feasibility study (Ref. 5-15). The concept is an
Imaginative adaptation of the flying spot scanner principal and can be
compared to a solid model board CCTV system with the light flowinç in the

Ref. 5-15. Spooner, A., and Lobb , o .., AA Fina l Report for the Scanned
Laser Visua l System Feasibility Study, American Airlines , 1976.
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reverse direction . Apart from the feasibility of using such a complex piece
of equipment in a simulator environment , we can find at present only one
technical reason for criticizing the design .

The lighting of a terrain model board is very critical. Care
must be taken to ensure an equal distribution of light on horizontal and
vertical faces. In order to achieve this , the light on a particular area of
model originates from many lamps at different angles and different l ocations
on the lighting bank. A similar situation will exist in the laser scanner
concept. The light path from a particular area of the model to the various
sensors will vary considerably , and the resulting phase dispersions In the
video signal will reduce the MTF at the higher spatial frequencies.

5.12.2 Wide Ang~le Visual System. The Navel Training Equipment Center
(NTEC) is developing a novel visual using a 360 probe . The circular Image
from the probe is focused on twelve linear arrays of Charge Coupled Devices
(CCD) arranged in a radial pattern . The image is caused to rotate so that
the linear arrays scan the entire image in 1/60 second , corresponding to one
field of a TV frame. The video from each CCD is fed to a channel of a
laser projector for viewin g by the pilot. The integration time of the image
on the CCD is about 26 microseconds instead of the normal complete field time.
It would appear that the photon noise resulting from this low integration
time will be the predominant noise source .

The calculation of photon noise that fol l ows assumes the
following parameters :

500 vertical field of view
0.7 mm aperture for lens
3O’~- transmission for lens
4000 foot-candles of illumination
5Q% reflectivity of model surfa ce

26 usecs integration time

The estimation of photon noise requ i res the calculation of the
average number of photons incident on a picture element at the image sensor.
The number of photons per watt of radiation at 530 nanometer wavelength

2.5 x io18 per sec

The number of l umens per watt in the luminance channel , i.e., between 490
nanometers and 570 nanometers is approximately 600 l umens/watt. Therefore,
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The number of photons per lumen in the l uminance channel

= 2.6 x 1018/600 per sec

= 0.43 x io16 per sec

Sensor spacing of CCD 131 is 13 ~im ;1O24 elements subtends 50
0 (vertical field

of view). Therefore,

focal length = 
1042 X 13x ~~0

6 
~

= 14.3 mm

Therefore

F No _ 14.3 - 2040.7

Image Illuminatio n for 2000 foot-lamberts of object brightness

2000xO.3 24 x (20.4)

= 0.36 foot-candle

Picture element size

8u x l3ii

Picture element area

= 8 x 13 x io~
17 x 10.76 sq. ft.

= 1.12 x 10~ sq. ft.

Number of photons per picture element per second

= 0.43 x io16 x 0.36 x 1.12 x 1O~~
= 0.173 x ~~

Number of photons per picture element per field , assuming 26 usec i ntegration
time:: 0.173 x ~~ x 26 x io 6

45

1
I
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If we assume a 100% quantum efficiency in the sensor, the signal-to-noise
ratio will be determined by the statistical fluctuations in the number
of photons , whi ch is given by the square root of the average number of
photon . That Is , signal-to-noise ratio

= 6.7

This would have to be increased considerably before an acceptable picture
was obtained

5.13 PREFERRED APPROACH

5.13.1 CGI or Model Board. The original CAE proposal for this study
program stated quite clearly that we did not believe CCI was adequate for a
NOE envi ronment and that a solid model board approach was the only feasible
alternative . During the course of the study , our views have changed some-
what at times even tending to the opposite point of view . Our present views
are by no means unanimou s and can be categorized as follows :

(a) Both systems can offer adequate visual cues for both pilot and
copilot , with CCI being more cost effective in the long run.

(b) Both systems can offer adequate visual cues for pilot and
copilot , but the added realism of a solid model would allow
more effective training.

(c) The CCI approach is unproven in NOE flying and presents an un-
acceptable risk for a production contract.

The latter view may be changed by a study that GE is presently
conducting for ARI at Fort Rucker. GE has been given a film used for naviga-
tional trainin g, consisting of a NOE fl i ght, and is attempting to generate a
similar film using CCI techniques. If a navigator can trace the correct route
on a map while watchin g the CCI version , it will at least prove that naviga-
tion can be done on a CGI system. It is reasoned at ARI that since navigation
is the most difficult task in NOE fl i ght, the success of the study would also
prove that a pilot could fly NOE in a CCI visual . This argument is open to -

question since different perceptual processes are used in the two tasks ;
however, the study will provide valuable data and will at least provide an
estima te of the number of edges required per square kilometer.
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The rider to the first view, i.e., that CGI systems are more
cost effective, Is based on several premises :

(a) Model boards consume more energy.

This is certainly true. even though the CCI systems being con-
sidered are by no means small consumers of energy. Approximate figures ,
neglecting air conditioning requirements , are 400 kilowatts for a proposed
two model board system and 130 kilowatts for the 3 TEPIGEN system , a factor
of three. It should be noted , however, that the cost of this power is
small compared to the total cost of servicing a simulator , and the energy
consumed is considerably less than that required by an AH—64.

(b) Model board systems require more maintenance .

From our own experience and from discussions with the mainten-
ance engineers at the Boeing simulator center in Seattle , whi ch has a GE
CGI system, the difference in manpower would be insign i ficant. The differ-
ence in cost may be appreciable , but again only a small part of the overall
simulator cost.

(c) Model board systems are more costly to purchase.

Even when buildin g costs are included , this would appear to be
untrue .

(d) CGI systems can reaily change data bases and therefore offer
more training.

The first part of this premise is true , but the second part is
open to question . For one thing , the purchase of six simulators will allow
six different types of terrain to be modelled , even if a model board is
used . It should be firmly established that the ability to change model
data bases at a given simulator location increases the trainin g value of that
particular simulator before assuming this as a valid criterion . It certainly
offers some Interesting training possibilities . Colonel Sims raised the
question of two AH—64 crews training together and, looking to the future,
suggested that an Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH) crew should be included
In the team. This could be achieved by using i dentical data bases and a
coniuunication link between the simulators , even if the simulators were at
different bases several thousand miles apart.

(e) CCI is a new technology and therefore more cost effective .

This statement is somewhat reminiscent of the statements made
by computer manufacturers many years ago that computers would free mankind
from the drudgery of work . It is a new technology , however , and progress
being what It is one can expect significant advances in the future. Indeed ,
the advent of texture will probably have the same effect on CGI systems as
the advent of jet engines on air travel. The premise does , however, assume
that there will be no future progress in model board systems. The

I
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discovery of a photocathode with a quantum efficiency of 60% rather than the
present 6% would , for example, reduce model board power requi rements to be-
low those of present CGI systems. The wavelength of light determines the size
of model board systems , which are not likely to be reduced , whereas the
number of cabinets of parallel processors required in CCI systems will sure-
ly diminish. This is certainly a benefi t of a new technology .

(f) CCI systems offer playing areas larger than model board visuals.

This is undoubtedly true . The suggested model board approach
will have a maximum playing area of only 3.5 by 11.6 km , whereas a 20 x 40 km
playing area is possible using the CCI approach. However, the use of CCI
for the TADS enables the tactical area in the model board approach (i.e., that
area in which threats can be engaged ) to be extended to 11.5 x 19.6 km.
This is probably adequate , considering that the prime use of the simulator
will be to practice shooting and self-defense rather than flying and nav-
igation . It should also be realized that the creation of a highly detailed
20 x 40 km area will be a considerable task in itself. GE has estimated that
100,000 edges per square kilometer will be required , i.e., 80 million edges
for the complete area .

The second viewpoint at the beginning of this section suggested
that realism mi ght add to the traini ng value of model boa rd systems. And
here perhaps lies the crux of the whole argument.

CCI systems have been used quite successfully in fixed-wing
simulators by USAF helicopter pilots ; however , flying at NOE altitudes is
much closer to nature than is the case with airforce pilots flying high
performance fighters . The name Air Cavalry describes the function of hel-
icopter pilots very accurately. It is of course impossible to make a
visual system having the detail of the real world , but the brain seems to
be able to accept present high qualit y vi sual systems as being very close to
the real world. Dr. Jim Bynum suggested that the A rmy could train its pilots
and gunners to accept the cartoonish nature of CGI and treat the simulator
as a training device. If the Army can guarantee that a visual system offering
scenes such as those discussed in paragraph 5.10 can be accepted by pilots
and gunners to the extent that no further realism is necessary, the choice of
CCI or model board can be made on purely objective grounds . Accordingly, we
describe two approaches , believing that both may be adequate for training
the AH- 64 missions.

The extra realism provided by the model board approach , together
with the fact that the restricted play i ng area does not seem to i mpose a
severe restriction on a mission in wh i ch ‘shooting ’ is the prima ry training
task, leads us to prefer the model board approach.
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5.13.2 Model Board Approach for the AH-64 FW5

5.13.2.1 General. The purpose of this section is to describe the
preferred approach for implementing a model board/CCTV visua l on the AH-64 FWS.

Many compromises are made when designing visual systems;
however, the attributes of the model board/CCTV approach which make it
preferable to a CCI system should not be compromised. The three reasons that
might make a model board/CCTV system preferable are :

(a) The lack of realism in a CGI visual could significantly
detract from the training value of the device.

(b) The CCI system may not have sufficient foreground detail and
texture to enable the pilot to fly NOE .

(c) Forested areas such as Fort Bragg may be required , and it is
doubtful that the CCI could supply the level of detail.

The most significant attribute of the model that allows it to
cope successfully with these three problems is the tremendous amount of
detail model makers can put into each square inch of the model . The two
parameters that control this attribute , apart from the model maker ’s ski ll ,
are cost and scale. Making a model that will allow NOE flight and tactical
maneuvers over its entire area will be costly, especially if large forested -

areas are required . Scale factors have been discussed in paragraph
5.9.2. It would appear that 500:1 is the smallest scale that will allow
sufficient depths of focus when flying at altitudes of only a few feet above
the ground or above the tree tops . Any compromises in this area will give
poor focus in some part of the picture , resulting in confusing depth cues
and general degradation of the image . Since the aircraft will be flying
very low to the ground most of the time , it is necessary to have high image —

quality in this mode.

Once a model of 500:1 has been established , the playing area
is limi ted to about 3.5 by 11.6 km for a 24-by 76-foot model . The tactical
a rea , i.e., that area in which targets can be engaged , can be extended ,
however, by the use of mirrors , special effects , and the TAOS to 11.5 by
19.6 km. This fi gure is arrived at by adding the range of the TADS and the
Hell fire, i.e., 4 km to each side of the model. A typical model is shown
in Figure 5-23. The entire area can be used for tactical missions with
targets , m i s s i l e  tracks , and explosions appearing anywhere, but only th~central area can be used for flying. Models of enemy threats could be
placed along the planned mission route before an exercise, or unseen
threats could be placed anywhere during the mission by the instructor.

I
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The unseen threats would be abl e to fire various weapons , wi th the flashes
appearing to come from the threat positions. The AH—64 could respond by
firi ng at the flashes . Careful planning of the model will allow many
missions to be flown without using the same route, and many attack areas,
target areas, and holding areas can be designated in different areas of the
model for each mission. As long as missions are planned that avoid the
probe looking directly at a mi rror at close range, the probe reflection will
not be obvious.

For a model similar to the country around Fort Bragg or Fort
Rucker , we could assume the highest contour would be 200 feet above the
lowest point and that NOE flight would not go above 250 feet above the
l owest contour. This will allow six-inch mirrors to be placed around the
model with a 2—foot backdrop above to alleviate the sky problem. During
MOE missions a 250-foot cloud base could be assumed. Training requiring
altitudes up to 1000 feet could still be carried out, but the edge of the
model would not be the true horizon. Reduced visibility at the higher
altitudes would reduce this problem and would also prevent the trainee from
becoming too familiar wi th the :.:odel. Mountainous models could also be
made, and it is probably desirable that models at each installation have a
different type of terrain.

The approach has its limitations , but if the playing area is
insuf ficient, it would be advisable to go to a CGI system rather than to
inc r ease the scale factor. However, we feel that this system, combi ned with
a CCI TAOS, will provide a great deal of tactical training.

5.13.2.2 lADS Simulations (Day Only) . As explained in paragraph 5—6,
the high magnifications cannot be obta i ned by using a ‘dual probe’ approach .
CCI offers an acceptable alternati ve solution. The resolving power of the
FLIR and TV can be simulated quite accura tely. Piy defects caused by
diffaction , lag, etc., can be simulated once the design of the TADS is
known. The target detection capability of the 1o~-power direct optics canbest be simulated by exaggerating the size and color of the target. The
high—power direct optics will require the insetting technique described in
paragraph 5-6 to obtain the desired resolving power. A resolving power of
about four seconds of arc could quite readily be obta i ned; however, this is
probably better than the TADS i tsel f, and it might be preferable to have
a lower resolving power which would enable larger arrays of tanks to be dis-
played. The data base for the TADS will have to correspond very accurately
to the mode l data base.

I
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5.13.2.3 FLIR Simulation. The FLIR for both copilot/gunner and pilot
is best simulated with CC! rather than processed video (see paragraph 5.4.2).
There would be no cost saving in using processed video since the lADS re-
quires a CGI. The diurnal and nocturnal cycles of the FUR image can probably
be simulated quite well in a CCI system along with target signatures.

5.13.2.4 Tar~ets. As explained in paragraph 5.1 , distant tanks will not
appear in window displays apart from debris and dust thrown up by their
tracks , which will be simulated using special effects. CCI models of tanks ,
etc., would be seen In the TADS . Even enemy helicopters could be simulated
in this way . -

Enemy threats could be placed anywhere on the model and
engaged at short range . A moving truck convoy could be used on one panel of
the model for intermediate range attacks using rockets and cannons. Both
these types of targets could also be seen using the TAOS or PNVS.

5.13.2.5 Weapons. Weapon effects will be simulated in the window dis-
play by the use of special effects (refe r to paragraph 5.7.10) and in the
TAOS and PNVS displays by direct insertion into the CCI data base.

5.13.2.6 Sky. The best approach for generating sky has not been
ascertained at present. The keying solution (refer to paragraph 5.7.10.4),
presents several problems and so does the wh i te backdrop approach. A
combined approach seems the most promising, allowing keying to take place
above the backdrop but below the lighting bank as shown in Figure 5-24. An
interesting observation made during integration and demonstration of our
CH-47C simulator , which has a very mountainous mode l , is the pilot’ s
acceptance of a model with no sky . The sky adds to the picture aestheticall y,
but the lack of it has no effect on pilot performance . This may not be true
on a predominantly flat model .

5.13.2.7 Probe. A simple non -tilt probe with three separate outputs ,
each having a syimietrical mapping function about its own axis, is the
recomended probe type . Farrand has made significant advances in tilt probes ,
and the difference in MTF between tilt and non-tilt probes is minima l and
approaches the diffraction limit for both types . The tilt probes , however ,
require 50% more light on the model , are considerably heavier , and consider-
ably more complex. Furthermore, in NOE missions , the tilt feature cannot be
used all the time as explained in paragraph 5.8. Even if a
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program cou ld be derived to enable the tilt to be used near the ground as a
function of the proximi ty of vertical objects , the increase In ground focus
under certain conditions would have a dubious training value . The Iranian
CH-47C simulator demonstrated that pilots quickly get used to an out-of-focus
condition of the ground very close to the helicopter. It is more important
to have consisten t focus for al) conditions .

The total FOV for the probe would be 1100 horIzontal by 50°
vertical. To achieve the desired 1800 horizontal FOV , and AOl technique will
be used so that the direction of probe viewin g is slaved to the pilot head.
To giv . the copilot/gunner the same capabilit y as the pilot , a second model
board identical to the first must be used. This feature will allow separate
pilot and copilot/gunner training missions to run concurrently in a realistic
environment.

5.13.2.8 Camera. A field-se quential camera similar to that used on the
Iranian CH-47C visuaYsystem would be used for the AH-64 FWS. The line rate
would be increased to 925 lines , and the expected limitin g resolution of the
whole video chain would be 6 arc minutes per line pair vertically and 7.5
arc minutes per line pair horizontally, with a high MTF at the intermediate
spatial frequencies . These figures assume a single camera will look at a
50-by 38-degree FOV and have the scanning lines vertical .

5.13.2.9 Displays. The projection CR1 display being developed by Mr. Al
Cosentino at Gruninan Is not fully operational but will be shortly and seems
likely to be the most suitable projector for use with a high-resolution field-
sequential camera . The CRT ’s have been developed by Thomas Electronics , wh i ch
claims that they will have a life of up to 2000 hours . Both initial and life
cycle costs will be considerably less than those of the only alternative
projector, a GE light valve .

Three CRT projectors will be used with a spherical dome , as
shown in Figure 5-9. The dome would cover 220~ horizonta l by 700 vertical ,
and the instantaneous field of view of 11O~’ x 50° would be slaved to thepilot’ s/copilot’s head orientation to cover the full field of view. A
study verifying the choice of field of view as suggested in paragraph 5.2.4
would still be useful .

5.13.2.10 Night Simulat ion . The method proposed for night ..imulation
is to run the projectors at ful l brightnecs with neutra l density filters to
give scene illuminations of between io~~ and lO~~ foot~-cand1es . The actual
level could be set by the instructor and would iover the awkwa rd area
where both retinal rods and cones are work ing, a~ well as the true night
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conditions where only the rods are working. The resolution of the display
would match the resol ution of the eye at these levels, resul ti ng In very
realistic images .

Any cultural lights , gun flashes , or other bright point
sources would be shown on the helmet-mounted display no matter what other
imagery was present. Bright lights on the window display will be dimmed
along with the rest of the scene, but the brain will merge the window displ ay
and helmet display to obtain a single scene. The FOV over which the lights
can be displayed will only be 30 x 40 degrees; the field or regard , however ,
would be limi ted only by the windows of the aircra ft.

The FLIR imagery wi 1l be generated by CCI in the same
manner as for TAOS. It will of course have to correspond to the model , but
for very dark nights when nothing can be seen wi th the unaided eye, the
hel icopter could be flown beyond the bounds of the normal playing area. The
use of night vision goggles such as the AN/PVS-5 will be possible , but the
effect of the bright lights will not be correct because of the low display
brightness. If cultural lights are required , they would have to be included
on the model or provided by special effects.

5.13.2.11 Scout Helicopter. A model helicopter would be viewed with
another camera and keyed into the main video to represent a scout helicopter.
The data base and algorithms for computing line of sight to targets will
enable the helicopter to be occulted as it goes behind a tree. Colonel
Martin at Fort Knox and Colonel Sims at Fort Monroe stressed the need to
actually see the scout helicopter , and Colonel Sims thought the second AH-64
should also be shown . Provided only one helicopter could be seen at a time ,
a scout , AH-64 AlO, or even a Hind gunship coul d be provi ded at a reasonable
cost. The ranging could be done with a 16:1 zoom lens and the helicopter
mounted on gimbals to attain the three degrees of rotation . Lateral movement
coul d be accomplished electronically. The helicopter would also be modelled
in the CCI for the TAOS and PVNS . Operation of the other aircraft could be
preprogrammed or controlled by the instructor.

5.13.3 Proposed CCI System. The following paragraphs describe the
pre ferred CCI approach. TERPIGEN is an acronym for Television Picture
Generator and is manufactured by Marconi Radar Systems of Leicester ,
England. It is the only CCI system offering realistic texture and in our
opinion the only system that could offer adequate cues for the MOE fl i ght
over a large area. The first system will not be fully operational unti l

• October 1978, which raises several doubts as to the potential of the final
system. However , much Information has been disseminated by the simulation
community, and the Marconi engineers seem to appreciate the problems that
can degrade a CGI system. Certainly the quantization of the picture due to
the digital nature of the computation , the degradation caused by the raster
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structure of the displa y, and the importance of animat i ng the picture at the
field rate have been adequately considered .

The ability of Marconi to manufacture the required number of
systems within the schedule of the AH-64 program should not be questioned .
It is an established firm with a high reputation and delivers about ~70million of electronic equipment annually.

5.13.3.1 Summary of the Proposed System. Each of the three TEPIGEN
systems in the proposal have the characterist ics listed below :

Face Capac i ty  3000

Edge Capacity* 5250
Light Capacity 10000
Animation Rate 60 Hz
Number of Raster Lines 875
Number of Change Points per

Raster Line 210
Number of Co lor Hues Available >2 x io6

Color Hues in 0/P Scenes Equal to the number of faces/
lights

Element Resolution (500 x 38° FOV) 8 arc minutes/line pair

Vernier Resolution with Edge
Smoothing 1 arc minute

Number of Independent Data
Channels 4

System capacity shared between
channels to provide an Area of
Interest (AOl)

Atmospheric Effects Aerial perspective
Var i able visibility
Var i able luminance

(e.g., dayli ght/night)
Var i able Transparency for smoke

and clou ds
Texture Apparent edge capacity improve-

ment factor: 10 to 100
Applicable to any face

Number of Tex tures 219
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Special Effects Attenuation of scene intensity
by rotor blade

Maximum Observer Turn i ng Rate 40° per Sec. Above this rate

(for 500 x 38° FOV with Maximum the background scenery is
Face Capacity) simplified to allow turn i ng

rates of up to 1000 per sec.
Data Base Storage~ 400,000 faces

700,000 edges

* A system using the full capacity of edges excludes the use of
lights. A light/edge mix may be empl oyed on the basis of a 2:1
light: edge substitution .

+ Can be expanded with additional mass storage

5.13.3.2 General Oescription of the Visual System. A block diagram of
the visual system is shown in Figure 5-25. Three projectors will be used
for each cockpit display , with a spherical screen covering about 2000 hor-
izontally and 70° ~ertica lly. The instantaneous field of view will be 1100
horizontall y by 50 vertically and will be slaved to the pilot ’s or co-
pilot ’s head in azimuth and pitch .

The pilot ’s scene will be generated by TEPIGEN 1 and half of
TEPIGEN 2. Each of the four outputs of each TEPIGEN is independent , and the
number of faces allocated to each channel , and therefore to each display can
be varied on-line . If the pilot ’s helmet display is switched on, SW1 will
be in the position shown and TEPIGEN 2A will supply wh i chever mode of video
is selected . The faces from TEPIGEN 1 will be evenly distr i buted among the
three proj ectors for the wi ndow display .

The copilot ’ s scene wi l l  be generated by TEPIGEN 3 and the
other ha l f  of TEPIGEN 2. The allocat i on of faces is a little more complic-
ated for the copilot , since the TAOS head-up and head-down displays must be.
considered as well as his helmet display . If no internal display s are
switched on, SW2 will be in the oppos i te position , as shown In fi gure 5-25,
and the total number of faces will be evenly distributed among the three
wi ndow projectors. If any FLIR or TV mode has been selected , faces from
TEP IGEN 3 wIll be re-allocated to the copilot panel display . The number of
faces allocated to this displa y will vary according to the copilot’ s head
position , if he is looking directly at the display , several hundred faces
will be used , whereas if he is gazing out of the window , less than one hun-
dred faces will be sufficient. This display is primarily used for status
information so that hi gh quality imagery is not necessary. When the copilot
p l aces his head in the boot , pressure against the eyepiece activates a
switch that causes the CR1 to be imaged through the eyepiece . This switch
will cause most of the face capacity to be allocated to the boot display .

I
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lADS
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Figure 5-25 Block Diagram of CGI System
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If the direct view mode is selected, SW2 will direct the video from TEPIGEN
2B to the boot. These faces will be used solely for the Insert ion of high
resolution targets as discussed in the lADS sections . In this manner , a
highly detailed view will be available in any mode of the lADS when it is
used in the head-down position while maintaining a low level of detail in

• the window display . This will enable a realistic transition from head-down
to head-up position .

Operat i on of the helmet displ ay will be similar to the
pilot ’s helmet display . TEPIGEN 2B will provide the imagery for the helmet
display while TEPIGEN 3 will provide the scene for the window display . If
imagery is required on the head-up TAOS displ ay while the helmet display is
In use , faces will be re-allocated from TEPIGEN 3. The night vision devices
will use the same data base as the visual scene, but FU R parameters will be
substituted for the visual parameters. Similarly, the TV data may include
certain parameters relevant to the near infrared response of the sensor .

The simulator computer will provide the follow i ng informat i on
to the appropriate TEPIGEN:

Pilot ’s head position

CPG’s head position

PNVS or i entation

lADS orientation

. Missile image seeker or i entation (if used)

TAOS sensor selection and magnification

Weapons trajectory and impac t po i nts

. Velocity of rotor blades

. Ins truc tor ’s contro l data for target types and posi-
tions , preplanned target tracks, visibility, and light
l evel .

Any other special effects

The TEPIGEN system determines the position and ori entation of
all of the models from which the scenes are to be composed, mathematically
projects the models onto a plane , and scans the resulting projection to gen-
erate the required video signa ls. The appropriate video signal is applied
to a display device to generate the desired image .

The TEPIGEN Systems also provide the host computer with the
position of those targets moving along preplanned tracks and also the alti-
tude of other ground targets. For simplicity, this output is not shown In
Figure 5-25.
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5.13.3.3 The TEPIGEN System. The scenario processor, shown In Figur-e
5-26, determInes which models stored in the backing store are needed to be
processed by the picture , texture, and display processors In order to gener-
ate the approp’~i ate video signals. The data for these models is then trans-
ferred from bdcking store into the picture and texture processors. In addi-
tion , the scenario processor computes the altitude and orientation of ground
based targets. Environmental inputs from the simulator are monitored by the
scenario processor, and the appropriate data is generated and passed on to
the picture processors. It is proposed to employ two Digital Equipment Cor-
poration RKO6 disks in the backing store, with the model data shared between
them. Assumi ng average latency and seek times and assuming an organizat i on
of data that minimizes the l engthy multi -track searches and maximizes the
number of quicker track-to-track searches, the time required to extract the
full capacity of face data from t~e disks was estimated ; assuming that thisfull capacity corresponds to a 40 field of view , the corresponding rate
of turn was determi ned. The results are shown in Table 5-7.

TABLE 5-7 . ESTIMATES OF TIMES TO EXTRACT DATA FROM DISKS

Time Required to
Extract n Faces Rate of Turn

Face Capac ity (secs) 
— 

(2. per sec)

1000 0.40 100
2000 0.83 48
3000 0.95 42
4000 1.22 33
5000 1.35 30

Further study is required in this area to determine whether a
faster disc is required .

Once the observer or sensor turns at a faster rate than those
given in Table 5—7 , the data extraction saturates . The following method is
used to allev i ate this problem .

A selected number of models surrounding the observer are held V

in store. All trees and bushes , for example , within a 100-meter range of
the observer may be described by 1000 faces requiring approximately 30 K
words of store. This data can be transferred to the picture processors and
the video signal generated within 100 msec . The remaining scenery would
consist of greatly simplified models having less than 1/10 of the faces of
the detailed models they are to represent and having the average color of
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those detailed models. The angular velocity and accelerat i on of the observer
(or sensor) will be used to predict when the overload condition is likely to
cease and the appropriate detailed model data extracted from the backing
store. The simplified models are therefore repl aced by detailed models as
soon as possible.

The face data is divided among a number of picture proces-
sors which mathematically rotate , translate , and project the faces and cull
those outs i de the desired field of view . Each processor comp letes its se-
quence of operations in 20 msec (for a 50-Hz field rate) or 16.7 msec (for a
60-Hz field rate) and therefore can operate on a limited number of faces
only. A sufficient number of processors are incorporated into the system to
meet the desired face capacity.

The face data is also divided among a number of texture gen-
erators. In a 20-msec (or 16.7-msec ) period , each generator operates on the
data assoc i ated with a limited number of faces and determines a set of
tracking coordinates . These coordinates are related to the intersection of
the raster lines with the face and are used to determine the intensity of
the color across the face . The rel ationship is however , non-linear , as that
the intensity pattern thus generated is correctly transformed but remains
coherent with the projected face .

The display processor determines the intersection of the pro-
jected faces with the raster and so generates a number of points where the
co lor of the screen is to change (called change points). The change points
on each raster line of a field are ordered by a cir cuit called the change
point sorter. A priority sorter determines wh i ch change points are valid.
This determines the uppermost face of a number of overlaid faces . Edge
smoothing data is generated for each channel and analog video si gnals pro-
duced . The display processor also includes a li ght generation channel in
which a particu l ar change point is interpreted as a light rather than an
edge. The change sorter has a raster line period in wh i ch to order the
change points on that line . In a 625-line , 50-Hz system, the maximum number
of change points that can be ordered in that period is approximately 350,
whereas in a 875-line , 60-Hz system the number is 210. These change points
are distributed among the number of output channels of the TEPIGEN system .

The special effects generator produces signals to amplitude -
modu l ate the output video signals in a way similar to that of the texture
generators . It produces an effect, however , at a particular point on the
viewing screen rather than at a parti cular point on a face. Its function is
to generate effects representing rotor blade movement. To simulate rotor
blade movement , it is intended to l ower the luminance over that portion of
the screen cut by the projected rotor blad e. When the rotor blade speed
falls to a value at which flicker becomes noticeable , it is intended to
pulse the luminance of the calculated portion of the screen .
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5.13.3.4 TEPIGEN System Capac ity. There are three processes that
limit the edge capacity of the TEPIGEN System. The first. concerns the gath-
eri ng of data from the picture processors by the display processor. For a
50-Hz system, 4000 valid edges can be processed by the display processor
during the 20-msec per i od . Allowing for edges outside the field of view and
for edges belong ing to reversed faces, the picture processors must be cap-
able of processing approximately 8700 edges , i.e., 5000 faces. Table 5-8
sunmiarizes limitations for a 50-Hz and 60-Hz system.

TABLE 5-8. LIMITATIONS DUE TO DISPLAY PROCESSOR

Frame Line Processing No. of Edge 
- 

Face
Rate Standard Time Valid Edges Capacity Capacity

50 Hz 625 20 msec 4000 8700 5000

60 Hz 875 16.7 msec 3300 6700 4200

The second concerns the transfer of data from the backing
store to the picture processors. This problem has already been discussed
(see Table 5-7).

The final process is that of ordering the change points
along a raster line . The number of change points on a raster line produced
by the system is a function of the number of faces (or edges) being process-
ed and their distribution in the scene. An early prototype TEPIGEN system
has a limit of 32 change points per raster line . For reasonably uniformly
distributed faces throughout the scene , this limit tends to be exceeded when
the number of faces being processed exceeds approximately 450. From this
experi ence, it is considered unnecessary to provide a system whose face
capacity outwei ghs its change point per raster line capacity. Using the
change point per raster line limits quoted earlier , the parameters for the
H2 system are given in Table 5-9.

TABLE 5-9. LIMITATIONS DUE TO NO. OF CHANGE POINTS PER RASTER LINE

Frame Line No. of Change Pts Edge Face
Rate Standard per Raster Line Capac ity Capac ity

50 625 350 8700 5000

60 875 210 5250 3000

It is therefore reconinended that each of the three TEPIGEN
systems have a capacity of 3000 faces for a 60-Hz, 875-line video output.
The use of texture enhances the picture complexity by an estimated 10 to 100
times , i.e., the effective edge capacity of a 5250-edge TEPIGEN system lines
between 50,000 and 500,000 edges .

I
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Since the change points generated may be interpreted as
lights or as belong ing to edges, there is a direct trade-off between the
edge and light capacities of the TEP IGEN system. In general , one edge is
equivalent to two lig hts. The lights may be of the color and are variable
in size. They may also be defined as omnidirect ional or undirect ional.

5.13.3.5 Targets. As explained in paragraph 5.1, distant tanks will
not appear in wi ndow display s apart from debris and dust thrown up by their
tracks. The actual tank wil l appear in the TAOS. Enemy helicopters can also
be simulated in this manner . Enemy threats can be placed anywhere in the
data base and engaged at short range. A mov ing truck convoy could also be
pl aced in an appropriate part of the data base for intermed i ate range attack
with rocket and cannon . Both of these types of targets will also be seen in
the TAOS and PNVS.

5.13.3.6 Weapons. Weapon effects will be inserted directly into the
data base . Weapon trajectories will be calculated in the main simulator
computer and fed to the CGI computer .

5.13.3.7 Displays. A high-resolution GE li ght valve , Type PJ5800,
seems to be the most suitable projector at this time. If the Hughes light
valve proves to be superior during the course of the project, it could be
substituted with only minimal redesi gn effort. Thre~ projectors will be0used on each coc~pit with a 12-foot radius spherica l screen covering 220
horizontal by 70 vertical as shown in Figure 5-25. The projec~ors willprovide an instantaneous field of view of 1100 horizontal by 50 vertical
and will be slaved to the pilot ’s/copilot ’s head or i entations to cover the
field of regard . The image perspective will be calculated for the actual
head positions of the pilot/copilot to avoid i ncorrect parallax cues with
head movement . It is still reconinended that a study of the required field
of view be carried out, using an eye mar k recorder as suggested in paragraph
5.2.

5.13.3.8 Night Simulation. The method proposed for night simulat i on
is to run the projectors at full brightness with neutral density filters to
give scene illuminations of between io—~ to 10 

2 foot candles . The actual
levels could be set by the instructor and would cover the awkward area where
both retinal rods and cones are working, as well as the true night condi-
tions where onl y the rods are working . The resolution of the display would
match the resolution of the eye at these levels , resulting in very realistic
images.

Any cultural lights , gun flashes or other bright point
sources would be shown on the helmet-mounted display , no matter what other
imagery was present. Bright li ghts on the window disp lay will be dimed
along with the rest of the scene, but the brain will merge the window dis-
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- play and helmet display to obtain a single scene. The FOV over which the
lights can be displayed will only be 30 x 40 degrees; the field of regard,
however, would be limited only by the windows of the aircraft .

The FUR imagery will be generated by CGI as described in
paragraph 5.4.2. The use of night vision goggles such as the AN/PVS—5 will
also be possible , but the effect of the bri ght ughts will not be correct
because of the low display brightness.

5.13.3.9 Friendly Helicopters. Either scout or other AH-64 helicop-
ters can be inc l uded in the data base for the out-of-window display , provid-
ed they are within 1000 feet of the simulated AH-64. At ranges greater than
this , a small dot could be provided. These would move under either prepro-
granned or i nstructor control.

I
I

I

i 
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6. 1 INTRODUCTiON

The objectives of a flight simulator motion cueing system are to
reproduce as much as poss ible the sensations of movement experienced by the
crewrnenibers in an actual aircraft. These sensations are felt by the human
vestibula r and kinesthetic sensors (Refs . 6-1 and 6-2). The vestibular sys-
tem consists primarily of the semicircular canals and otoliths located behind
the ear , which sense angular and trans lational movem ent , respectively. Other
kinesthetic sensors are those , for instance, which sense skin pressure , which
can result from accelerations imparted to the body through seat contact
points .

Motion cue ing systems have traditionally consisted of a computer-
controlled moving cockpit system operated by electrohydrauli c actuators . In
recent years additiona l seat-controlled cueing systems have been introduced
which impart movement and pressure -ues through the seat pan and sea t cush-
ions (Refs . 6-I and 6-3).

Tradi t i ona 1 fli ght simulator mot ion systems cannot reproduce air—
cra ft accelerat ions completel y because of p h y s i c a l  1 lviii at ions of travel
However , it has been shown that such notion sys tems can improve pi lot perfor-
mance (Ref. 6-4).

The q-sea t and sea t notion systems have been introduced to provide
additiona l cue effects , and the application of these devices to the AH-64
simulator is discussed below .

rhe selection of the motion cucing system for the AH—64 simulation
will be based upon:

(a) The training maneuvers requ i red , part i c ular ly the magnitude of ac —
cel era t ions and frequency.

h ) The reproduction of v m bra t ion and buff et

(c) The prob i em of motion sickne ss , in view o I the large F OV visu a l
system w i th  the de ta i l ed  day ii qh t scene capab iii ty.

Ref. 6— 1 . Kron , G.J., Advanced Simula t ion i n 1Jnder~radu ate Pi lo t  Tra in—
m n~ , A FHRL -TR-/5-b9 ( i i i ) ,  Air rorce Human Resources Lahoratory , Wrig ht-
Pa t terson AFB , Ohio, October 19/5.

Ref . 6— n . Youn g, I . R . , “The Current Sta tus  of Ves t  ibul ar System Models ” ,
Automa t I cs . Vol . , pp . 3te) — Vi~~~ Vi • Cerq ,mmnon P i-e s , I 9b 1)

Ref. 6—3 . Ashwort.h , U .R., A Seat Cushio n t o  Provide Real kilt A ccelom ’a—
t. io~ ~~~ for A I rcraft Si m in i a tors , NASA TMX — i’ 3~~4 , NASA , Washi nqt on , I) . C

~epten~ er 1976
Ref . 6— 4  . Curry , R . I. . , I lot t nma n • W . C . . and Young , I . . , Pi lo t  Mode iii n~

to t ’  Manned S i n m u la t  ion , AIFDL —TR — l h— L’4 , Vo l .  1, A i r  For ce F l i g h t flynamicm
Labora to~ y , Wr I qh t— Pat t e rson A IR , Ohio. I)e ember I°76
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(d) The relati ve requirements of the two crewmembers .

Items (a), (b), and (c) are discussed in the following paragraphs
with reference to the application of each motion cueing module in providing
the required cues .

The following discussion concentrates on the motion cueing requi re-
mnents of the pilot. The relative requirements of the copilot/gunner are
discussed in paragraph 6.3.

6.2 SYSTEM MODULES

The motion cueing system consists of three main elements :

Seat motion system

. G-seat system

. Cockpi t motion system

Each of these elements is discussed in the broadest terms in the
following paragraphs for their application to the AH—64 simulation . The
cueing effectiveness and the complexity of each are important considerations
in the choice of desi gn. Compatibility between the cueing sensations of
each element must also be achieved , although this is an area in which little
documentary evidence is available. It may be necessary , therefore , to util—
ize less than the maximum capability of e&ch motion cueing module unti l more
information is available on the optimum techniques of phasing in the cue from
one module to another.

The approximate bandwidths of these three devices are shown in
Fi gure 6-1.

The seat system is obviously limited in displacement to avoid des-
troying the pilot ’s geometrical relationship to the controls and , hence , to
avoid spurious control movements .

The cockpit motion system is also amplitude limited simply because
of physical size . In spite of the attenuation shown here , cockpit motion
systems are not dead at frequencies of 10 Hz and above . Vibration repres-
entative of those encountered in the various operating regimes of the AH-64
can be produced in cockpi t motion systems .

6-4
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The g-seat characteristics appear to cover those of the cockpi t
irn~tion system down to steady state conditions . The g—seat , however , pro-
duces a different type of cue to the motion system and therefore cannot
completely replace a cockpit motion system but rather can enhance its ef-
fectiveness .

6.2.1 Seat Motion ~ystern. A seat motion system consists of a crew
seat with a number of degrees of freedom of small amplitude , driven by el-
ectrohydr aulic actuators controlled by computer comand signals. Two ex-
amples are already installed on U.S. Army devices 1831 and 2833, and the
USAF is planning to test such a device . More info rmation is required on the
performance and subjective assessment of such devices before their cost-
effectiveness can be decided . However , a simple version of the seat , which
could provide high frequency vibration cues , has obvious advantages .

6.2.1.1 S2at Shaker. A seat that. provides vibration frequencies
would be called a seat shaker and could be much simpler in design . It
would remove the need for applying vibrations to the complete cockpit and
hence eliminate vibration at the instructor station and remove potential
problems of resonance and fatigue in the cockpit structure and in the visua l
projection system . This is partic ularly valuable for the helicopter simu-
lation in which a perceptive level of vibration is usually present during
flight.

The number of axes of vibration requi red depend upon the
vibration and frequency characteristics of the helicopter , for which data
is not at present available. Vibration in the vertical mode would probabl y
be all that is necessary in the simulator , but hori zontal vibratio ns in the
fore-aft and/or lateral directions may have particular training value in
order to reproduce a particular aircraft malfunction or performance lim it.
The provision of horizonta l degrees of freedom is purely dependent upon the
aircraft characteristics and the simulator training requirements .

The frequency -amplitude range of the seat shaker would be of
the order of 3 to 20 Hz , and with a maximu m acceleration up to approxima tely
0.5 g with a threshold of approximately 0.05 g. The maxinun displacement
under these conditions would be of the order of 0.5 inch . This frequency
range will encompass the basic rotor rotational frequency at 289 rpm (4.8
Hz) and up to four times that frequency. The proposed operating envelope of
the seat shaker is shown in Fi gure 6—2 .

The design and control of a seat shaker is not complicated ,
although audible noise nay cause prob l ems . The most likely approach would
be to use electrohydraulic servo actuators l ocated under the seat and rig idly
mounted to the seat pan and cockpi t floor, one for each axis of vibration .

h-b
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The schematic of a typi cal seat shaker is shown in Figure 6-3,
in which two electronic oscillators provide command signals for the actua tor.
The amplitude and frequency of each oscillator are controlled by the rotor
and flight dynamics models in the computer. The provision for two oscill-
ators permi ts the reproduction of two frequencies simul taneously.

The seat shaker system does not reproduce vibratio ns in the
controls or on the instruments . Whether this is an important training re-
qui rement depends upon the characteristics of the i ndividua l helicopter.
More helicopter vibration data is required before full assessment can be
made . It is probable that for the majori ty of AH-64 flying the vibration
level is low enough to not seriously affect the readabilit y of the instrum-
ents nor the realism of the control feel .

A seat desi gned to provide movement cues at frequencies l ower
than vibration l evel would only have limi ted application because of the ne-
cessity of keeping the amplitude of movement small. It is anticipa ted that
seat displacements must be kept small to conserve the pilot ’s correct geo-
metrical relationship with the controls and to avoid spurious control in-
puts by the pilot resulting from seat movement.

A seat shaker system would be a definite advantage for the
AH~64 simulator not only for the reproduction of background rotor vibration ,
which only serves to increase realism , but also for reproducing buffet
characteristics when the aircraft approaches its limiting performance, which
woul d have a definite training value .

6.2.2 G-Seat System. Crew seats have been developed in recent years
in which the cushion pressure is pneumatically or hydraulically controlled
in order to redistribute backrest and seat pan pressures to convey the feel-
ing of acceleration imparted to the body . Two seat designs are described
by Kron and Ashworth (Refs . 6-1 and 6-3). The Kron seat has undergone ex-
tensive testing and eva l uation by the IJSAF in thei r ASIJPT facility at Willi-
ams AFB (Ref. 6-5).

The Ashworth seat is now being evaluated at NASA Langley on the
OIlS. The seat cushions are divided into a number of cells so that the pres-
sure can be adjusted i ndependently in different areas . By this means , ver-
tical longitudina l , and latera l acceleration and some rotational sensations
can be reproduced.

Re~. 6-5. Hagin , W. V ., Platfor m Motion in Fli 9ht Simulation: Criti —
cal or_Ni ce, Symposium on Future of Simiu1 €~~?Tn Ski ll Traini ng , Washington ,July 1976, Training Equi pment Subconiiiittee , NSIA I pp. 151-154.
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G-seat systems are still being evaluated and optimi zed , and thei r
appl ication has been mainly in the field of air combat and formation flying
simulation . Little has been publi shed about the results of g—seat eva l ua-
tions or about the discussion of optimum g-seat drive equations . It is be-
lieved that the vertical acceleration cue provides the most realism and has
received the greatest amount of pilo t acceptance .

The g-seat has the advantage of bei ng able to provide sustained
acceleration cues , in contrast to the contrast to the cockpi t (or seat)
motion systems, which can only provide transient or high-frequency acceler-
ation cues because of the necessary travel constraints . Since the AH-64
helicopter has a maneuvering envelope of up to 3’2 g norma l load factor,
which is beyond the capabilities of conventional cockpit motion systems , and
in view of the fact that a g-nieter is installed in the aircraft on the
pilot’ s instrument panel , it can be concluded that a g-seat device would be
of particular advantage to the simulator by giving the pilot a norma l accel-
eration awareness without continual monitoring of his instrument.

Other advantages of a g-seat are not as well defined and depend
upon its frequency response characteristics and the sta te—of—the-art of ac-
celeration cueing . It is important that the cues provided by each i tem of
the total motion cueing system are complementary and riot conflict ing. The
more complex the functions of each i tem, the more complex become the phasing
problems . It is prudent to be conservative at the moment concern i ng the
functi ons that the 9-seat can perrorm , and to let the results of current re—
search work become available. However , it is probably safe to assume that
the seat can give a reliable sustained normal acceleration cue . This alone
shoul d enhance the training value of the AH-64 simulator , and for this reason
the g-seat would be an asset.

6.2.3 Cockpit Motion System. The cockpit motion system is the more
traditional form of motion cueing devices . Most modern forms have six de-
grees of freedom and are of synergistic design , in which the actuators must
be moved in combination in orde r to produce movement in any one cockpit
body axi s direction .

It has been stated that all of the elements of the motion cue i ng
system must complement one another. The g— seat can stimulate the somatic
sensors over a wide frequency range . The seat motion system can stimulate
both these arid the vestibular sensory systems over high frequencies only be-
cause of the limi tations of very small displacement. The cockpit motion sys-
tem can produce the functions of the seat motion system over an inte rmediate
frequency range , which includes , most i mportantly, natura l frequencies of the
aircraft .

A 6-degree of freedom motion system is particularl y beneficial
to the pilot in a helicopter simulator because of the effect of one control
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i ntracting into more than one response axis. For instance , a pedal input
at low speed induces yawing moment, sideforce , and possibly rolling moment.

The excursion requi rements of a cockpit motion system are depen-
dent upon the training requirements . As compared with conventional aircraft ,
the helicopter also has an additional collective pitch contro l , which gi ves
di rect control of vertica l acceleration . The large normal acceleration en-
velope of the AH—64 also increases the need for good vertical acceleration
cues from the motion system. Two motion system confi gurations are compared
here, one with an increased heave excursion capability .

6.2.3.1 Motion Drive Equations. The techniques available for comput-
ing motion system conriand signals are reviewed by Conrad and Schmi dt and by
Sinacori (Refs. 6-6 and 6-7), and the current state-of-the—art is such that
the choice of effective fi l tering parameters is well defi ned for a given
motion system with typical constraints .

A typical motion drive equation block diagram for a transport
aircraft is shown in Figure 6-4. The aircraft model accelerations at the
center of gravity are used to initiate the motion comand signals , following
a transformation to the aircraft cockpit position . Low-frequency and steady-
state accelerations can obviously not be reproduced fully on the motion base
and are attenua ted by second-order high -pass filtering. A transformation
from the moving motion axes to earth , or base , axes ensures that the occup-
ants of the simulator experience acceleration cues in the correct directions ,
and a washout algorithm elimi nates long-term drift and maximi zes the capa-
bility of the system to provide addi tional cues. The horizontal accelera-
tions (x and y) are low-pass fi l tered into the cockpit pitch and roll corn-
mands to provide steady state horizonta l acceleration sensations .

Referring to Equation (6-1) a typical second—order high—pass
fi l ter is given as

2 2
(6-1)

x~. 
1 + 2~ts + ~2~2

Ref. 6-6. Conrad , B., and Schmidt , S., A Study of Techniques for Calcu-
lating Motion Drive Si gnals for Fli ght Simulators , NASA CR-114345, July 1971.

Ref. 6-7. Sinacori , J., A Practical App~roach to Motion Simulation , AIAA
Visua l and Motion Simulation Conference , Paper 73—931 , Septemther 1973.
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It is necessary that the t i me constants (~~) and the damping
factors (ç) be independently adjustable for each degree of freedom. The
time constants for conventional six-axi s motion systems are, typically, in
the range of 0.3 second to 3.0 seconds .

The time history response to a step input b r  such a fi l ter is
shown in Figure 6-5. This response is computed numerically at an iteration
of 50 milliseconds . The i nput represents a step input of acceleration ap-
plied to the aircraft dynami c model , and the output shows the acceleration
imparted to the simulator cockpit. It can be seen that the step changes of
acceleration passes straigh t throug h the fi l ter, followed by decay in the
magnitude and a slig ht overshoot. In the steady state , the motion is dis- —

placed from its ori ginal position by an amount.

X
0 

= (6-2)

where x.~ is the input acceleratio n in ft/sec2 and x is the output position
in feet. The fi l tered output timne history can be m8dified in shape by van —
ations in the values of and , .

It will probably be necessary to a l low quite large movements
in cockpit pitch and roll. A trade-off exists in this respect because such
an angular displacement inevitabl y causes a sensation of latera l or longi-
tudina l acceleration , simply because of the effect of the gravity vecotr ,
and such translational acceleration cues would invar iably be false. On
the other hand , the absence of synchronized cockpi t pitch and roll motion
gives the impression of the ground terrain display moving in response to the
helicopter rotation , whereas the desirable objective is to show that the
ground appears stationary . Substantial cockpit pitch and rol l movement would
therefore seem desirable in order to avoid presenting conflicting visual and
motion cue effects to the crew . In particular , for example , for the task of
aiming the area weapons cannon with the helimet -mo un ted sight while the other
crewnian is maneuver ing the helicopte r, an apparent stationary ground would
be i mportant.

There is also a need for good simulation of heave , primarily
because of the direct effect of the collective pitch control.

The late ral and l ongitudinal degrees of freedom would probably
have a small cue function as a resul t of pilot control inputs , but this would
be important unde r turbulence conditions and in weapon fi ring.

The software itself can , of course , be adjusted at a much later
time . But these considerat ions can affect the choice of hardware desi gn.
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6.2.3.2 6-Degree of Freedom System. Visual system considerations
dictate a separate crew compartment for both the pilot and copilot/gunner.
This approach implies the use of two separate but synchronized motion sys—
tmes with a coordinate transformation requi red for the second because of the
difference in aircraft seat location between the pilot and copilot. In this
section , it is assumed that integrated crew training will be implemented;
however , with separate facilities , the possibility exists of isolating the
pil ot from the copilot , providing independent crew training.

The essential performance requirements of the motion system
are :

• Resolution: the ability to respond accurately to small
amplitude inputs .

Responsiveness: the ability to respond to input commands
without noticeable lag.

Smoothness : the absence of self—generated or spurious
disturbances .

- Stabil i ty : the absence of mechanical or electrohydraulic
resonances which would adversely affect simulation .

Generally, good sim ulation depends on judicious compromise be--
tween fidelity and stability . A high closed—loop gain generally tends to
improve fi delity as indicated by frequency response bandwidth and immunit y
to externa l disturbances; however , an excessive loop gain will resul t in
ring ing due to sustained üsci llatio n s . The use of force feedback and the
careful selection of servo valve characterist ics allow gain to be increased
while maintaining or improving stabilit y . The quality of the overall system
depends on the final tuning of the motion system , the selection of gains
for position , velocity and force feedback , and the tuning of the associated
compensators and filters . At the present time , there are no generally ac-
cepted indices of motion system performance so that final tuning is governed
largely by feel and experience. There are , however , several parameters
which must be maximized to achieve good simulation , including motion travel ,
system frequency response , and the ability of the motion system to faithfully
respond to low amplitude inputs with min imal self-induced disturbance .
Motion travel is determined as a compromise between the cost, stif fness ,
and maintainability advantages of a compact syste n opposed to the increased
acceleration envelope of a larger motio n system. In any case , the available
travel should be compatible with the acceleration arid velocity limits .

For the second performance measure , frequency response , ex-
perience has shown that attempts to maxi mize bandwidth are misdi rected in
terms of overall system performance . High—frequency components are not 
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normally significant in fl ight simulation , and optima l control is more
dependent on smoothness . More significant for simulation is the elimi na-
tion of low-frequency structural resonances .

The reduction of noise in acceleration is an important design
goal , particularly in the case of random discontinuities which can be in~-terpreted as false motion cues .

6.2.3.2.1 Horizonta]jy Motion System . The CAE hori zontal
motion system is a 6-degree of freedom electrohydraulic servo system cap-
able of providing realistic pitch , roll , and yaw rotations , plus lateral ,
longitudinal , and vertical translations in response to electrical command
signals from the computer interface .

The configuration arrangement is shown in Figure 6—6 . The
CAE design approach reflects tate-of-the-art techniques with due consid-
eration given to simplicity , wei ght , reliability , and maintainability re-
quirements, while maximizing performance unde r the constraint that safety
must be maintained . The motion system -is similar structurally to other
CAE systems of proven performance , reliability , and safety . The hydrau lic
power supp’y hoses and servoactuators are sized to provide sufficient flow
capaci ty and pressure to generate accelerations and veloc ities compatible
wi th the motion envelope . The cradle frame -is separable from the crew com-
partment so that the motion system can remain intact and be operated in-
dependently. The motion system specified performance requi rements take into
account the norma l weight of the crew compartment complete with instructor
station , visual display system , and two personnel , plus 500 pounds .

Improvement of the present CAE horizontal motion system is
the subject of a research and development program in progress at CAE . Re-
cent developments include the following:

(a) The use of pressure feedback to improve control , and friction
reduct~on in the hydraulic actuator to improve smoothness.

(b) The use of asymmetric valves to reduce discontinuities at
motion reversal  and to ‘mprove software simulation tech-
niques .

Further improvements including the use of larger jacks to in-
crease the frequency of basic structural and hydraulic resonances , weight re-
duction and simplified construction are being tested . The use of hydrostatic
bearings in the servojacks to reduce friction is also being tested .
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Figure 6-6. Hori contally Mounted Six-Degree-of-
Freedom Motion System
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6.~’.3.2.1. 1 Motion Enve lope. The nominal max i mum excursions of the
m otion system are listed ~n Table 6-i . The values listed are measured in-
dependently in each axis about the neutra l position , except for the va l ues
for the lateral and longitudina l motions , which are not about the neutra l
heave positio n . the motion system can achieve any combination of 2O~- of
the maximum excursions.

The nomina l maximum velocities and acceleration frommi neu—
tra l for each axis are also shown in Table 6-1 . These fi gures are based on
a pay l oad of I~ ,0O0 pounds .

6.?.3.2. 1.2 Frequenc~ Response. In the Series 400 immot lon syste mmi , the
l owest structura l resonant frequency occurs above 5 Hz. The closed—loop
frequency response is shown iii Fi gure 6-7 .

A typical response of the basic hardware is shown by a
dotted line in Fi gure 6-;’, in wh i ch the closed-loop gain is adjusted for
stability rathe r than for bandwidth. However, the overall frequency re-
sponse can be extended through the softwdre by the use of a sui table lead—
lag fi l ter algorithmi i typified by the cont i nuous line in Figure 6—7. The
objective is to achieve a bandwidth of 1 Hz with a maxim numm i phase lag of the
order of 30 degrees .

6.2.3.2.2 Vertic a ll y Mounted Motion System. CAE has constructed a
modified system in which the m o t i o n  base is tfl ted to a nea r vert ical pos i-
tion to align the ax is  of muaximum muot ion enve lope w i th  the heave axis of
the crew compartment. The vert i cal ly mounted arrangement is shown in
Figure 6-8.

The nomni nal e ~c urs ions , velo . it I es , and accelera t ions of the
vertically m ounted muotion system u are given in Table h— and are based on a
payload of 10,000 pounds . The ma i n di ffe rence from the horiz ontally mounted
system is the increased heave travel fromn 60 inches to 87 inches .

There is a further advantage in that t he motion base is com-
pletely outside the norma l FOV , and there is unrestricted capab ility for the
muounting of a lar ge diame ter spheri ca l v i ‘~ ua 1 sc reen

Crew access , however , I ~ more complicated.

A possi ble reconfi g urat i on ol th is  system for the use of two
cockpits is shown in f i gure 6—9.  Thi ’. would retain the benefits of the sys-
tem while mnaki ng more ef f ic ient  use of space .
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TABLE 6-1. HORIZONTALLY MOUI TE D MOTION SYSTEM NOMINAL PERFOR~~$C[

AXIS DISPLACEMENT V~ L0U I~ AL L LLL RA T 1ON

pitch p25 ° 150~/sec 2

o 0 - 0 2roll 20 20 (s ec 200 / s~~_

yaw 3Q
0 ~~~~~~~~~~~ .1500/sec2

vertical ‘30 inches 27 in/sec 1.Oq

l a t e ra l  40 i r~ches ‘36 in/sec .8g

longitudina l •4u inches ‘36 in/sec .5q

TABLE 6-2. VERTICALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM NOF-IINAL PERFORMANCE

AXIS DISPLACEMENT VELOCIT Y ACCELERAT ION

pitch +36/-26° 23°/sec 170°/sec2

o . 0 o 2rol l 20 /sec 170 /sec

yaw ‘25° 18°/sec 170°/sec 2

vertica l +51/-36 inches ‘35 in/sec ‘.8g

latera l ~44 inches ‘30 in/sec ~.8g

longitudinal 33 inches ‘18 in/Sec ‘.8g

1.~
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6.2.3.2.3 Motion System Comparisons. It has been stated in
6.2.3.1 that probably the major part of the motion cueing would need to be in
pitch , rol l, and heave for the AH-64 simulator. It can be seen by compari ng
Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 that a pocential advantage of the vertically mounted
motion system lies in the greater heave trave l available , a tota l of 87 in-.
ches , compared with 60 i nches for the horizontally mounted system. The di f-
ferences in available pitch and roll travel are insignificant.

The differences in heave travel become more noticeable as
pi tch or roll atti tude is applied. For example , at a roll attitude of 10
degrees , the heave travel is reduced to approxima tely 60 inches for the ver-
ti-cally mounted system and to approximately 30 inches for the horizontally
mounted system. The effect of pitch attitude is similar.

Fi gure 6-10 shows the comparison between the two systems in
terms of maximum vertical acceleration permissible as a function of the sec-
ond-order fi l ter time constant. The comparison is made at a roll angle of
10 degrees . It is clear from Figure 6-10 that the vertically mounted sys-
tem can transmi t approximately twice the acceleration of the hori zontally
mounted system for a given time constant and f~ r the stated conditi ons .
These results apply to a step type of acceleration input as demonstrated in
Figure 6-5. Similar results are na turall y obtained for sinusoida l response ,
with greater absolute values of acceleration permissible at higher frequen-
cies .

The accelerations plotted in Figure 6—10 do not show the max-
i mum accelerations capacities of each motion system; these are given as
nomina l values in Tables 6-1 ~‘nd 6—2 .

Wi th the typical second-order fi l ter described in paragraph
6.2.3.1 (equation 11), it is possible to control the amount of cockpit dis-
placement resulting from an acceleration command (whi ch is either steady
state or oscillatory ) by either of two methods :

(a) Attenuation of the acceleration magnit ude

(b) Reduc tion of the filter time constant

It can be seen from Figure 6- 10 that the vertically mounted
motion system would allow either less attenuation of the vertical accelera-
tion command (a factor of 2) or an increase in the fi l ter time constant
(a factor of 1.4), or a combination of both , when compared with the heave
capability of the horizontally mounted system.

The effects illustrated in Figure 6—10 can be translated to
the cockpit motion system bandwidths (Figure 6-1). The improvement given by
the vertically mounted system , in the heave direction only, is to therefore
reduce the minimum frequency bounda ry by a factor of 0.7 on frequency . How-
ever , in order to give a real improvement in vertical acceleration cue , by
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reducing the low-frequency boundary to less than 0.1 Hz (Figure 6-1), a
travel increase of at least a factor of 10 would be required. Research is
being carried out at NASA Ames specifically into the motion requirements of
helicopter simulators in MOE flying, but the results have not yet been pub-
lished . To fully eval uate the benefi ts of the vertically mounted motion
system, further work must be done in simulated NOE flying to study the
effects of vertica l acceleration cueing.

The use of a g-seat could also be a significant factor in
a discussion of heave travel. Figure 6~-1 shows that the seat bandwidth ,unlike the cockpit motion system, has no low-frequency boundary . Also , the
seat’s most signifi cant cue is thought to be from vertical acceleration , al-
though no published data is available. On the other hand , it is by no means
clear that the g—seat is a reasonable substitute for a cockpit motion cue
during fl i ght with perturbations around 1 g, and , in particular , the
techniques forphasing in the two types of cue are still not well defi ned.

In summary , the benefi ts of increasing the motion system
travel , even by a factor of two, are only marginal . The g-seat has the poten-
tial of further improving the vertical acceleration perturbation cue from the
cockpit motion system , but the technique has yet to be proven .

6.2.3.2.3.1 Hardware Development. The present design of the vertically
mounted motion system is now a number of years old , and some detailed design
modifications would therefore be requi red both to meet CAE ’s latest standards
of preformance, frequency response, and smoothness of operation. Also , the
supporting structure configuration shown in Figure 5-9 would require signi-
ficant development work and structural analysis.

The horizontally mounted system , on the other hand , has
minimal development risk . It represents state-of-the-art design and perfor-
mance, and many examples of it have been produced. It employs the mechani-
cal arrangement as chosen for USAF F— 15 simulators .

In summary , therefore , because of the development effort
and costs involved and also because of the marginal benefi ts of the verti-

— cally mounted motion system in NOE flying train ing, the conventional hori-
zontally mounted system -is recommended as the most suitable for the AH-64
simulator.

6.3 COPILOT /GUNNER (CP G ) MOTION CUEING

The motion system cueing requirements of the copilot/gunner crew-
member may differ from those of the pilot. The CPG tasks include the follow- . - 

-

ing four major i tems :

J
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(a ) Nav i gation

(b) Target acquisition and identification

(c) Weapon fi ring

(d) Backup pilot

Since the visual sys tem design dictates a separate cockpi t for
each c rewmember, with each cockpit mounted upon its own motion base , then it
is possible to consider the motion cueing requirements of each crewmember in-
dividually. The motion dri ve equations can be optimized , therefore, for the
primary task of each crewmember.

Adjustment of the motion drive equations should be made to allow
for the di fferent positions of each crewmember relative to the aircraft cen-
ter of gravity .

The motion system cueing for the pilot requi res coordination wi th
the control responses and with the visual scene , so that he will receive suf-
ficient motion sensations to enable him to fly the simulator wi th the same
degree of accuracy as the helicopter under a variety of environmental and
malfunction conditions. The motion drive equations must therefore be de-
si gned largely to cause motion cueing response in all axes to his control
inputs .

The major tasks of the CPG have been listed above . For all tasks
except (d), the CPG must function as efficiently as in the aircraft while
being subject to motion cues from the simulator , which is not under his di—
rect control .

For the navigation task , the motion system would inform him of
helicopter direction changes , wi th his head down , and must also avoi d the
occurrence of unnatura l motion sickness. The latter phenomenon could be a
significant problem for the CPG in the AH-64 simulator , since he would need
to continually ti lt his head in order to map read within the cockpi t as well
as establish local landmarks outside the cockpit while enroute .

The target acquisition and identification task , which would mainly
involve the use of the TAOS boot display screen , is an uncertain problem as
far as motion cues are concerned. It is thought that the CPG ’s performance
of this task is probably infl uenced by his being able to anticipate when the
target (or target area) will disappear from view . This will occur when the
pilot allows the helicopter to drop behind hills or trees , a situation out—
side the direct control of the CPG.

With his view restricted to that of the boot display , the CPG’s
only awareness of the helicopter ’ s fl ight path is through his motion and
audio sensors , and he mus t therefore use these to anticipate when the target
will be observed. It is thought that sufficient motion cues for this task
would be provided by the cockpit motion system and the seat shaker, the lat-
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ter to transmi t recognizable changes in vibration characteristics . If the
stabilized sight system of the TAOS display were i noperative , the CPG’s per-
formance in manual tracking would be greatly infl uenced by cockpit pitch ,
rol l , and yaw motion . It is not certain at this stage , however , whether this
is a feasible training task.

In weapon firi ng, the one area in which motion cueing would have a
si gnificant effect on performance is in the use of the area weapons cannon
through the helmet—mounted si ght. When us i ng this weapon in the aircra ft,
the CPG task is mainly to keep his head oriented in space in order to track
the target while the aircraft is maneuvered about by the pilot. This would
be a completely different task in a simulat or with no motion cueing; it would
require the CPG to move his head orientation in space in order to track the
target as the ground display moves in response to the helicopter maneuvers .
Wi th realistic simulator motion cueing , the crew performance of this task
could be similar to that of the aircraft. The motion drive equations , how-
eve r, may need to be different from those of the pilot for optimum perfor-
mance because it is anticipa ted that more emphasis may be needed on the ro-
tational cues.

In the task of backup pilot , the CPG would require motion cueing
drive equations similar to those for the pilot after making allowance for
their different positions in the aircraft.

6.4 CONCLUSION

It will be important to provide realistic motion cueing simulat ion
for the crew occupants of the AH-64 simulator.

A seat shaker system with a vertical vibration capability will be
requi red for the pilot. Human operators appear to be sensitive to amplitude
and frequency of hig h-frequency vibration but not to direction . Horizontal
vibration will therefore not be required . Similarly, rotational and non-
vibratory seat motions will not be required. The advantages of a seat shak-
er for the CPG are less well defined . it is recommended , however , that one
be provided that has vibration capabil ities similar to those of the pilot ’s
seat shaker.

A g-seat with vertical acceleration cue capability will be of value
to the pilot in maneuvering flight. The value of g-seat cu€s in other axes
is dependent upon the drive equations and upon the results of further re-
search work for their optimi zation. A g-seat is unlikel y to be of value to
the CPG and is not recommended .

A cockpit motion system is necessary to provide short—term acceler-
ation responses to control inputs , so that the pilot can give a realistic
performance in the simulator. The cockpi t motion system is also an advantage
to both crewmen in avoiding motion sickness and in assist ing in realistic
weapon aimi ng. It could be valuable to the CPG also while using the TAOS
boot display system. j
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